
THE'WHITE HOUSE 


WASHINGTON 


November 17, 1993 

Paul SamuelslEllen Weber 
Legal Action Center 
236 Massachusetts Avenue, NE 
Suite 510 
Washington, DC 20002 

Dear Paul and Ellen: 

Thank you for your recent letter on how the Administration can increase federal 
funding for drug treatment and prevention programs. Carol Rasco and I appreciate you taking 
the time to share your policy recommendations with us, and welre pleased that you thought 
the Interim Drug Strategy made a "compelling case.'1 

The Administration is currently reviewing options for the President's FY 1995 budget, 
and increasing drug treatment and prevention funds is one of the drug priorities on which we 
are focusing. Along with the other social investments that the Administration was not able to 
obtain in the FY 1994 appropriations process, we -- and that includes the President -- were 
not pleased about the cuts in treatment and prevention monies and are determined to do better 
next fiscal year. 

We can also do a better job of interdiction, and the Administration -- by way of a 
Presidential Decision Directive recently signed by the President -- has embraced a new 
international drug control policy that calls for a "controlled shift" from generalized 
interdiction activities to other more effective international programs. However, given that 
monies in the drug budget are not necessarily fungible, we are reluctant to tie any increases in 
drug treatment and prevention to a "shift" from our interdiction accounts. We believe are 
drug treatment and prevention investments are too i,mportant to be tied to the fate of other 
programs. 

Again, thank you for your letter. Carol and I will keep your suggestions in mind as 
we make our through the budget process during this next month. 

Sincerely, 

Jose Cerda III 
Senior Policy Analyst 



E X E CUT I V E OFF ICE o F THE PRE SID E N T 

16-Nov-1993 05:54pm 


TO: Rosalyn A. Miller 


FROM: Jose Cerda, III 

Domestic Policy Council 

SUBJECT: Draft of Legal Action Center -- "weber. let" 

Roz, 

I have attached a draft of .the Legal Action letter in case you or Carol would 
like to review it. I'll send it out tomorrow afternoon. Please call me 
beforehand if you should have any edits. Thanks. 

Jose 



A PC,Data File is attached. Use PCT SAD to download to your PC 
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October 25, 1993 

Carol Rasco 
Assistant to the President 
for Domestic Policy 

The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
West Wind 2nd Floor 
Washington, D.C. 20500 

Dear Ms. Rasco: 

.We are writing on behalf of the Legal Action Center and the National Coalition of 
State Alcohol and Drug Treatment and Prevention Associations to urge you to 
invest at least $1 billion in new funds for drug and alcohol treatment and 

,prevention services in the Administration's FY 1995 budget. 

The Legal Action Center is a not-for-profit organization specializing in the legal 
and policy issues surrounding drugs, alcohol and HIV/AIDS. The National 
Coalition is composed of the undersigne<i twenty state-based treatment and 
prevention associations whose members provide services to person's with the most 
chronic drug and alcohol problems -- those who are the focus 'of your new drug 
strategy. 

We applaud your Interim Drug Strategy for making the compelling case for 
elevating treatment and prevention to the forefront of our Nation's drug and 
alcohol control' efforts. You clearly understand how drug and alcohol problems 
underlie so many of our most serious problems, including violence, HIV/AIDS, 
family disruption and homelessness. 

But your new strategy can only work with a firm commitment of new funds. At 
the unveiling of the strategy before the Senate Judiciary Committee, there was 
broad bipartisan support for increased funding for treatment and prevention. 
Senators from both sides of the aisle advocated for an equal split in funds between 
treatment and prevention, on the one hand, and law enforcement and interdiction, 
on the other. 

We and many other national organizations support the shifting of funds from 
ineffective international and boarder interdiction efforts to treatment and 
prevention. We have attached a position paper 'endorsed by 50 organizations 
calling for a shift in funds to support the priorities in your drug strategy. 

153 Waverly Place. New York, NY 10014 • (212) 243-1313 • FAX: (212) 675-0286 
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We cannot wait until the passage of health care reform to begin the expansion of treatment 
. and prevention services. We urge you to. increase funding for these services by at least 
$1 billion in your FY 1995 budget and to make this funding a priority in the FY 1995 
appropriations process. 

Thank you for considering our views. 

Sincerely, 

M~~ 
Paul N. Samuels. Ellen M. Weber 
DirectorlPresident . Co-Director of National Policy 

••• 
National Coalition of State Alcohol and Drug Treatment and Prevention Associations 

Alabama Alcohol and Drug Abuse Association 
Arizona Association of Behavioral Health Programs 
California Association of Alcoholic Recovery Homes 
California Therapeutic Communities, Inc. 
County Alcohol and Drug Program Administrators 

Association of California 
Florida Alcohol and Drug Abuse Association 
Georgia Association for the Prevention and Treatment 

or" Substance Abuse 
lllinois Alcoholism and Drug Dependence Association 
Iowa Substance Abuse Program Directors' Association .' 
Maine Association of Substance Abuse Programs , . 
Massachusetts Alcoholism and Drug Abuse Association 
Nevada Association of State Drug Abuse Programs 
New Jersey Association for the Prevention and Treatment of Substance Abuse 
New York State Association of Substance Abuse Programs 
North Carolina Association of Alcohol and Drug Service Administrators 
Association of Ohio Substance Abuse Programs. 
Drug and Alcohol Service Providers Organization of Pennsylvania 
Drug and Alcohol Treatment Association of Rhode Island 
Tennessee Alcohol & Drug Association 
Wisconsin Association on Alcohol & Other Drug Abuse 



A NEW DRUG BUDGET: 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR NEW FUNDING PRIORITIES 

August 1993 

Endorsed By: 

ACORN 
AFL-CIO 
AIDS Action Council 
Alcohol and Drug Problems Association 
American Association for Marriage & Family Therapy 
American Counseling Association 
American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees (AFSCME, AFL-CIO) 
American Hospital Association 
American Methadone Treatment Association 
American Nurses Association 
American Psychological Association 
American Public Health Association 
American Society of Addiction Medicine 
Association of Halfway House Alcoholism Program 
Association of Halfway House Alcoholism Programs of North America 
Association of Junior Leagues International . 
Association of Maternal and Child Health Programs 
Center for Science in the Public Interest 
Catholic Charities, USA 
Child Welfare League of America 
Children of Alcoholics Foundation 
Clergy for Enlightened Drug Policy 
Consortium of Comprehensive Addiction Programs 
CURE 
Family Service America 
International Substance Abuse Education Association 
Latino Council on Alcohol and Tobacco 
Legal Action Center 
National Association of Addiction Treatment Providers 
National Association of Alcoholism and Drug Abuse Counselors 
National Association of Black Substance Abuse Workers, Inc. 
National Association for Children of Alcoholics 
National Association of Public Hospitals 
National Association of State Alcohol & Drug Abuse Directors . 



National Black Police Association 

National Center for Clinical Infant Programs 
National Coalition of State Alcohol and Drug Treatment and Prevention Associations 
National Consortium of T ASC Programs 
National Council of Community Mental Health Centers 
National Council on Alcoholism and Drug Dependence 
National Health Care for the Homeless Council 
National Treatment Consortium, Inc. 
PITCH - Prevention, Intervention and Treatment Coalition for Health 
Service Employees International Union 
Society of Americans For Recovery 
The Center for Child Protection and Family Support 
The Criminal Justice Policy Foundation 
The Marin Institute 
Therapeutic Communities of America 
Women's Legal Defense Fund 
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A NEW DRUG BUDGET: 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR NEW FUNDING PRIORITIES 


1. 	 Ineffectiveness of the Current Federal Drug Policy 

Drug dependence and alcoholism are complex health problems that affect all Americans, 
devastate families arid communities and cost an estimated $140 billion to $300 billion every 
year. 

Our nation's drug and alcohol problem is severe: 

• 	 Heroin addiction among adults and serious drug use among adolescents are 
again on the rise; 

• 	 Courts, jails and prisons are overflowing .with individuals who have drug 
problems, but few receive adequate treatment; 

• 	 Emergency rooms and other health care facilities are filled with addicts and 
alcoholics whose drug and alcohol problems often have not been diagnosed; 

• 	 The child welfare system is at the breaking point, unable to care for the 
increasing numbers of infants and children who need foster care placement as 
a result of their parents' addiction; 

• 	 The AIDS epidemic is increasingly fueled by drug users who infect their 
needle-sharing and sexual partners and children" accounting for over 113 of all 
reported AIDS cases and most new cases. 

Over the past twelve years, the Federal Government has invested more than 70% of the anti
drug budget -- nearly $50 billion from 1982 through 1993 -- in law enforcement and 
interdiction activities. That substantial investment has not reduced the supply of drugs in the 
country, drug-related crime or violence or the number of people with serious drug and 
alcohol problems. Prevention and treatment programs, however, do effectively reduce 
the demand for drugs and alcohol and must be an equal partner with domestic law 
enforcement efforts. 

II. Recommendations for a New Federal Policy 

1. 	 Add $3 billion to FY 1994 and FY 1995 appropriations for "demand reduction" 
prognuns - education, prevention, rehabilitation, treatment and research - to 
implement the Senate's Sense of the Congress Resolution of March 25, 1993 
calling for equalization of funding bet,ween demand reduction and supply 
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reduction activities 

2. 	 Pay for this expanded prevention and treatment by transferring to the 
Department of Health and Human Services approximately $3 billion from 
interdiction and international efforts (not domestic law enforcement), as follows: 

• 	 Department of Defense interdiction and counter-drug activities: $1.168 
billion requested in the Administration's FY 1994 budget. 

• 	 Coast Guard and Customs Service interdiction activities: $986 million 
requested in the Ad~inistration's FY 1994 budget. 

• 	 Andean Drug Initiative: Approximately $700 million remaining for FY 
1994. 

These funds should be used to: 

• 	 expand effective and accessible prevention services in schools, communities, 
workplaces and locations that have contact with out-of-school youth, women and 
unemployed adults; 

• 	 move toward "treatment on demand" by extending effective and accessible 
treatment to the estimated 2 to 3 million individuals who need but cannot obtain 
it; 

• 	 enhance the infrastructure and workforce of the existing publicly funded 
treatment and prevention system .and enable these programs to provide primary 
health care and child care services required by federal law; 

• 	 provide treatment to all with drug or alcohol problems in the criminal justice 
system, both within prisons and jails and through diversion programs to 
community-based treatment programs for the large percentage of addicted 
offenders who need not be incarcerated; and 

• 	 expand treatment services for drug and alcohol dependent women and their 
children. 

ill. 	 The Benerrts of a New Federal Policy 

The societal costs and human suffering associated with drug and alcohol abuse could be 
reduced dramatically if we invested funds to prevent and treat these highly treatable 
illnesses. 

Numerous studies show that treatment wor~, dramatically reducing drug and alcohol 
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use, reducing crime and slowing the spread of AIDS. Moreover, the cost of treatment is 
more than offset by lowering health care and emergency room utilization and reducing 
criminal justice and foster care costs. A University of California study found that for 
every $1 spent on treatment, SI1.54 was saved in health care, criminal justice and lost 
productivity costs. 

The proposed FY 1994 drug control budget is modeled after the lopsided, supply 
reduction-driven budgets of the previous administrations. The Nation cannot afford to 
let another year pass without addressing the fundamental problem that truly drives the 
nation's drug crisis: the demand for drugs by people with serious drug and alcohol 
problems and those at high risk for such problems who continue to go untreated. 

*** 

For additional information, please contact Ellen Weber or Susan Galbraith of the Legal 
Action Center (202) 544-5478 
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NOV 2 9 HEC'D 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON ~Ul{~~~' 

November 21, 1993 

Gloria Maki, Project Director 
New York City Pediatric/Adolescent 

Family HIV Comprehensive Center 
New York Department of Health 
Corning Tower 
Albany, NY 12237 

Dear 	Ms. Maki: 

I am just starting my review of agency proposals for the FY95 
budget. The funding for Ryan White programs, including Title IV, 
is of particular concern and I will be paying close attention to 
requests in this area. The pediatric programs you describe have 
been a critical part of our efforts to serve children with HIV. 
Thank you for writing. 

Kristine M. Gebbie 
National AIDS Policy Coordinator 

cc: 	~arol Rasco, Dome~ticPolicy Council 
Surgeon General Joycelyn Elders 
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OFFICE OF DOMESTIC POLICY 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

FROM THE OFFICE OF: CAROL H. RASCO 
&8SISTaMr TO THE PRESIDENT 

POR DOMBSTIC POLICY 

TO: 
I 
/jh~ 

DRAFT RESPONSE FOR CHR BY: ________________________ 


PLEASE REPLY (COPY TO CHR): ________________ 


PLEASE ADVISE BY: 

LET'S DISCUSS: ________________________________ 


FOR YOUR INFORMATION: ___________________________ 


REPLY USING FORM CODE: __________________________ 


FILE: ____________________________________________ 


RETURN ORIGINAL TO CHR: __________________________ 


SCHEDULE: ________________________________________ 


REMARKS: 



NOV 15 1993 
.' '.11 STATE OF NEW YORK 

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH 

Corning Tower The Governor Nelson A. Rockefeller Empire State Plaza Albany, New York 12237 .. 

Mark R. Chassin, M.D., M.P.P., M.P.H. OFFICE OF PUBUC HEALTH 
Commissioner Lloyd F. Novick, M.D., M.P.H.November 8, 1993 Director

Paula Wilson 
Diana Jones Altier Executive Deputy Commissioner 

Executive Deputy Director 

Kristine Gebbie, R.N. 

National AIDS Policy Coordinator 

The White House 

750 17th street, NW 

Washington, DC 20503 


Dear Ms. Gebbie: 

I am writing to thank you for supporting the FY 1994 
consolidation of funding for the Pediatric/Family AIDS Demonstration 
Program within Title IV of the Ryan White CARE Act, and to urge a 
significant increase for Title IV in the President's Budget Request 
for FY 1995. 

As you know, Congress recently completed the Labor/HHS 
appropriations conference. Despite the President's request of $21 
million for the Pediatric/Family AIDS Demonstrations.and·$6 million 
for Title IV,in FY 1994, the final appropriation was.only $22 million. 
This represents a $1 million. increase out of a total. increase of $210 
million for other Titles of. the CARE AC.t.. The pediatric, adolescent 
and family AIDS demonstrations that are. now a part of Title IV have 
been essentially level funded for the pas.t. thr~e years. 

I am now writing to strongly urge that as the Department of 
Health & Human Services finishes its FY 1995 budget request and 
submits it to the Office of Management of Budget, that the funding 
request for Title IV of the Ryan White CARE Act be increased to $42 
million. While consolidation of funding within Title IV will enhance. 
the delivery of services and access to clinical trials for children, 
adolescents and families affected by HIV disease, it does not diminish 
the need for sUbstantial new funding in FY 1995. 

As you know, HIV infection rates among women, adolescents 
and children have rapidly increased. Many service sites in New York 
city and other urban areas of New York State have experienced a 
doubling or tripling of their caseloads while their funding levels 
have remained nearly static. Last year, following a thorough review 
of funding needs, the Pediatric AIDS Coalition and the National 
Organizations Responding to AIDS.Coalition in Washington, D.C. 
recommended at least a $42 million appropriation for Title .. IV programs 
over current . funding levels of approximately $21 million. .These funds 
are vitally needed fO,r reaching underserved, low income African
American and Hispanic women, adolescents, children and families who 
are disproportionately affected by HIV infection. 



Title IV of the CARE Act has now become an important vehicle 
for providing funds to deliver specialized, comprehensive pediatric. . ...and adolescent HIV serV1ces throughout the Un1ted states. If you or 
your staff need further information related to programs funded under 
Title IV, please contact David Harvey, Coordinator for Public Policy 
at the National Pediatric HIV Resource Center (202-289-5970) in 
Washington, D.C. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request. 

Sincerely, 

~7t)~' 
Gloria Maki 
Project Director 
New York City Pediatric! 
Adolescent Family HIV 
Comprehensive Center 
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, ':'." ,I v , .. _...STATE OF NEW YORK 

. DEPARTMENT, OF HEALTH 
Corning Tower The Governor Nelson A. Rockefeller Empire State Plaza Albany, New York 12237 

OFFICE OF PUBUC HEALTHMark R, Chassin. M,D,. M,P,P,. M.P.H. 
Lloyd F. Novick, M.D.• M.P.H.Commissioner 


Director 

Paula Wilson November 8, 1993 Diana Jones Ritter 

Executive Deputy Commissioner 
Executive Deputy Director 

Carol H. Rasco 

Assistant to the President for Domestic Policy 

Executive Office of the President 

The White House 

Washington, DC 20500 


Dear Ms. Rasco: 

I am writing to thank the Administration for supporting the 
FY 1994 consolidation of funding for the Pediatric/Family AIDS 
Demonstration Program within Title IV of the Ryan White CARE Act, and 
to urge a significant increase for Title IV in the President's Budget 
Request for FY 1995. 

As you know, Congress recently completed the Labor/HHS 
appropriations conference. Despite the President's request of $21 
million for the Pediatric/Family AIDS Demonstrations and $6 million 
for Title IV in FY 1994, the final appropriation was only $22 million. 
This represents a $1 million increase out of a total increase of $210 
million for other Titles of the CARE·Act. The pediatric, adolescent 
and family AIDS demonstrations that are now a part of Title IV have 
been essentially level funded for the past three years. 

I am now writing to strongly urge that Title IV of the Ryan 
White CARE Act be increased to $42 million in FY 1995. While . 
consolidation of funding within Title IV will enhance the delivery of 
services and access to clinical trials for children, adolescents and 
families affected by HIV disease, it does not diminish the need for 
SUbstantial new funding in FY 1995. 

As you know, HIV infection rates among women, adolescents 
and children have rapidly increased. Many service sites in New York 
City and other urban areas of New York state have experienced a 
doubling or tripling of their caseloads while federal funding levels 
have remained nearly static. Last year, following a thorough review 
of funding needs, the Pediatric AIDS Coalition and the National 
Organizations Responding to AIDS Coalition in Washington, D.C. 
recommended at least a $42 million appropriation for Title IV programs 
over current funding levels of approximately $21 million. These funds 
are vitally needed for reaching underserved, low income African
American and Hispanic women, adolescents, children and families who 
are disproportionately affected by HIV infection. 

Title IV of the CARE Act has now become an important vehicle 
for providing funds to deliver specialized, comprehensive pediatric 
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and adolescent HIV services throughout the united states. If you or 
your staff need further information related to programs fun~ed under 
Title IV, please contact David Harvey, Coordinator for Public Policy 
at the National Pediatric HIV Resource Center (202-289-5970) in 
Washington, D.C. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request. 

Sincerely, 

Gloria Maki . 
Project Director 
New York City Pediatricl 
Adolescent Family HIV 
Comprehensive Center 
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH &. HUMAN SERVICES 

Office of the Assistant 
JOctober 26, 1993 Secretary for Health 

Surgeon General of the Public 
Health Service 

Washington DC 20201 

.This correspondence was sent to my attention. 

thought you might be interested. 

M. Joycelyn Elders, M.D. 

Wllf I 8 199,3 

I 
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STATE OF NEW YORK 

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH 
 .. 
Corning Tower The Governor Nelson A. Rockefeller Empire State Plaza Albany, New York 12237 

" 
OFFICE OF PUBLIC HEALTH 

Commissioner lloyd F. Novick, M.D., M.P.H. 

Director 

Marl< A, Chassin, M.D., M.P.P., M.P.H. 

Paula Wilson 
Diana Jones Ritter 

Executive Deputy Commissioner September 14, 1993 Executive Deputy Director 

Philip Lee, M.D. 
Assistant Secretary of Health 
HHH Building, Room 716G 
200 Independence Avenue, S.W. 
Washington, DC 20201 

Dear Dr. Lee: 

It has recently come to our attention that the National 
A IDS Program 0 f f ice has wit h d raw n fin an cia I supp 0 rtf 0 r the 
Regional AIDS Coordinators. Additionally, we understand 
that these vital positions will not be supported by the 
Public Health Service as well. We find this extremely 
troubling and quite perplexing. 

The AIDS Institute has been working with the Region II 
AlDS Coordinator, Barry Gordon, on a number of important 
issues over the past few years. He has not only been 
instrumental in identifying available federal HIV resources, 
but we have also been working closely with him to promote 
service integration and federal, state and city coordination 
of resources. 

As health care reform becomes closer to reality and as 
funds for HIV services become scarce, it is imperative that 
there be a regional AIDS coordinator to work with state and 
city governments, as well as community based organizations 
to avoid duplication and overlap of scarce resources. 

Mr. Gordon has been invaluable not only in his 
programmatic knowledge but as a true partner in our daily 
struggle to provide quality cost effective health care to 
the HIV infected in New York City. 

We strongly encourage you to continue this effective 
partnership with us by retaining the Regional AIDS 
Cdordinator position. 

Sincerely, 

dt1?~~-L 
Humberto Cruz 
Director . 
Division of HIV Health Care 
AIDS Institute 
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STATE OF NEW YORK 

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH 
Corning Tower The Governor Nelson A. Rockefeller Empire State Plaza .. Albany, New York 12237 

;". 

Marl< A. Chassin. M.D .• M.PP.. M.P.H. OFFICE OF PUBLIC HEALTH 

Commissioner Lloyd F. Novick. M.D .• M.P.H. 

Paula Wilson 

Executive Deputy Commissioner 
September 14. 1993 

Director 

Diana Jones Ailler 

Executive Deputy Director 

Audrey F. Manley, M.D., M.P.H. 
Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary for Health 

in Intergovernmental Affairs 
HHH Building, Room 716G 
200 Independence Avenue, S.W. 
Washington, DC 20201 

Dear Dr. Manley: 

It has recently come to our attention Lhat the National 
AIDS Prog,'am office has withdrawn financial support for the 
Regional AIDS Coordinators. Additionally, we understand 
that these vital positions will not be supported by the 
Public Health Service as well. We find this extremely 
troubling and quite perplexing. 

The AIDS Institute has been working with the Region II 
AIDS Coordinator, Barry Gordon, on a number of important 
issues over the past few years. He has not only been 
instrumental in identifying available federal HIV resources, 
but we have also been working closely with him to promote 

.service integration and federal, state and city coordination 
of resources. 

'. As health care reform becomes closer to reality and as 
funds for HIV services! become scarce, it is imperative that 
there be a regional AIDS coordinator to work with state and 
city governments, as well as community based organizations 
to avoid duplication and overlap of scarce resources. 

Mr. Gordon has been invaluable not only in his 
programmatic knowledge but as a true partner in our daily 
struggle to provide quality cost effective health care to 
the HIV infected in New York City. 

We strongly encourage you to continue this effective 
partnership with us by retaining the Regional AIDS 
Coordinator position. 

Sinc~rely, 

ii""tL£i)L£U) 

Humberto Cruz 
Director 
Division of HIV Health Care 
AIDS Institute 



HEALTH CARE REFORM IN RURAL AREAS 


An Invitational Conference Sponsored by 

The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation 


and 

Arkansas Department of Health 


Conducted by 

Alpha Center 


March 10-12, 1993 


Excelsior Hotel 

Little Rock, Arkansas 
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Workgroup Questions 

1. Rural Health Service Areas 

What criteria should be used to define the boundaries of health 
service areas? 

Should service areas be "large enough" to allow competition? How 
much competition? 

Should rural areas be incorporated as part of larger regions which 
include secondary and tertiary facilities/services? 

Should separate rural health commissions/authorities be established 
for rural areas? If so, what. kinds of governance structures would 
be needed? Should regulatory powers be assigned to rural health 
commissions/authorities? If so, what kinds of regulatory 
tools/authorities would be appropriate? 

What criteria should be used to identify "at-risk" and "access 
critical II hospitals? 

What should be the relationship between rural health 
commissions/authorities and health insurance purchasing 
cooperatives (HIPCs)? 

2. Supply of Human Resources 

What are the implications of network development for organizational 
relationships between rural physicians, hospitals, and other health 
providers? . 

How will rural physicians react to increased management and 
oversight of their practice? C 

How can the recruitment and retention of rural physicians, midlevel 
providers, nurses and other health professionals be enhanced by 
health care reform? 

How should medical education be reoriented to meet the needs of 
rural areas? 

What changes in the location and availability of specialty services and 
technology should be promoted under health care reform? Which 
services and technology should be provided locally in rural areas? 
How should referrals to specialists be managed? 

How should differences in urban/rural practice standards be 
addressed? 

. 1 



How can rural providers and administrators currently participating 
in rural-based HMOs/networks assist their colleagues in other rural 
areas in developing such entities?.:.. '.~:.: -..:: __.:::.. 

3. Networks: Structure and Formation 

How quickly will rural providers react in developing rural health 
networks under the stimulus of health care reform? Will the initiative 
for network formation come primarily from rural providers or from 
urban-based health plans and health care organizations? 

Should rural-based networks be given priority in 
contracting/forming AHPs? 

What providers should be included in rural health networks? 

How do we encourage local public health agency and other local 
providers to collaborate? 

How can providers currently receiving direct government funding 
(CHCs, RMHC) be integrated into AHPs? 

What specifiC legal barriers to network formation currently exist 
(e. g ., antitrust laws and corporate practice of medicine rules)? 

What steps should HIPCs take in areas where rural providers decline 
to participate in health plans? 

What type of competition should be promoted in rural areas -
between networks, between primary care providers? 

How should we deal with any shift of rural primary care providers 
into urban areas? 

The focus has been on inter-community networking, how can we 
encourage intra-community networking? 

What standards for chartering AHPs, particularly rural-based AHPs, 
would be particularly helpful or harmful to rural residents? 

4. Networks: Financing 

Should rural networks be encouraged to participate in multiple health 
plans, or should they be awarded "franchises" to serve designated 
geographic areas? 

Under different reimbursement approaches, how strong should the 
financial incentives be for rural primary physicians to control or 
alter referrals to specialists? 
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Can a network of rural providers assume responsibility for all of the 
medical care for rural communities or will they need to contract with 
urban-based providers for specialty services? 

How would community rates for insurance premiums be established 
for rural residents and how would those rates be risk-adjusted? 
What urban vs. rural issues might arise? 

How should rural providers be grouped for risk sharing? 

What are the implications of expenditure caps for rural providers? 
How would such caps be established? 

How should fee schedules be established and enforced for rural 
physicians, particularly if providers decline to join an AHP? 

What kinds of financial protections should/could be used to maintain 
certain providers deemed essential for assuring access to services in 
underserved areas? 

Should networks have sufficient capital to accept financial risk under 
prepayment? 

Policymakers are considering a variety of approaches for financing 
health care reform--such as employer mandates, individual 
mandates, "sin" ~xes, and capping the tax exemption for employer
paid premiums. What are the implications of different financing 
approaches for rural communities? 

Should all coverage in rural areas come through an AHP? What are 
the implications for rural providers and network formation if some 
payors are excluded? (e.g., Medicaid, federal employees) 

What is the potential role of HIPC in financing medical education in 
ways that will improve recruitment and retention of professionals in 
rural areas? 

5. Networks: Operations 

What kinds of administrative and governance structures would be 
needed to enable hospitals, emergency medical services, community 
health centers, long-term care providers, solo-practitioners, and 
other non-hospital providers work together within a network 
structure? 

What incentives can be created to foster local hospital-physician 
cooperation? 

What kinds of referral/transfer agreements need to be developed 
between network providers? 
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How can quality improvement mechanisms/programs be implemented 
on a network-wide basis? 

What kinds of data should be shared between network members? How 
important would it be to transfer patient records electronically? 

If rural networks serve enrollees from multiple plans, would it be 
difficult for a single plan to exercise sufficient leverage on network 
providers to ensure meaningful participation in the plan's cost 
containment efforts? 

What are the probable strengths and weaknesses of urban-based 
AHPs versus rural-based AHPs? 

How will operational issues differ between "competitive" and "non
competitive" AHPs? 

Do rural providers and communities need adjusted standards under 
the Medicare fraud prohibitions against self referral? 

6. Public Health 

To what extent could/should public health services be integrated 
with personal health services in rural network and/or covered under 
rural AHPs? 

What specific public health services should remain outside of the AHP 
(e. g ., systems for tracking and reporting disease, environmental 
health, etc.)? 

Identify examples of public health service integration and 
coordination in rural areas that could provide useful models. What 
are the common characteristics of these exemplary systems? 

What special provisions should be made to meet the needs of 
vulnerable and traditionally underserved populations in rural areas. 

7. State Government Roles: Service Delivery/Network Formation 

What are the most effective ways for states to stimulate rural network 
formation? How can existing capacity-building programs be 
incorporated under capitated rates? 

How aggressive should states be in enforcing antitrust laws when 
considering rural network formation? Will state action immunity be a 
successful strategy for permitting joint ventures that improve access 
and contain costs for rural populations? 

What role should the state play in coordinating/providing emergency 
medical services so as to provide access to these services in more 
remote areas? 
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What considerations should the state make for designating/governing 
HIPCs serving rural areas? 

What kinds of technical assistance can states provide to providers 
seeking to form rural networks? 

The Jackson Hole Group suggests a role for Rural AHP Authorities. 
Is such an authority needed and what should be its function? 

8. State Government Roles: Resource Allocation 

What roles should states play in determining how financial resources, 
technology, and health care personnel are deployed, especially in 
sparsely populated areas? 

How should states treat the allotment of medical education dollars to 
increase the supply of primary care providers in rural areas? 

What considerations should states make for the scope of practice for 
midlevel providers and for how they should be reimbursed? 

What role should the state play in collecting and disseminating health 
care information to the public? How will the special considerations of 
rural environments (e. g. low volume, relevant comparison groups, 
interest in patient referral process) be addressed? 

How would a federal-state determined global budget affect rural 
areas? What role should states play in implementing and enforcing 
budget limits and what special considerations, if any, should be made 
for rural areas? (Note: historical expenditure levels typically been 
lower on a per capita basis in rural areas. ) 

What lessons/models from existing state rate-setting programs should 
applly to rural areas? 
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March 16, ,-.1993 

Carol Rasco 
Assistant tOethe President for 

Domestic 'Affairs 
The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, West Wing 
Second Floor 
Washington, D.C. 20500 

Dear Ms. Rasco, 

[~;waht to::'express my appreci~tion to you fpr spending time with us 
:in',·:L:d.t1tI'e'.::Rbck\ ',:'r.rer,qielpecfccS:TD o:fl'siisj~t6see your involv~m~nt and 
~d~pth :'of(~:u:tidersta:Adliiig of the issues facing rural America w'ith 
health care reform. 

On Thursday morning you and Dr. Shalala met with a small group of 
us ,from, the EACH/RPCH states. I found that meeting to be 
particularly useful and I hope you did as well. I'd like to 
reiterate that' if you have further questions about EACH/RPCH or 
would like'to visit a network, we in Colorado would be pleased to 
arrange that. Most of our. RPCHs are located in frontier counties 
and this program appears to be a very viable solution to assuring 
access to those communities. 

, 
Again, I thank you for your time in Little Rock •. I can honestly 
say I was pleased to meet you and know that you do understand our 
issues and will provide the kind of leadership we so ,desperately 
need at the Federal level. Please contact me if I can assist you 
in any way. 

Sincerely, >,,,,,, ", 

~ura j[ ·r&: lPr imary HEfa:'leh") :Pof:icy:' :&Plarin,ing 
(:303).1;,; ::'6'92"';2418';;; $:x:\ qf);)J:,>Z;T~'t:'('n .;:0 1. 
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FOR IKMEDIATE RELEASE CONTACT: Richard Coorsh 
February 18, 1993 202/223-7787 

-' 
Health Insurance Association of America 

NEWS RELEASE 


HIAA LAUDS CLINTON I S COMMITMENT TO HEALTH CARE REFORM, 

ENDORSES MANDATES TO ASSURE UNIVERSAL COVERAGE 

WASHINGTON, D.C., February 18, 1993 -- consistent wi.th 

President Clinton's call in, the state of the Union for 

comprehensive health care reform, the Board of Directors of the 

Health Insurance Association of America (HIAA) yesterday enhanced 

its own comprehensive health care reform proposal by calling for 

the federal government to require employers to help pay for at 

le~st part of the cost of an essential benefit package of health., 

insurance for their employees and dependents. 

The revised Vision language also calls for government 

subsidies to assist certain employers and individuals to purchase 

health care coverage. It continues to support the preservation 

of a pluralistic, competitive, employer-based private health 

insurance market to ensure sustained cost containment. 

Additionally, the Vision language calls for systemic change in 

financing and delivery systems, with an emphasis upon the 

continued evolution of managed care, including full participation 

of Medicare and Medicaid beneficiaries. 

The Vision proposal' alio reaffirms language, previously 

, approved by HIAA's Board of Directors, that calls for all 

Americans to purchase ,coverage and be covered under,an essential 

package of benefits'. It a1so calls upon the federal government 

to establish rules of market behavior for all payors, including 

insurers, that will ensure universal coverage. 

- more 
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According to the Vision reform, the federal government 

should also oversee the definition of an essential package of 

benefits, develop rules for providers to follow to ensure 

consistent payment levels to eliminate cost-shifting, .and set 

standards for electronic data interchange and for reporting 

medical care outcome and cost information . 

., 
In announcing the action of the Board of Directors, HIAA 

President Bill Gradison applauded President Clinton's strong 

commitment to universal health care coverage and controlling 

health care costs. Mr. Gradison also said that meaningfui reform 

of the health care financing system must build upon the strengths 

of the existing private sector employment-based system, and added 

that ultimately, HIAA's Vision for health care reform would go a 

long way in containing health care costs. 

"Employers have a unique interest in maintaining employee 

health because it affects productivity," observed Gradison. 

"Unfortunately, because of cost-shifting, employers have ended up 

bearing a disproport~onate share of the escalating costs of 

health care." 

To remedy·this, added Gradison, HIAA's Vision reforms seek 

to reduce health care costs by eliminating cost-shifting, 

increasing the use of cost-saving managed care techniques, 
, 

reducing insurers' administrative expense, preempting costly 

state mandated benefits, and targeting subsidies to assist 

employer and individual participation. 

"The active participation of employers in financing, 

selecting, and administering an essential package of benefits is 

critical to maintaining an open, flexible, .and innovative health 

care system," noted Gradison. '''Giventheir significant financial 

commitment, employers must retain control over their employees' 

health care coverage. For example, employers should not be 

required to participate solely through group purchasing pools 

which would invalidate the cornerstone of our employer-based 

system," he added. 

- more 
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HIAA's reform proposal also calls for a change in the 

regulatory structure of health insurance to ensure that all 

public and private payors play by the same rules. To achieve 

this the regulatory framework must avoid duplicative or 

overlapping regulation among the states or between the state and 

federal levels, remove all state control over anti-managed care 

laws, mandated benefits laws and provider contracting laws, 

prohibit states from mandating additions to the essential benefit 

package, and amend ERISA to allow these changes to be 

implemented. 

The proposal also calls for equitable tax policy that caps 

tax preferences at a level equal to the essential benefits 

package and extends tax breaks to the self-employed and those 

purchasing outside of an employment setting. Support by the 

industry for the tax changes is contingent on the revenue being 

used to help pay for health tare reform and that cost-shifting is 

adequately addressed. 

HIAA is a Washington, D.C.-based trade association 

representing the nation's leading commercial health insurance 

companies. 

# # # 

NOTE TO MEDIA: On Friday, February 19, 1993 at 9am, BlAA will 
bold an informal breakfast briefing for the media, with BlAA 
President Bill Gradison. Tbe purpose of tbe briefing is to 
extend an opportunity to meet witb Mr. Gradison, provide 
information about BlAA's Vision reform proposal and to offer 
reaction and analysis of the bealth care reform component of 
President Clinton's state of the Union address. 

Tbe briefing will be beld at BlAA, located at 1025 
Connecticut Avenue, N.W., in tbe 12th floor Board Room (go to the 
12tb floor reception area). To assure adequate seating, please 
R.S.V.P. as soon as possible, either to Richard Coorsh at 202
223-7787 or Gloria Tibby at 202-223-7810. 



VISION S'l'M.'EHENT 

OUr vision is a society of healthy individuals and 
communities. Our nation, through systemic change, 
will build upon our employer-based system to create 
a consumer-responsive, prevention-focused, 'affordable 
and cost-effective health system which fosters 
individual responsibility, human dignity, improved 
health status, and enhanced quality of life for all. 

VISION GOALS 

• 	 Promote a healthy and productive existence for all 
Americans, maximizing the dignity and quality 'of life for 
each individual. 

• 	 Recognize, as a society, that heroic efforts to extend life 
are not always appropriate or desirable . Dignity, quality' 
of life, and the potential of returning to a healthy 
existence must be considered in treatment decisions and in 
the allocation of resources. 

• 	 frovide compassionate care,to all' people, especially to 
those who are chronically or terminally ill and cannot 
recover from their illnesses. 

• 	 Encourage Americans to take personal responsibility for 
maintaining good health regarding,lifestyle factors within 
,their ability to control. 

• 	 'Stabilize health care costs as .a percentage of individual 
'financial capacity--earned income ang other sources. 

• 	 ;Harmonize health care spending with other essential national 
'requirements--the environment, education, the economy and 
. security. 

February 18, 1993 

1025 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Washington, DC 20036-3998 202/223-7780 Telecopier 202/223-7897 
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GUIDING PRINCIPLES 


Reform of our health care system requires comprehensive change~ 
Change must include a shift in emphasis away from sickness and . 
repair and toward health and wellness. The principles below 
co~prise a uhified whole,. not a cafeteria menu. All elements 
integral to universal coverage and cost containment must be 
implemented together, not piece-meal nor staged over time one 
state at a time. HlAA believes that reform of our system must be 
guided by the following princJ,ples: ' 

1. 	 Reform must rely on competitive, pluralistic, and flexible 
delivery and financing systems in which 'all players--public 
and private alike--abide by the same rules. Government 
shou~d not anoint winners; winners should be determined by 
the marketplace--a marketplace free to abandon failures and 
embrace promisin~ new ideas. 

2. 	 Universal t "cradle to grave" coverag'e must be achieved by
requiring all employers and individuals to pay for an 
essential package of benefits which should include primary, 
preventive and catastrophic coverage. Government cannot 
shirk its role; it must help subsidize those employers and 
individuals who cannot afford to purchase an essential 
package. 

3.' 	 Insurers and other private payorsmust·issue and renew 
coverage for all. To protect insurer solvency and maintain 
employer incentives to control costs and promote employee 
wellness t insurers can, within limits, establish premium 

. rates which reflect risk. Coverage must be portable; there 
must be no pre-existing condition limits once in the system; 
and the problem of "job lock" must be eliminated. 

4. 	 Reform must build on our employment-based system. 
Employers' active participation in financing, selecting, and 
administering an essential package of coverage is critical 
to maintaining an open, flexible, and innovative health care 
system. Given their significant financial commitment, 
employers must-retain control over their employees' health 
care coverage. Therefore, requiring employers to 
participate solely through group purchasing pools would 
invalidate the cornerstone of our employer-based system. 

5. 	 Changing the delivery system is fundamental. Managed care 
should be the primary vehicle for achieving sustained 
systemwide cost savings; we must allow it to evolve and 
develop into its next generation, including full 
participation of Medicare and Medicaid beneficiaries in 
managed care systems. A defining element of managed care 
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systems will be their ability'~o collect and publish data 
which allow purchasers to compare outcome and price 
information. 'Employers and mariaged care'systems ~will also 
provide incentives that promote healthy lifestyles and 
personal responsibility. Managed· care alone may not 
sufficiently control systemic health care costs. Therefore, 
alternative approaches (such as expenditure targets and 
provider rate regulation) should be explored as an 
additional means of controlling health care costs. 

6. 	 Government's role must be one of an enabler, not' of a , 
"doer". A primary and essentialfuhction must· be to 
eliminate cost-shifting to private payors. Self-regulatory 
bodies will develop, implement andenf9rce rules of conduct 
for all players. These include rules of market behavior for 
all private and public payors, rules for providers to follow 
to ensure consistent payment levels which eliminate cost
shifting,and standards for electronic data interchange and 
for reporting outcome and cost information. Government
sanctioned self-regulatory bodies will also dfafine 
essentialpackage(s) of care, evaluate technologies for 
their cost-effectiveness, and establish a mechanism for 
pooling certain cost and utilization data. In addition, 
government must enact legislation reforming the malpractice 
adjridication system~ 

7. 	 Tax preferences must be limited to the essential package of 
care, thereby motivating the public to seek the best value 
and providing additional revenue to finance expanded health 
care coverage. 

CREATING A WORKING HEALTH 'CARE SYSTEM 

We Americans have shorter life spans, higher infant mortality 
rates~ and higher rates of violent death than do the citizens of 
other industrialized countries. Yet we pay more for health care' 
per capita and more in total health costs--close ·to $900 billion 
a year--than'does any other country in the world. Furthermore, 
an estimated 37 million people in the United States do not have 
health care coverage; if we as a society conti;nue "business as 
usual," that number is expected to reach 40 million by the year'
2000. 	 ' 

To make matters worse, the private sector has had to shoulder 
more than 1tsfair share' of the costs.. The Prospective Payment 
Assessment, Commission, estimates that, in 1990, private payors 
paid $22.5 billion more than the costs incurred by their hospital 
patients to make up for lO,sses hospitals experienced from the 
uninsured as well as Medicaid arid'Medicare patients. Put another 
way, private payors paid an average of 128 percent of actual 
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provider costs; thi"s amounts to almost a 30 percent "tax" on 
hospital costs paid by the nation's employers. 

Clearly, these trends must be reversed. Over the last year, the 
Vision Committee of the Board of Directors of the Health 
Insurance Association of America' (KIAA) met to discuss health 
care reform. The Committee members approached their task as 
Ameri'canswho happen to know, about health insurance rather than 
as health insurance executives who happen to be Americans. 

. : . ',- .~ , 

HIAA's vision is a framework for comprehensive reform. Its· 
underlying ,premise is that everyone with a stake in the success 
of American health care, including insurers, will have to do what 
it takes to create a working health care system., It reflepts ,the 
conviction that the nation's health care needs can best be met by 
a competitive and pluralistic system, not a monolithic one, and 
that the private sector will continue to play a dominant role in 
financing health care. It calls for universal coverage for all 
and changes 'in the behavior of providers, payors, including 
insurers, and the public. It advocates that government be an 
"enabler," not a "doer," t.hat it eliminate cost-shifting, and 
that it establish guidelines for everyone to follow. Our vision 
is premised on comprehensive reform; all initiatives central to 
its goal of universal coverage and cost containment must be 
implemented together, and in co~rdination with one another, to 
ensure maximum success. 

Taken together, these reforms will lead to a sustainab~e 
reduction in th~ growth of health care costs and improve the 
health of the American people. ·We recognize, however, .that these 
reforms will require significant new government spending. We 
have identified one possible revenue source--a limit to the tax 
preference employer-sponsored health insurance currently enjoys-
but we recognize that other sources will be needed as well. . 'It 
is critical that these newly generated tax dollars be applied 
only to building a health care system that will produce long-term 
sust<;linable savings; new revenues should not be wasted 
perpetuating the status quo. 

The health insurance industry anticipates further discussion on . 
many aspects of the system it proposes. Some areas need more 
thought, and some gaps need to be filled. As areas of 
uncertainty are clarified, this paper, which is not final, will 
be modified to reflect these changes. Some lack of specificity 
will have to be tolerated while we struggle to find solutions to 
difficult issues. (For purposes of this discussion, "health 
care" refers to services to prevent, diagnose or treat medical 
conditions. The reforms proposed here do not apply to coverage 
outside ot the essential package, such as disability income, 
supplemental hospital indemnity, specified disease, Medicare 
supplement or· long-term care. insurance.) 
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COMPONENTS OF !PBll NEW, SYSTEM 

1. ~ed on P~ura1istic Finan.cing':~d De~iverY systems 

Reform must rely on market-baseQ., pluralistic and competitive 
financing and delivery systems. Pluralism and choice are what 
engender compet.ition--competition among ,ideas, among, companies, 
among plans, and'amonq values such as cost, quality and ' 
convenience. 'Only true ,competition ,can'assure that our heal~h 
care system remains flexible and open 1:.0 innovation, so that it 
will continue to evolve to better'meetconsumers' needs in the 
,future.', A system with many buyers and sellers 'will assure 
breadth and depth of services and responsiveness to consumers. 
Market forces must be allowed to determine which systems shall 
succeed. 

Comprehensive health care reform will require an expanded federal 
role to ~liminate costly variation~ in state rsgulation and 
assure 'uniform standards--a level playing field--for all public 
and private payors. It will atso require that government remove 
barriers to the growth of pluralistic, competitive systems. 

2. Builds on an Employer-Based Foundation 

Employers hCilve a unique interest in maintaining employee health-";; 
as it affects'productivity. Therefore, employers must provide 
coverage for all their employees and dependents. Employers will 
pay for at least part of this coverage. Some employers will 
receive government assistance to help cover their employees. 

All, employer's, regardless of their si~e, will select plans based 
on the performance of cqmpeting' managed care systems. A'system 
built on an employer base is categorically inconsistent,with the, 
concept of exclusive group purchasing that bypasses employers 
altogether, thus relieving them of th~ir responsibilities. 
Purchasing pools, such as group association and multiple employer 
plans, are common methods of obtaining coverage. We have no 

,objection to a variety of demonstrations and experimentation with' 
other forms of purchasing pools provided employer participation 
is voluntary. In no case.,should employers be required to buy 
health insurance solely through.group·purchasing arrangements. 

, , 

A competitive and 'pluralistic system 'Should allow "purchasing 
pools to exist side by ,side with other methods of' arranging 
coverage. %nsurance reform .easur~s'vill prevent anyone entity 
from ,bearing an inequitable share ofrlsIt because all payors vill 
follow the same,marltetrules toquarantee coverage. 
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In addition, employers should: 

• 	 be free to experiment:with and invest in a variety of 

approaches ,in providing an essential package of coverage; 


• 	 provide incentives to promote healthy behavior; and 

• 	 have incentives to help restrain costs because some element 
of their experience is considered. 

.', 	 " 

3. 	 Ac:1Ueves universal Coverage Lor an Bssential Package 

All Americans will have continuous coverage for an essential 
package of primary, preventive, and catastrophic care. Achieving 
universal coverage will require a series of mandates--on 
government, employers, insurers and individuals. How to divide 
these responsibilities will probably be the most difficult and 
controversial aspect of health care reform. Ultimately, it will 
be a political decision, not a health care decision. Clearly 
governments--federal and possibly state--will bear ,the cost of ' 
covering low-income people. Employers, in our view, should at 
the very least be required to incur the costs of offering health 
insurance to their employees. 

HIAA supports a requirement that employers help pay for coverage 
for their employees and dependents. ,Even a modest employer 
payment would heighten employer cost consciousness and:help 
restrain health care inflation. So-called employer mandates, 
however, are in effect a mandate on employees as well as. 

,employers, since employee premium"contributions are envisioned in 
virtually all employer mandate plans. We are. reserving judgment 
on how the costs should be shared between employer and employee, , 
recognizing that there are practical limits on the ability of 
both employers aI)d employees'to shoulder the financial costs 'Of a 
health care mandate. It may be 'necessary--however the cost is 
divided--to phase in the mandates over a period of years, taking 
account of any other employer mandates-":'such aS,increases in the 
minimum wage--that may be imposed at the same time.' ,If an 
employer mandate is phased in', it" will be necessary. to coordinate 
it with other aspects of health care reform. For example, 
certain aspects ,of, insurance market reform are not feasible 
absent a mandate; the two reform measures must be'synchronized. 

To achieve universal coverage,' the t'ollowing steps must be taken: 

• 	 Government must requir~ all employers to arrange and help 
pay for an essential package of coverage for their employees 
and dependents. All individuals--those employed and those 
not connected to the work force~-are required to obtain 
such coverage. 
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• 	 Government must help employers and indiviquals'who cannot 
afford to purchase an essential package. (Certain employers
receive financial help, but thfi!y cannot "opt out" by paying 
a tal(: instead.) 

• 	 ·All iridividuals--those employed'and those not connected to 
the work force--mustreceivethesame tax incentives to 
purchase' an essential' package. '. . 

• 	 The essential package covers primary, preventive, and 
cata,strophic care. Goverl'iment·will:authorize an independent
body. of.providers, payors,' employers'and consumers ·to define 
the ,ess'ential package .ofcoverage. The design of this 
package must "be flexible:,toencourage cost-:-conscious 
behavior; it must'have inberentlimits to prevent continuous 
expansion, recognizing that people's wants and desires ~ay 
exceed 'society's resources;. and it must not overlap. or .. ' 
duplicate medical care coverage.availableelsewhere SUCA as 
under workers' compensation and automobile insurance. :' 

• 	 There should be no difference ih the essential package·of . 
coverage received by the poor. and the non-poor. Government 
will finance coverage for low income individuals, but there 
will no longer be the need for,a separate Medicaid. program.

. ' ,-	 ,' 

, . 
4. 	 Ensures Universal Coverage Thr6ughHarket Reform 

. Market reform must be premised ona government requirement that 
all individuals and employers purchase coverage. In this 
envir,onment, all health plans will be subject to national rules 
of market behavior to guarantee universal and cont'inuous 
coverage. The same rules will apply to all health plans, whether 
offered by commercial insurers, Blue' Cross/Blue Shield plans," . 
HMOs, self-insured employers, .government,or any other ,entity. ' 
Problems such as "job lock" and lack of 'coverage for pre-existing 
conditions will be resolved. The rules of market behavior will.:. 

• 	 require that coverage be made available to'every employee in 
an employment-based group; ,,', , . 

• 	 . assure that everyindividual will":be able' to purchase the 
essentIal' package, regardless'of their hea~th, financial or 
employment status; 

• 	 guarantee that coverage will not be cancelled, terminated or 
not renewed based on. the health status 'or claims experience 

.of, any individual or group; .' . .' '.' 

• 	 prohibit insurer rating· practices that cre~te large rate 
differentials for groups of similar age, sex and geographic
composition; 
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• 	 maintain, at the same time, insurers' ability to calibrate 
·rates 	to risk--pure community rating results in market 
disruption and works again$t cost containment in a variety
of ways; and 	 " . 

• 	 establish a form of reinsurance or risk-sharing to 
compensate for inequitable '·distribution of risk. 

" 	 '.,' 

5:< 	 creates SUsta.iDed Cost Containme.nt .Bysystemic Cbange in 
Financing. and Delivery SysteJ1JS -'. . . 

" 	 " 

Chanqing the health Care delivery system is fundamental. The 
actual delivery of care must be substantially better. organized 
than it is today to meet the needs of patients,.purchasers, and 
providers. Therefore, managed care should be the primary vehicle 
for achieving s,,:stained systemwide cost savings, and must be 
allowed to evolve and develop to its next generation. Managed 
care systems will serve the health care needs of communities by 
offering essential packages of care; they may also offer 
supplemental coverage. 

Different forms of managed care coverage will compete on a level 
playing field. These competing forms of coverage include plans 
employing managed care techniques such as utilization review as 
well as managed care structures such as HMOs, PPos, other 
network-based health plans, and evolving models. However, a 
defining element of all managed care systems will be their 
ability to collect and" publish data which allow purchasers to , 
compare outcome and price information across managed care 
systems. 

Managed care systems will'be permitted to pay providers in a 
variety of ways_that encourage cost-effectiveness- and quality 
care, including physician risk-sharing incentives, so that 
providers are rewarded for the cost-effective use of medical 
resources. New payment systems should encourage great~r provider 
autonomy in decision-making and reduce thelthassle factor" that 
now results from micromanaging by payors. 

Managed care systems will be user-friendly, 'efficient, and 
paperless. Administrative costs, and waste and fraud, will be 
significantly reduced. -Improved alliances between providers and 
insurers,will promote enhanced financial and managerial control 
of managed care systems, timely 'and responsive customer service, 
quality assurance programs, and fraud-prevention. 

Both 	managed care systems and employerswill.provide incentives 
that 	promote healthy behavior including discounts, promotions, 
and education. These incentives will reduce health care costs 
related to unhealthy lifestyle choices and will promote personal 
responsibility for one's health."" 
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Given government's enormous buying power and its ability to 
influence provider costs, there should be strong incentives, 
perhaps requirements phased 'in over time, that Medicaid and , 
Medicare beneficiaries fully participate in manag~d care systems 
to eliminate cost-shifting and control costs and utilization. 

As managed care 'continues to develop, it will result in 
significant cost containment. Howeverimanagedcare alone may 
not sufficiently control systemic health care costs. Therefore, 
alternative approaches (such as expenditure targets and provider 
rate regulation) should be explored as an additional means of 
controlling health care costs. 

6. 	 Controls SysteJllW'ide Costs Via New Government Role 

Government will establish an entity that oversees and relies on 
one or more self-regulatory bodies to develop, implement and, 
enforce'rules of conduct for all players in the health ,care 
system. The re'gulatory framework will include all interested 
parties in the health care system--providers, insurers, 
employers, government, and the public. One, or possibly several, 

, self-regulatory bodies will perform the following functions: 

• 	 establish consistent rules of market behavior for all health 
plans--those provided by insurers, self-insured' employers, 
HMOs,' go~ernment, or any, other entity (see point 4); " 

• 	 define essential packagers) of coverage that is made 

available to all, regardless of their income, age'or 

employment status (see point 3) i ' ' 


• , establish rules for providers to follow which ensure that, 
'they 	set consistent payment levels for all public and 
private payors for the same service. These rules should: 

• 	 recognize that different payors may use different 
payment methods; and ' 

• 	 assure that payments reflect real economic costs and 
value to providers and payors (such as convenience, 
service, adherence to quality standards, cost-effective 
practice patterns, ',or meeting additional contractual' 
obligations). 

(In no case, however, should the'rules allow providers 
to grant discounts toone payor simply by increasing
'the cost to another payor. The most ,-important outcome 
of these new rules is to eliminate government's chronic 
failure to, pay the, true costs of care for poor and 
elderly Americans. In other words, Medicaid and , 
Medicare should no longer 'receive special deals with 
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providers at the expense of the rest of the 
population. ) , 

• 	 develop standardized guidelines for electronic data 
processing and a nationally uniform claim form to achieve an 
efficient and paperless system; 

• 	 _ evaluate technologies ,(i.e., drugs, procedures, and 
equipment) for their cost-effectiveness; sanction clinical 
guidelines (developed by appropriate professions) that can 
be used as legal defense against malpractice claims; 
determine v~lid experimental treatments eligible for 
reimbursement through participation in cl~nical trials;, 

• 	 establish standards for the reporting of outcome and cost 
information published by managed care systems; 

• 	 establish a mechanism for pooling certain cost and 
utilization data on a regional, state and/or national basis 
to assist all payors in controlling costs and utilization, 
to help managed care systems produce outcome and cost data, 
and to help the government-authorized' entity to develop 
guidelines that ensure that providers set consistent payment
levels; , 

• 	 enact legislative reforms of the malpractice adjudication 
system; 

• 	 enact legislation that allows insurers to exchange 

information for the purpose of identifying fraudulent 

providers; and 


• 	 consider actions needed to change the mix and supply of 
physicians and to increase the supply of physicians in inner 
cities and rural areas. 

7. 	 Bstablishes Bquitable Rules Ior All 

Government will require all public and private payors to play by 
the same rules. To achieve this level playing field, the 
regulatory framework must: 

• 	 avoid duplicative or overlapping regulation among the states 
or between the ,state and federal levels; , 

• 	 remove all state regulatory control over anti-managed care 
laws, mandated benefits laws, and provider contracting laws; 

• 	 prohibit states from mandating additions to the essential 
benefit package; and 
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• 	 amend ERISA to allow this regulatory structure to. 

successfully implement the above'responsibilities. 


8. 	 ProJllOtes EqUitable 2'ax Policy 

Government must implement tax policies that eliminate perverse 
in~entives for health care spending~l An unlimited tax ' 
preference for employer-sponsored health ben~fits does ,not 
promote cost-consciousness among employees. Inste~d, tax 
preferences for the ,essential package of coverage ,should be:, 

• 	 capped ata level equal to the essential benefit package; 

• 	 ~xtended to the self-employed and to those who purchase the 
coverage outside of an employment setting; , 

• 	 inapp+icable to any premiums for health benefits in excess 

of the essential package; and 


• 	 inapplicable to cost-sharing reqUirements, such as 

'deductibl~s and copayinents, for the ess,enti,H package. ' 


Employers would ,continue to be allowed, to deduct 100 percent' ,of 
.their contributions to employees' health' coverag'e, even if their 
contributions are for coverage ,in excess of the essential 
package. ' (But employees are taxed on the excess.) 'In addition, 
the ineqUitable taxation of various payors ~ustalso be addressed 
to help level the,playing, field in the new system. 

The'revenues. from ,these tax changes should be used only to help 
pay 	for health,carereform. HIAA could not support these tax 
changes if cost-shifting is not adeqUately ,addressed or if the 
revenues generated from these changes are not specifically 
applied'to health care reform• 

. SYS2'EHIC FACTORS .DRIVING COSTS ARE SLCMED 

We have proposed many ways to create a sustained reduction in the 
growth of health care spending. Everyone will have,continuous 
coverag,e so people will not wait until they.are Ill, before, 
'seeking care. Managed care systems will discourage excess doctor 

lAs noted earlier I' this Vl.Sl.on addre,;ses r~form of ,the acute 
care 	medical system; it does not address long-term care financing 
reform. HlAA continues to support several recommenda,tions in the, 
latter area, including ,favorable tax treatment of long-term care 
insurance, on· the grounds· that the increased availability of , 
affordable private insurance will have a significant impact on 

. reducing future public (Medicaid) spending'on long-term care. 
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visits, unnecessary hospital and specialist care, ,and technology' 
use that is not cost-effective. Physicians will be empowered to 

'practice effective, not defensive, medicine. Managed care 
systems will offer essential packages of care that will compete 
on price and value. 

PrC?yiders,w~ll not be able to shift costs among payors, so true 
market competition wilf·compel. providers to become more 
efficient., A government-authorized entity will evaluate, and 
slow the use of, expensive technologies that are not cost
effective. Administrative simplicity, a paperless systemJ' and 

,standardized claim forms will save money and help c,ontrol fraud 
and 	waste. Coverage of preventive care and incentives for 
healthy lifestyles will payoff over ~he long-run. Tax 
advantages will be,limited to the value of the essential package 
of care, thereby motivating everyone to seek the best value. 

Successful reform will yield measurable results and trends' that 
will compare favorably to those of other nations on costs and on 
a variety 'of quality measures (such as mortality, percent who 

'smoke, and height/weight standards). 

HIM will continue to refine its vision of health care'reform., 
However, we are ,coinmitted to achieving the objectives outlined. 
Fixing the health care system will lift a sizable burden from our 
collective shoulders, yielding resources and liberating energies 
for other critical issues on the nation's social a~enda. 

SEPARATE ISSUE PAPERS 

Additional issue papers are being develop~d on selected SUbjects. 
In some instances, these are descriptive papers discussing the 
pros and cons of the issue. In other cases, these are 
supplemental ,papers providing more detail than what is proposed 
herein. Topic areas include: . 

I., Price controls 

,2. Global budgets or expenditure targets 

3. 	 Extent of tax-favored treatment 'for health' insurance 
4. 	 Precise nature of federal and state responsibilities 
5. 	 Cost estimates and revenue sources for reform , 
6. 	 Implementation and enforcement of employer and individual 

mandates (including how much an employer contributes" which 
employees qualify under the employer mandate,' and how a 
subsidy program could be structured) 

7. 	 centrality of employers in providing coverage (including a 
discussion of the concept of group purchasing arrangements) 

'8. Insurance in the new market 
9. 	 ~etermining the essential package of coverage (including a 

discussion of supplemental coverage~) , 
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10. 	 Medicare and Medicaid 
'..11. 	 Technology assessment 

12. 	 Tort reform 
13. 	 Individual responsibility, wellness and prevention 
14. 	 Measuring and assessing results with other nations 
15. 	 Medical care coverage under Workers' compensation and auto 

insurance 

\ 
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l..fI.n... 

(5) 	 2:bI.J!IPI Stt,rinLQapit1;'Ul11 M waD41na.A 
lIUl~bnary repart tOt,blg an I fay tty i'lyel 
Da .bortlJ:& 

JmLi.L the fouoda1;iAD tOjC' the day and putCmpl' 
~UlPld to the ••naqad.OAI;.titlgD p~QPqlal,ADd 
aIis1JcIQD Bple 1#0»0101. 11B m:il "miming with tho 
laII-DAlDlex iIBUA. -- tinlnglll ~an'lgtiDD'. 

(7) 	 A tu••1:iOft ••r arl.. about th.u hardship rural 
h.al~ p~OYi401'~v111 have te, Gat IDI ooapatible.
Bitl'lar a PC Ql'-/a t.l.~hon. te, oOM.at one to a 
alearlnCJhou,. ia all that'. 1'1.884$4. Jlany
prov'idera now u•• an outside vandorto parfo~
thi. aarvice. 	 . 

My Dfttee nuater ia (203) 277-5080. I'll be there Thursday. 
Ten:Lght ana Priday I ... in Boston 

call.. ..nytl1ae. 

~f1., 
Barbara J.e lOUder 

.. _.. ~ -.'-", . 
.,. .' '. ,.' ." 	

' '. ~ "", 
~. 	

", .- ,! " I " .~, • c' 
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Executive Sumn'tory 

111 Nc)Vcmber 1991. S!JCT!.'oti1I1'Y c)f Health And Human Sl\rvicfli, 
Dr 1..0\lis Sulliwm, r(,)IlVE'Il('(:l a fl)nlm of natlol'\,!SI health clIrtJ 

ICnl~el':; to dlsc\l~s the chanCI1SIi'5 of tc'\iudng acjrninistratlve tosts 
it'l r.ho U. S. h~Clllh('ilrc system, At th~ forum, thre-e hCtllth CitrC 

iM:\1~try·led w(nkr,rcIllps ",erc erClElted ... the Workgroup fOT 

Elcctrcmic OM" Inl(!I'(himge, The TI\sklcu'ce on PAtient It,{orn'latiol''l, 
and the Workgl"(.11.1P un Administrative Costs Itld BclH~fi.t!;. 

Th:,s rt~pOtt f(.'pl'CIiCnh; the (lndlngs an ~ recommendations 01 the 
WC1rkgroup tor Elcdnmic Data [nterd'tAI'Ige (WED!) and renl?dr. 
the ofloTt' of " genu!ne public nnd prlvat~ partnership over th{\ 
las I: ab: month!;, Co-chAired by 8crna:'d R. TrcsnowskL Prcsidtmt, 
Bh:e Cross ftl\d BluE' Shield Association, and ]OSCl'lh T. Srophy, 
Pruldlmt, The Tri\v(.'l~'rs InsurAnce COt'l"lpany, the lS~n'Ctmber 

". ". " .• k~,WEl'I$tcr.l,i"g Committ(l(l, sU~'1p(,)rled· by a tcehl\ica],advilior-y",., """.,.,;" .;.,~ 
, ·grcl,.l,P ofa~'1pr())cirnAtr]y SO s!aft, (OlWlllH~d to asst:ss'and J'nobm1.~ . 

the htAllh (M~ in,h1!:itry's tiRe of t(l~hnology (0 streamline ht!?Alth 
CAr;! finnncillg, 

Thh r'!pot'l hitS l~ld out ftggrcs!iiv. but achievable 80ats to pro~)el 
the hcu,lth care Industry toward the une of EDI qukkly and 
"ff('etiv(:Jy. WEDt has I\lso dcv~lopcd a specific action plan for 
lrtll'lsiaUn& thcs~ ganIs into realHy. WEOT believes thn answer 
lias in a public Ipr;vft!e partncTuhip. Ele('aus~ EDI repre~"l't. art 
opportunity' where good publiC' policy and good businctis' ~en$" 
(,olwer~e, ",'e belie"," the industry can and will respond as lin 
dtcdl'tl'C pilrtl'~r wit!; the govcmn'cnt. 

1 
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Automate rronsoctions 

By fourth qual'h:r 1994, 95% of Cateipry I industry pllrtid~'ant.6 
shcluld'implcmc.'l,t HDL directl)1 or through a clearj"ghous~, {or 
Ihe se c:ore tra !l!.actitms H!Jted above, offering the ANSI AS<:: Xt2 
sta Ildllrd (orm"t!;, Cl\tegory I parlidplmts include major J.')ublic 
st\d pt'ivate l'nyorsi hospitals, mAIor employ~rs and st'lf·insured 
plans; pharmacies; and ,linicslnd group practices of 20 01" more, 
prc,tessionats. By fourth quarteT 1996.. 85% of Category U 
pMtieiptlnts should implement EO! (or core lransar:lion$, directly 
or thrc,ugh Ii ck~nrillftho\lse, phllsing ill ANSI ASC X12 ~tltndnl'd 

Ior.n~ts. CIIl(lgc1ry Tl partklpl'nls fndude all remaining health 
CM~ pi1ynrs; p!'(widt~rs; emploi'~rs and self·insured plans; and 
phllrml\ctCS, A longel' I,hase-b"i p~riod may be nCCV'51Wlry for !mnll 
cm.i>loycl"$ Jmpl~ml;.~ntillg electronic enroUment Cran~[er to pnyors. 

Rt''''''III'H'llritlliMI '2 from.tllt. Wr.D1 RI'/k'Jrt 

Belween now and l(.lllrth quar\ar 1995, WHOl shaU submit 
periodk I'aporll to Ihe Secretary rega.rJing prO&ress in achieving 
iniplC'm~l'\t~tion pClI'C'~ntagc gOllYS. If f:le h\d119try has Infled to 
me'ite s.atJsraclory J."Irogl'ess In reachh'g thc~e goats, Wm)J wlJl 
rcenmtiiimd thl\t thC' Ek'cretnry take {uJlhcl' Action, including 
3pJ.',ropriatc Icgislnlion to support then voluntary h,iUaUves. 

R.1'(.(lmml'l1tfali{'III.3 from flit Wr.DT Rt'I)()1't 

., i; ~ ....... I 


Public find pri\'ntc ptl)'ors shouJd c:r\ial,e lncenUvas {or 'ncreAsc-d 
use or HDI. An"mg th~ incenLlvcs lw,lilable are: low- or l'O-cost 
software and mAlnlen8t\ee sU~'~'ort, qulC'k payment tncentives fot 
electrot\l~ elaims, cost/benefit analyses: and technleal 'assistancC!, 
11\ IJddlHon, providers and other pnrticipants are ur&ed to exp·lore 
op}:'orhmities (or i,artn~rships to reduce d~velopment and 
hrtr'l(tn·.c%'lt~tion cosls. For example, h()spltala mAy provIde 
electrotllc links to phy!idans to facilitate access to lIutoma ted 
ending. J)ro\'id~rs may CTeate ''In{ormtltional p,artnershil'$" that 
redu('e the dcV(.'lopmftnt, transitional, and opE-rAting costs or nDl 
And av,)ld dUl'licatil..,n of .... ffort. 

R.er:ol1tltltudatiofl.'4 from flit WfoiJ)/ .Rt'pfJrl 

------~--......~...-.---........------.--.........---,------- 
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II. 	 Preliminary Saving!. Estimated at $4 to $1CI 81111e1n: 
WEDI .::ommlt$ Funds for Further Study 

WE:::>] will SpCll\foClr al\d fl.lnd ct.)titimling analysis of th~ bC'!"Il'fits 
aloe! C05t~ nf EDl 1\10; thoy relate to rt.:I(.illc1ion in adminlJoitTillive ('Ctsts, 
In ~,arH':\.1Il\t, th\"r~ is ~ nc<.'Ci for fl'.!MAfCn in the (ollowing Cfttcgories: 

)It 	 EDl implicatic'm5 lor prl:lvlders and cm\plOj'ers, including 
an aMlyr::is of start-up costs a:,d the ongoing in\~"act on 
admini!i.tr·dtiv~ costs. 

)It 	 Sysl~m·wid~ HDI inv~s~m(>1~t T('quirE'l11ents and 
imJ."lem(\'lltnlicm C08tS. 

.....___... • ....___.,•••••.• ,1 ...... ' .... ~ .... _ ...~ ~._.' _____••' •• '- ........... ___.... --__-~••, ...._ •
......___ l, 

Ill. 	 Call f(., Congresslc1nal Action to ProttefConsulner 
Confidentiality and PrIvacy Rights 

Congr(lss ShO\lld (lI',H't ted\~l'al pre-emptive Jogi/diltion governing 
confidentiAlity by (c'I\lrlh qUAYIE'r 1993 to !acilitftt~ and emitlre the 
ul,ifl~nt!J C'onfid"'ntl,\l trcatmcmt 01 iden.tltlable inFormation in 

l'il>t":ronic e,,\iirOI)t11L'mls. WHD! sh/lJl cr(.l~to II huk forc~ to 

('oot dilute with othcl' re1cvrmtgr(')\lps ,md to Ms;st it, th(! timp.ly 


, '''.'' tcchl.lio.l Ari'l!in~Lq,t.thi,S Jl'gi~li\li()n.., ,~hi,ch 5h~uid: 
'.., ... ':\>. ,"""';'~-""f.t;r •• '·~,. f ....r7:~:r.~-r~.,"_,:, .~, ..",.,,~, 

... 	 Ehlttblh;h uniform requh'empnt:i for prcser\lntlon of 

ct:mfid!:nliaJity l'Hid privacy l'ig:,IS III ele-C'tronlc hC'~lth Ci\rO 


claims J'lfl..lc('$f,lng and }')aym"nt; 


,. 	 Apply to tho cC'lllQ,lIon, &t('lra81~, han,1Iin& and 
transmission of individually idel\tinabte heallh "are dittA, 
including initJal and subsequel't d!SC'iOSUfCS, in cl<.>ctro.nic 
transactions by all ~')ublie ~nd private payors, provjders 
of-health"C'i\re; ·and all other (mtitics involved In, the __ I 

.... /
lransaC'tlons; 

)0 E"c!i'l'pt state publiC h~i\lth I'eportins lRWSi 


,.. O~1ineate protocols IOl" secure! ~leclr(,llilc stofl'ge and 


I 


trftmjl"l,i~!;ion 01 heallh care data; 

---.......... ----.--...............---- ----~--,----.......-.......... --~--.-~-
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po 	 PI\rtkipill\tS JhC'luld lItili~, a 1.IIllqllG idi.?l\Ulier system! liS 
{'ited above in tl'conmmond.,tic.,n #7, to fneilitattJ 
.i"stru~'liul1i:\l muting of in(I.'m1li'lticm to support COB. 

ThN,n duee c-Icm(lnls· can suppclrt full implel'nentation of 
elQdr(.)nic exchAngo of inforn'Ullti.on (or COB. 

J~rcommmdatiolt '9 from tilt W£DI Rtport 

A WEE'I task {orce- !ihould he cstnblls~,pd to develop 
tN'Cilnl~'\t'l,dt'\ticms rc.~g''lrding the \tSC of electronic card tec:hnoltlgy 
'by secclnd til.l~l'tcr 1993. The o'bj(!ctiv\?S or lhE' task [oree! are to: 

,.. 	 Dc,·tcrminc (lptions (or 'uf;ing el~ctronic he-aUh in!;UrAnce 
CArds within th" haAlth ('M'O' cnvlr('mm~nt It'Q th~ type's 
c',r eleC'trcmie card alternatives, ~uch as magnetic strip!! 
rards Al"ld "i1lMt (,M'tiS. 

). 	 l~acoml1'\(md nn implel1lcmtlitloi process to cnsur(.! that 

SI;ll\dArd and Cl.Immt infurmMlon 'A1\ be aeecRsfd. 

R('.co,wntwratioll IHO /1'0'" tht wl-:m nryi()" 

---.~ ...._.-....- _._..._--- ---_._--
V. 	 WeDI (:Ontfnu9S Publl<:/Prlvote Partnership to Prc)"'de 

.. Leade.nhlp QodMunilor ImplementatIon ..., ·.·."'0;"-'._ ...·,,,,,,.<:./. " .. ,,· ..G.-<" ...... .• _ •. 

To CIY('rsec the indus.try's progY'c$$ townrd EDI, and 10 ftS!:ii~l Irl 
lh!! JuHiIlm€'nl of \hr'~('! reC'omrncmdAtioflS, Wf.t)l shnll conth~ue in 
extst~nC''' as a collnburatlve effort ftmcmg h(.\i'llth care industty 
parbcipcmts ~u1d ,;hAII report to Ih' Secrelary of OHHS N\ch yettr 
on b'ldustry progn.'ss. By th~ ~nd of H1CJ2, WED! shall crelltt" and 
approve a structure for its conduet. including ftddHionAl 
m(tlTlbershtp and administration of th~ liteerlng COl'llmittee, 
standln&; task forces, and public input. MCfI\bershtp And 
pifrtlclpnUonin wmJI shan C01,Unuc to be on 'a--duaIJcvt'lwlth-' 

. both eXftCUUVe n,nnnr.emcI1t and technical support. The WEOI 
sh'cring cornmllh.'C' nlay be expAnded up to 20 voUng members, 
to emmre dj\'~nll A"d bnlnnced r~pr~s.~nt.atlon into the 11.lture. 
T(lchnkEll 8ft'!u}' rCl]:lt'Mi(lntation Rh~1l be open to other hltC1rt.'!dad 
parth~s. 

---.-,,------------------~.------~ 
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WHAT IS WEOI~I 

Tho Workgroup for t:leotronlc Oala li,temhangs (We01) Is an loduSfry'/od task foroe <;;reated to $treamllne health ear. 
admln[strat'on lhtou ~Il standsrdl2ad l:lectronlc communicatIons. ,.,.. Workgroup was formed to deve%p an aellon plan 
fOllowing 8 national surnm~ on hcaflh e·l" paporwork eonllonodln late ~991 by Ihe Seerctary.of Health ard Human $o(Viee8. 
In 1992. WEDI con", ned 1 S !'IaHonal h~lth cars I,,~dcrs, roprewnUng plNale j:ayort. gOvernment, providers and buslnon, 
to OU1J1r)G tho steps Ilooeesary to rfltlkf~ .Iecrronlc data 1~1~archango (eOI) rOlJllr e for the health eare IndUE;tryby 1~. This 
SIoorlnQ ComtnhH·t, support(.i'C.1 by aTt!chnical Advisory GIOUp of 50 expor1" luued hi roport to the field In July 1902. The 
oroup is co-chaired b)l Joseph T. D1ophy, PreskJont, The Travelorl Insuranee Company, end Bernard PI. Trunowskl, 
Presidant 01 the 81u 1! Cross and Blue ShlEdd Aseoell.lUon. 

WeOI calls for public .prlvat~ pannor,hlp tCI a.ohleve roform. The Won...group en~lslon8 a hoalth ear. Industry' whIch conduots 
Its busIness transae Ions via computer, I.lIIlng on& natlol'lat standard format ard tntcrconneetlng notwo!1<s. Major payors, 
providers find emp!,)yers wlII'sutoma:e o:'\rollment. oligibillty, claims $ubmlssbn and remittances by rourth quartor 1994. 
Smallor entities will 'lave until 199$ 10 echl0'tlG routlno • urolTlttltIon. 

Central to this plan I; the use of naUOI·,,1 dala standards for theM tranMctlons to ea•• admInIstration ano rGduceeomputer 
costl. WI:: JI pattlcil.anla haveeommlltod to Uti11 1; standards devOlop$:j by tho tl.metioen National SlarK1ard, Institute (ANSI) 
and to ensutlr~g eor sensus on thus formel. has boen Isacnod by the end of 1993. WEOI has also called for 8 proemptlve 

•• _,' 'o,' fo.oetal SI~lu\e{or-.e::mfidonttalltyA)J.91nctlclC!,..I!,.. ,an_,a!!lK)trOl~t2 e!lyi~o.nm~~t.l~ h.$ d.r8ft~ theprlnelplos nGCossary for tnl' 
le~ls'atibn. 'Flr'lally,'NEOI has commltl~ 10",,01V11'0 a number 01 k8~ Impiim(ltltatlon~Ot5sLa~n:Ii;J9$3Jcr.osqc~,'''-~t~.ot· . 
can be achlolJod thlough a publle,ptr,'ate partnorshlp. . .. 

WEDI will contlnue 0 expend memb(rshlp In the Sleoring ColTlnllttee to guare ntH broad reprosentatlon Of national hllalth 
oroups. Tho WEOI rechnloal Advlsor~ Group wll1lnclude alllt'1drMual$lnter~$led In developing further Industry cooaenSU$ 
on EDI. Key IUUEU to Do ttsolvod f,:-I Our fourth quar1Q( 1993 report Includ. recommondatlol'\l rOf; a universal kStntifier 
tystem for paYO'I, providers and 5ubllorlc.rs; coord1natlon of benSflt. In an electronIc environment: Ult of oIectronJo cards; 
Implamenlatlon as& stance for data $Iancfardlj and further progreas Cln unfforrn data content WEOI also looks forward to 
working w~h the n€ wCongress on C,)nticlentlallty l(tgl$lQtlon. 

WEOI bcllilV$$ thaI lpubllo-prlvate p4lnn'Hshlp Is critIcal for .dmtnlstrnt~e rel00", and has commlttod fo arl aggrGWYe tIme 
framo to n'IAko neO<:edr,fo'rm happetl, t~QWever;''NEOI's 1992 reporlmakes c'ear that If thot lndUSlry~A.lo meet ttl gQBJ., . 
It Is preparod to tee ommcnd a~ accept 1unher steps, Includln; lha ~u'bUlty of addHlonal tegl$l8t~8 or regulatory acllon. 

What arG the bonef1s WE 01 Is seoklrg? Health car. paperwork wllJ no longol' be the reaponalbillty of consumers aM will 
be groatly $lmpllfle~ for providers. lS'leclrQnlc eommunl(:atlons wlll $pood butlness transactIons, Improve accuracy and 
provide a standard' approach for all hl~hh ln$uranCll plans 10 use. Annual $lvlngs for payor. Ie estimated tl) tange from $4 • 
$ 1 0 billion a year. Provldor saving B .tlt d~noult to estimate btoauso of Insu1nclent data, but .r. Hkefy to Inor04$1 tna 

payback i;lgniflcanlly, .Finally. 8ccon'lpllshlng, eOI for hGalth care nnanol~ ls'($ the ground wQl1( for f\Jturl 8xchang$$ or 
sopl'1lstleatad clinical deta tlia' can ."hat,ct 11'1. quality end .ffeotl\l&I~." Of n\CldloaJ CArt, 
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WEDI: THE! WOF C GETS AAOIJND 

* 

Ovor ~.&OO WEI)/ repol'ls ha'Ve be.an c!istribUfod sil'loe July, 199210 various parties Including tho 'tdera' govemment, 

health care pr"vlderl. Lrade assocIations, VGl'ldot$, stale govemmon!5, amplo),ers and pay.or.. All member, ot 

eOOOI'015 rleeh/eeI I eoC/y In Fall 1992. 


Ncod • WEOII;oport? 

Call MargIe TrI~'PIQrto at Blue Crclss Uluo Shield Association (3'2-440·~14') to tltquest your COPl'. Hltlp UI api'OId* the w()rdJ 

* 
Presentations ( n weol Nve bGen made to dQlen$ 0' groups, InClUding: 
• 	 AmerIca, MedIcal Information Aa.soclatlon 


AutOIMlod Modlcat "aymants COnference (OQCember. S,an Francisco) 

Congrtu siena) Staff ' 


• Hae!th I 'ldustry Manu1aclur.r':~ A$$celarton 
, ""·"",.,,,,,,·,,,,,,,.,,,,,.NaJtC?t,,.J..g9yncll of e,tOsplil;rtlon Oru.Q Programs .. . 

."J " ,; <".' , .' ·Na!lonal Modlcar. COnfamnc., ,,,' .' ,~:~',~"'~:' ',:,~:;':~:""" '''''''''''~;'''' ,.:,:",~~;" " . 
" l.:t"~" ,.' ~ "~<\\:'~':\'.'r, •. ","':::>;,"'" .',_ 

* 
Among thoso \-(hO hav8fxprO$S(!d S'Jpport for WEDI's work: 


Amarlt.an SOCIQty of Int.M'Ia! Medlolne 

Cornpuf !r.Baaed Patient f'rt¢C~ Instttute 

Heallh I "uranci AsiooIaUon of Amtr1ca 

National Federation of Ind.pendent Buslne. 

Tha CollsBrvatlve Oemooratlo Forum OncliJd$d .many of WeOI', prnclr;os In hi health reform pl'oJ)OSal.) 


"".*,... "mtr- ShorfTe 'nr"StrateglesWmgroup we/comes propoWt., for )~"~U'\·Oare- !OLO&monstratJon ,ProJocts.. 
Oemonstratlon PrOJeet Propo$Al. wDI bt considered on the bas" of the .even spoclflc prefect oblO¢t~I8' oLrt!lned In 
tt,o WEOI Ii!&!)rt Oomonstratlc;fI Prolectl must 1) Be eeumenleal, 2) Ele close to .". Pub/lo, :3) Show Industry
cooperallon. ~l Leverage e:.:1,tlng li"lfrastruc:lur.s, 6) Add $OITIelhrng MW1 6) Have a defined location 01 user 
populatiOn, a!'X1 7) Have aggrtulv. time fra~ 

tor furthot detailt on lubmlttlna I propo$ll, comact the Short T$(II', SlI'ate-glu Workgroup through Marga 
B,'own, (203)8&1-8398 (phone); (20')561-3007 (tax). . 

PRESERVATION PHOTOCOPY 
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SHOAT 'rEAM STRATEGIES CIEMONSTRATION PROJISCT U:!'DATE ' 

Aa pArt of tt10 Inhlal \\EOI rec:oll'lmends'.lon:t.lhe Short Term StrategIes Technical Advisory Group was given the mission "to 
achieve rapid pub/Ie r,eognition Of fiji', potential to reduce adminIstrative cost.: Improye oporatloMl efficiency by 
p,on~oUng awarenon of curront EOI tellvlty and id(.mtity and pursue op:JOr1unHlol tor cooporellon am,ong Publio 
po!1cymaket's. provlchrs. privaTe ~yor'i. veI"Id()rs, Qnd 1:l!1-,ployars to OlCf,lalld Et)I.· 

Throo C&n~M$ttBUon Projocts WaiG In"latec:llo Illustrate tho VllhJ" 01 EDI, roctu~ flOW participants, at'ld expand tho f.copo of 

EDI eommunrC.t1.IIOll9 Thaaa Domons! 'ations are tt~o: 


AT&T Cemonstl"8tlon Project wnle" o~pIOtO$ thG liari,Je of autcmatod enrollmo"t bQtwoon a large ,mployor, AT&T 
end Its ""00 ,ayor •. 

Twin CHfu Comonltr.lloM P'.,J.gt which oxp<,\nds th. us-ors I.~ USOr, of EOI In tnt 11 county area &urroundlng 
Mlnnoapofla/H Paul. Mlnnesotal. 

V1rglnll Dom,)natrlUon Prolect which encon'lPl,UO$ Ooth urban and nifAI envlronmen.ts, 

, ";'A brlCtf,updElte of oath proJoetfolIOW$. ".;" ""',1.'""",,.," '-Ie-"""",.,,,' ",' ,<C,', ,> 
,."'., ...... ···~.rl,·,' ....-_<,' '\~_,.-._ •• ' ; ".I·'~''':~~'j:''''•. L·.,C·f.f., ""': ••".,,,1 

-'~. ~,;. '.. ., . ,"'\" ::."" 

AT&T DEMI~NSTRATION PROJECT 

The objectives 01 tho AT&T DemoftstrtitlOfl ProlecUre to eutomate th,. enrc!lment transaotlon U&!ng the ANSI S04format. 

demonstratlJ oost-co,ltalnlng pottntlal I:)f EOI, csemon&lrata Industry eooptratlcn and e&tabllsh an Implomontatlon model, 

AT&T 18 a large purc"I&aer of health ard IlieUranC$ services w~h CY&t ?OO.OOO coYerDd membel'l. Oo$ls 6$,&¢()'-led w~" 

AT&.Ts benefit plan ~xoeed$ $1 billion annlJally. AT&T and Ita Ihroo PEIYOI'8 (Tr.svtfeI11 ~m"lr, Blue Cro$$ and Blue 


'-. ,Shlold. and Prudantlz l)hal/8 embar1<ed ,O:n,.IJ1~ttQg,th._.GrolJP'••orollm'mt"$lngtb. ANSI .•ta!'ld.rd (834)~__ f~$VI01Jf!y..,<_, 
each carrIer used. p 'oprlatary format \1) tran$fer enrollmont data. The p!'o~rletaI'Y formats art booInG replaced with the ANSI' 
834 and tho ~pa trarl$fo18 are giving Yt'lY to the U$e Of a value-added n.tworle (VAN) ror conneet~lty. CorlnoetNfty usIng 
the 834 haa been GSlabUshed and tos!cld wKh each payor. Addlllor.a1 "vstom flHm=lneering I. unctGrYlay to maxh'l'llzo the 
c051 savil'lQ$; custorllcr service ard Pl~twOrk ("ha"", reductIon Inherent I., the tradHlonal tape transfer. For more 
rnfcrma\lon on thl. 'emonsttaUon, "'ease contaC1 ..11m Monol1ero lat AT&T (phona)201..n8-23S5:(Iu)I01.U8-UU. 

'. 

PRESERVATION PHOTOCOPY 
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TWIN CITlt:S DEMONSTRATION PROJECT 

Ttl, ob!ecttvQIlJ ,stabllshed by tho WEel Short·Tenn Strlteg!es Commlttoe for th. TwIn Cltl•• 
DimcnatraHCln Project aro threolold: 

Incmast tho nun,bor 01 providers uBlng EOllechnofogy 
IncN~8s. tl'le numbor of claims eubmlt1ed electronIcally by ten poreont 
~Gnd etlgibIHtyAran$8ctlot1 prooesslnQ to 1010010<:1 oommerclal carrier. 

In August of 1e9~, over 450 rocrulln"nt IGuers wore SE1nt tophyslolanl, hospHals. cllnlos. f.'ii:tyors, 
PtotosslOMI aS!ocfall )riS and veMors In the olovoo cour,ty area surro~mdlr'lQ MhneapOll$, $t, Paul and ~oehaster. A presa 
conforenco was hold ,n S~ptombQr anl'l:)!,Jnclng the weol Twin OKlee OOtl'lonslnlUor'l Prol&ct and the JoInt efforts of MCidlca• 
.. Un~od Healthe.are ::-.orporatlon·maNlgocl plan. and Bluo ero$.S and Blue $"lIOld of Minnesota In their support or the 
demonstrDI!on 1)'0100, Both hoallh ~an. have programmed theIr oIctCtl'onle network$ to capture and fOroNal'd each other.' 
dalms, sflowfrrg teea .s t~ an elG<;l,On!(: n01work through one rront·end application rosldlng In the providei' oHic.. Senator 
Oavld Ouronb,rger al iO lJX)ke at the Dr••• eor\(Qr~nco, rchltorclng th~ Impact 1>1 weol efforts on "$8lt~04r. refOlTM. 

The Twin C~'et of MIMMpoIl. and St. F'ftul served os tho pilot 5"' for 1M creaUO!1 or the coat data collection 100/. S~e \'fBnt 
woro hold y.Hh Weel Short·Term Slraleov oomm~100 mombors, the ,'ll;IerGrclup, the thIrd par1y consultant retaIned to 
perform Ihe COS1 savillg. ar.alys.u. and prO',lder8 ~!1lcrpallnQ to refine the UN 1)# the data collection loo/. IndMjual focus 
groGi) '"meetings WOTG :tf'o"n' held"~whh·.fl.ach·hNJth .eare',coh$tltuenc)," "{PhY$lc:8,'I;' h(>.~p~aI.•rM:i"' Pliyor)::t.o:~e,):~at"l""".:"dati~:. ";;"., '" ' 
collection too{ prior te· It$ distribution 'elf ar,y necossary delta collectlon/a/'lalysls assumption adjustmont,. Data coflectlon 
haa bQlIn In progrG$S since November. 

A monthly mWisloMor Ii distribUted to all weDr Twin C!tl\)s partlolpants to keep them abreast of proJect progross and 
mnD5tonos, EleNe as aeomrnunteatlol'l ar'ld oducatlon vohlclo about EDllrnplemenl.allon••nd r.mlnd I)art'elpal~l& of Important 
moetlng dato" In eddHlon. an open me·nthly fOnJm II held to encourage dtalogue between an noaJthctu, Indu.try 
eonstKuent& In the Tv. in Cltla. area. At1,lndance 1$ nOlllmHed to WEDI TwIn enl" demonstrallon pat1l¢lpal1't.. Discussion 
topic. have lnc4uded NEDI demonstration project statUI (wnh 'tgard to 'he obleeltves $$t for the project), EOI eduoatlon 
and ImplemElntatlon. , stabllshmant of ,tand.rd•• parallGllnltlltlvet In the Mlnne$(>ta stattleglslaturt, and the national WEDI 
perspec1lvl. " 

~. .,.~,..;. ,~. 
'"' ,_ .......·'''p,.... ·;···;.r· .. ' " .•._- -

The WEDI TwIn C~les O'Monatration Pr,oJec:\ participants look forwarcf tl:> being !In actNe votce of the Jr.dU5try as I conduH 
10 the WEDI Stoorlna l~ommlt1ee. Feedtl4tCk 's belngSoIlcltad mltTorlno tl'le strue1lJre or the weDI technIcal AdlJl.sory Group! 
for 1993. Clpen l$Su ~8 of par11eul.r IrtlOlest appear to be unique phvslolen a"ld patlont" JdontlRGtl, EDI fmplemontatlon 
pfannlng and 9xeouH~n. creation and marnlOl'lAnce of heallh eare 08lds. data content, and devefopmont of meaningful 
nnanclaf Information. Fot mort InforltllUCtn on (hI. Oomonatratlon f'roJeCi, 1)10"1 contlct Maureen Ward .t Untted 
Health Care (phone) 'O"2$o-3248i(fa:")'O,..t~o-84PO. 

PRESERVATION PHOTOCOPY 
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VIRQINIA DEMONSTRATION PROJI5CT 

Tn. Vlrglnl. D.mon,traUon ProJec=t has been runnln; slnee October t $( ror III 
par1ICII~IlI'Q payors/provlders and transactlor,••" cOfltlnulng to IncreaM. TransactIons 
Includlt cll~lm., fer,\IUances, ~Igibnlty, btner~:l, t,rerteJ., _Iectronlc rlJ"~' transfer (EFT). 
('nrollmen!: ar,d E·Man. The P'lyore Includo Slue Oro" SluI Shield of VIrgInia, ModlQar, A, 
MEt<;110are e, Medicaid, ~Utual Of Omaha, PMJdenttall A(!!!na (through HI!) and a number ¢I 

Olhor eomn'Iorotal pa lor& linked thrOV_I" NEIC. Apl)JOx[matoly $,000 phyalclar 8 and 188 hospHII, are 6ubmHtlng at leul 
ono typo of Iran~clk. n. ThOte are mor ilthM thIrty (30) payors receMng at IOt'is': one type or transaction. TOlal trane.actfonl 
halr'a reach£-d oyer one mill10n por mOl'lth. In addition, Blue Cross Bluo ShIeld Of Virginia ha$conr'ltelrJod h$ networK to all 
or 'nesl! payors and $ Cl,lrrOflt!y de/lva:lng over 1&0 lnOI.lS41'1d claIms per mor,tn to non-Blue Cress Blue Shlold of Virginia 
entitles. 

Recenl developmentl Include: ' 

• 	 The neW ANSI SJS star'ldard rerl'lHtance advice fot ModlearGA Is In full production for those oustomeruequesllng 11, 

Mod aANSI elS has been deve~op<!id by Travc.~et& and 1$ ready to bot ~mt to physician pIlot.. A ftat file Il'InsJalor 

Is be:ng de.vi)foped In order !o tral'lSl'nK lhl' informatIon, EFT I. tlGlng plll)tod and should be avaUabft by February. 


""'< :;~, ,.,. ",:.J~cJcr.ra's: Ire ,n ,productlorl for bolh AOIMi,Jlr.::t~lu,. Clt;1~J~lu. !$h:eld,of,Virglnla,rnanagod'Cllr.' prog'am'i',..'~m.c'
':' ;'''''~:'Transacllon8 ~avlfJncroa&od o\lIJr-200" whhln'lhe'ptl'St't..vo'lnonlha.;"'" '''~'''''-'''' , . ., .. ",'" '.'. "-',-- . -''''. '", '.,~ ......,'. ,., 

• 	 Commorclal 01 giblllty through N:IO's HCIN network Is beh'Q tcstf)($ wl1.h :;)not shes and {ul1har rorlout of the produot 

Is 8chodulod fc If this month. 


" 	 l!nroHrnen11rar &actIons are beln,~ do,. In aprop/iotar)' format with three on'j:!Ioyers and lost a.~es are being evaluatod 

for lhe 834 fon Mt. ; 


• 	 Prvdontlal tern ttaneea are achodule<f for f1rT$t qua"er and ~ te expoeted that the 83S formot Wfll be ready dunng thll 

time frame. 


""f . -- E·Mal Is being tested and appll(atlons are ldentH1oofor 'multlple 'hNlth¢flrtf1acll~les to Ii'I¢IlJde hoepft8J.,·physlclan 
praet~ees, Blue Cross Blue Shield of VIrgInia, Medicare. VlrglnYi HOlpltal ,~latIon and olhera. . , . 

fA. prass brlof1ng Ii tint HNely scheduled l'Of early Febl'Uary 10 coIncide with h,ltla! Information on the resulll ol the T7blJr StLoldy. 

Local preas Informatlo"l hn boan unt OJt and articles ate panned by the !'lOWS media. AJ$O, radIo talk ,how, have Included 

IntONlows w~h partlcll~"ts In tho V1rgll'llt Oamonstratlon. rot mort r"'I:.nr.tion on thl. D,monttr.tlcn Prol'c1, pleut 

contact John Aomer •• HaaHh Commanlc~\!oM Sorvl~etl Ino. (phonl.)B04-nH030j .(rU)I04-0as.OO18• 


.-. 

MOl Upda,. II pllbllahi ~ qlJ&rttr!y by \h. 'M1>I t(~\lQ.JUOl\/Pvb"cHy 
Work 0'0111), id&t' OJ' ~1,Ution• .t\ould tit dlrMKllo Uta t..chO'Mic:I!. 
MIi!I,IJ! of Ornah., MIJtVII of (Wnlhl PlUt. 0r1;.,..., NE ta175, 
phOM (402)Q71-24O' Of '~L~!L97!:.W3. 

PRESERVATION PHOTOCOPY 
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Co-Chair, C:Q-Ohalr 
••maN R. T....now.klJo..~ h T, .rophy 

Pr8$idlt1tFr&~d'nt 
8/111 C/o" 1M,TI'I' Tr.v.",,' t1Ju, Shi,1d AfttK;istiOI"t1n'IJfMIICt ComPint 

contact: 	 Jim Vantrilio Chery:L van Tilbur; 
The Trava:Le:r1 Blue Croal , Blue Shield AIIOO. 
203"9!4"':U~25 312..440-6Hil 

NEWS 8UJoHARYI 	 WE'D1 HIErr. ),OR 1':tl\8'l1't~1 .ISIIION, SInN NEW 
ORa~rtl~TI0NS JOIN WORJ:GllOUP JrOR 1).1\'1'1\ %NT!RCHANCI: 

WASHINGTON, FIb. 2, 1993 ..... 'rhe Wcrkgrm1p for Eleotronic 

Data Interchange (\ti'EDIl, a publio-privata p'Lrtnerahip work1nq 

for a4ldniat.rativa a1xnplifieation in heal.th oar., began it. 

lSJ~3 eff:Jttl tociay to resolve remaining oblt,aclea to full 
'1 t o'nlo inter""'ha.-"'. 	 ", .. 'H'" ',' , .,,""""""'", ":;"'J'";~:,; .•,, 'C"'i"~'C~'"""" ._" .''''<,r.,,;,-'''• eor" .,'''_"..+ ' ... ,,,.~ ."",t,I)';J!"J" ,~,..,,.,,::",,,,,,,;,,, ..-., '" .,." ..:' '" ",.,',,',' ,':,.. "'>,,,""" ',,, 

:~.,:':'~~: ••. '. ':: ~.- ",.(,;t:",.~ . ~:, '.. ~..~'~"'".~ t.~'~.. ~i""::;::' "',:"~r~'_" _,; ., •. ·;r"",.'.; .' ..r;"'; '., , ........... ', •• '. ,-,,';; •."•• ' 

The qroup I a co-cl'lairlt SernareS a. 'rresnowaki, ~re.!d.flt, 

Blue erous anc1Blue S~.1.l.d Association, and .:roa.ph T. Brophy I 

pres iden~~, The 'f'ravlllira Insu.rance COml'flny I 'jjlelcollled ei;ht n.w 

nat.ional organizations to the coalitioZ'l. 

"'I'h',s. new orCJet,nilations, II .Brophy IJaid , "DI'1n; critical 

expert1ae on 8traaml:!nirtrjf health care adlminintration and ensure 

that the 	full spectl'Um of health care de11veJ~Y 1. workin9~' 

toward. automating O\U' paperwork. II 

-- MOU - 
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At todayls me.ltin;, the group oQJu1nitte,:1 to 2:'.lolv1n9 the 


remainin; implament:ation obsta.cles from it. 1992 aqfsnda, 


in~ludin; a eonaenlus on: 


"'-c~eatinq a Uftit&U8 id.entifier systetn j!or patient., 


p;:ooviderl and payor! 1 


.Nth. standard 1rlformation raquir1ed on health care cardr; 

~ld the potential us. ot an 81eotronic card to acee•• 

hhalth inaur,!'tnc.. information, 

~·tll. coordination of bonetite (mUltiple carrier coveraqe, 

!(·r one parSl)n) usin; an aleotronic environmAnt 7 
> .: ~ •••• 	 ,. "'~I."..• ~,,•. , '\':;"-!!,~,.>e:r'lt, ,.' ~''':;''V.•.i4~' • "f~""~fJ.·· . ,'e",", ~.-,.' '.,., ~':. .. .' '!. 

.,' ,~ '. r•. ;.~ .....;'!..... '., .y.... .• - •.' ' .'., I:'" '.; . • ". '" 

... ·tt lecownutin~r protC)Qols: and 

--uniform data content and atandarda iml)lementationl 

'rh. 	;roup also agreed to establish sUbc()mmittae~ to 
,:- - '.',;'''~:;' ."; f " 

,,~-- .. 	 ooor:dinat9 o\Jtreach anet educa.tion effort. on eleotronic dat... 

1nterehanJa (EDI) 1 act aa liaisons to state ~'ov.rnm.nt. workin9 

to aOhiev,. EOl in thait· heal t.h retormplana and continue 

analyzing cOlta and ~enafita ot a. paperlesa sy.te~. 

-. MORE - .. 
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Trusnowaki ooznmended the group for hel.pin; faater industry 

conaanS1.18 on ad:min:~ltrative reform anc! .aid WIOI will i.aue a 

report t.o tlle inchultry a.n~ to the new aeora':eary ot health and 

human services in tn. tall. 

"We have in pleot9 a publio-priva't~Q pari:nership that elU' 

make significant stri(1aa toward a Simpler am' more effective 

he,lltll oare finanoinq system under any refoz1U loenario, II 

Tresnowski added. 

Bro~hy said that WEe! will ahara it••~pertis. with the 

new Con; !'e•• anel tha r~.w administration as it worka toward a 

he~lth eM.re reform ,aC:1xa;e. 


The group allo ~.ard progresl reporta ori three initial 

, _ . .~"""'" I ,.T!"_: :':,., ;,._.... ...'.~, • ..I .', • '..., """l~;:.-. ,,':-- .:,"" .< ,"'''~t.:~~: ,:,;.-. ;!~'~:+'-v:~:: :~;..._ t; 

·"'~.el1H:'ms~:rHt1on .P%:5~·a'o·ts.=.'pon;ored;;bY- WE:O:L. 1ha"demonatratio'n.-· ." .~·:,,~;.""'I'-

include l\ pilot of automated health 1ns\arane·. enrollmeht amorJI] 

AT&T and ita payorlj. cooperative effortlto c:n~cha.ng. olaims in 

the Minnldlpolia manll;Jad care envirOnmal'lt and development of a 

broad .tl'al' of SOt transactions in Vir~inia. 

A t.inal report on the projects, ir)cludiu<; coats analysis. 
:- ,,' -" . 

1s lohedu lad for Apx'11 release. WEDI ello ..~,reed to adopt. a 


new d8mor.ltration projlaot under c1ev.lo~ll%I.nt .i.n connecticut. 


..... MORE _. 
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WED: MEfTS 4-4-4 

The first WEOI T.chnioal Group ~••t1n; 1. _=ha4ulsd for 


Fe):). 22 and 23 in C:hil:aqo. 


Naw'member or;knizations: self"ln,J""ranca Institute of 


lm.~ric., Amerioan D.ni~.l Association, National Counoil for 


Prsscrip':ion Dru9 pro~ram., Mocu'cal Croup Management 


AfUIOQiat:.on, Nationlll "'aaooilltion for 1I0ma Oar., Amarioal'l 


HG!.lth Cllre A8soeia'~ic'n, American Clinical L1Dorato:n' 


Assooiatjon. 


Pro\ iQusly-adrn:~tteti mernl:>efS: Americln H[)lpit.al 


Association, Unite~ Healthoar., The Traveleru In,uranoe 


co:mpany"Humana, Incl.- Hospital Divi,ion, Blue Croa. and Slue 


Shield. of Vir;1n!a, Aml.rican MecUcal A.aociat.ion, Mutual of 

,., .. I "'.' " . .1" 

. , ,_..." •." ..,." '. ., .r:.~"'!.!.:.' ,-: -,;·,,:''\"01. ~,'lj.' : " • '1'~';;" ........ - .,•• ~"" 


:."., ~...."qm'aha,..:Ae'tJ'\a:'.·'LfftL::'.:~.Caljualty ~:·H.ait.h' insur.n~ ~'·A8S6of.'~ion·'of·""!"·~;·· , 

Ame~iea, . Blue Croas of california, Conn.cticut De~.rtment of 

Ineome Maintenanoe, Blue croas and Blue Shield Assooiation, 

Health Ca'~. 11nanc1n; '~dmini8trat1on" Al~.ric:.n Health 

lnformatitm Mana;eme:nt Assooiation • 

.. -,; 
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Oct·Chll,
I.mara RI Tt'MI\OWlkl 

II'",dMt
SlIJtO,..",M 

IICI. ,nT.1i A"OOiatioft 

Centaat I Tnt Tt,velerll Blue c~o•• an4 Ilue Shield A.,oo. 

31. ventr11io ,.. Xeleh 


303""''''1111 202..'26-4110 


1(Z1f1 .OKCARY , WOJ.II'A.Otr, ON 1:"ICltI\O.%O ~J\'1'J\ tWIICl,IlImJ: 'l'O 

DI1.3:'r.'1 .aoaul. Ut~aT '.1'0 eL%:nO)l ADKXHZ.fU'I'%ON 

QKI(:AQO; Karoh t, l.tQ~··'1'n. Wotk;z:ooup tl)l" Jllotl:oftic t)at.a 

tnt..roharl'_ (WlDt) , ~L. coa,,11ino • repor.t on 1:h. fI)!'~uP t. 
,",.;~,.,:,~.,' .",::rcr;t:~.. .t"(),,......4•.,tttlC\'Ut:: 1nw~,'hi.1th-'Ol.'lii':>pii~-.a;,o~k: ":tt;'~;;$S;~'t~: ~:''': '.'.,'," '-':':::":~:"·."::'I~ 

•••• \J/•••",( ... ,~.! . .t:' ';.>'.~' ~ _.t. '. 

~o 4e11v. Z' the rap12Jl t to t.ht Clinton 1d.m1n1.t~r.tion latll' this ". 
month. ' 

'l'hlaot1on wall t.a)ttn dur-1n; I m••t1nw of the WEll:t 

TecnnolotJV Mvi.ory Clzo()uP ('1'AO),vhich :I\at hal'l Oft reb. la-a,. 
Nora thaJ'l 100 ...pr....ntativ... tro. b••~th oat. providerl, 

inauZ'aZ'., 90v.rnmeni, ••1'10,,1:1, tlohno:lo;y Y.ndo~. at\d. 

nati01lal h••1th oa2~' .t~du.try ••aoo1attonl It·~.nde4·. 

• t. ill part ot the obqcJ.n, effort to 1ln»1I1m.nt. WlD%'a 1;'2 

:'aoQu.ftd~.t.t.on. oor~c.prnin9 movin; the n~LtLon'" health oare 

liIy.tam true. papaz" ~~. An alaotron1c aYlltlm, 
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By Mly, the '1',,1 axpiQt., to dt'a~t pr.ltft~n.ry tin4in". and. 

r.~oma.n~'t1on. en a broad Array ot tlohn1eal il'U.', 

1nolu4inJI ••tabli.·bin; • uniqul !d..nt.ifia.r IYlttm tor all 

pe.ttaftt.., ;>tov1c11".1. ar)4 lub.oribarl, uI!n; .1.att"onl0 h••1th 

o,reS teohnol.o;y, OC1')2:tt1ftltin; kllnetit. eo~ "I• .i.nt. with 

lII~l.t1pl. in.uzlnca j:sov.r .. , •• v.i.. ID% t:. itohnol.)n" ••tlblilhlnq 

1'>••10 1'.t!Ulra .. entl :!or electronic "11;worJt p':rte!'llaJ'tce 

Itliftdarl!u, aneS 1I1\pl.nn.nt1n; the MIX 11 Itanclllzol!l and. un1.torm 

elAta t"q'llil'.'fft.n~. tnX' h.alth 1ft.u.ri-nco J.,,'02.';I\&t10n t 

otht,r k.~ ,otiv1t.l., 1no1\\d. drAf1~ln; 1"1'l;1.aa,. tor ta4'eral. 

prota"t1c,n 0' oonttc~antill, .1..e~rofti.cm11,..ti~an.m1tt.eS rA.4101.1 

j,nfom.t~ e>nl vcrk'"" 'With atat•• to ln~orm th•• or WI!)~ 
. . ' . .". ., _\~ ~ "'I~'t ,,'.,,', ~ ,.' ,-~,'¢,.",:·.._~:,"'M ~';' .t .•.. " .."r', ,;~.t"';:a;w><v;t, ~. ,"''[;1.:;'~!~~' ',' ........ 


"""'~'.:'''~~', .'CI~lvlt~.• :'.:-~t:o .'LftPl~;:e1':h...l'th .:oa'i.,pa'p••rwork-J l:»:roa4enl"r +-<:' "'~C''''''! - ~_"""H"'~":"-""-X 
"' .. '.,' ." ~ . 

..••;ment•.Of the .1ndlliltry fot' ou~r••ch ILncl 141.::oa'1&1\ Oft IDX, anc! 

~.t1nin9 ••tL.at.•• Cit cOlt-,avin9" by I\oy!n; t~ 001fl\»ut.X' 

QOMun·lcationa. 

AI part of a .hor1;-',na ,trlte,y, thlt TA" 1, ov.!'•••.lng 

SDl «.monltrat1on pro,.ot. whion art d••i;n,« to hel.p .t1~~la1:.•. 

mov•••nt ~owar4. In IDr. Iy.tem .Qro,. th. oount~. Minn••at., 

v1~inla .,.acl C3onfteotic\lt bavi modal 101 pro~ lot.. 'Aft 

amplorl.-:>ayor pro;.·lft i. -.110 unCSltrWlf .1nvol'1/1n; AT'':, The 

Trav.leZ'. f bplrl .l·~. CrOll and 11u ••hi_lei IU,,' Prudanti.1. 

-more" 
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Crlbtl" 'Jon 118SI, nO% 1. co-cha!:re4 bV J~.rnar4 A. 


'r••no\tll'~i, pr••14e:\t. an4 ohiat IXIG\2t1vI o!=~io. at 'lib. 11uI 


cro•• anc: 11uI Ini.l.d A••oalat!o" and -1ol'l'h If. It'ophy, 


pr••14'ft'., Thl 'rrllvIller. %".uranci Co=pa~y, Thl ,roup il 


coordinated DY a at'l,rlnr ceuitt•• of aa nat:ional 


or;anilat1on't 


WIDl val for=.~, to Jl)t'omota the routint \!.•• ot eleottotl1e 

dat.a 1fttlrohan;a in health .carl. %n 1112, m:D% oou!ttl4 to a 

pUblic-p1:1v". 'Irtnll'lIhip an4 an a;'Z'••~llv. work»la" t.o 

aohievi 111otronLc data Lnt,rchan;l. To 1"a.11.1 thil ambitiou. 

:reform plan threU9h 1ftdu.try initiative, WZ~%II goal. a1". to 
'1' ;'~".' '.<•••• '+ t ..... ".:". ,tt .. ,;.,,!' " ' ,'H''''!\'••\r··.•; .. , .. ';;:·~'oJ.'"'."'r:'~"""4(,.;·:!"'~ ,_"".... ;;.:J(:~; ....~., ...~i~." ,..~f\~': .. ,I.-.. '..... :of 

;:;,~:''''':,.~-. ,~r"'~Ig.-c !epI•••htat.1on ·1••u••" an4 ".nf'I' '··h"lth'''Clar.'-tra4i:t\9'' .u: :,:..,~,.,.... ",,' ... 

p.~tn.~. 1~ .tan4Ir«t.ed automation. • 
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. CENTER FOR COMMUNITY RESPONSIVE CARE, INC. 

2096 Dorchester Avenue 

Boston. Massachusetts 021].1 

(617) 296·4220 

December 31,1992 

jJIj,IJ 
President-Elect William Clinton Au 
lOS~W Capitol St l'Itft... 
S~ite 400 
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201 

S( 
r·e· 
c... A 

~---~. 

Dear Mr. Clinton, 

Happy New Year! 

In response to your open invitation voiced in littleRock, I am writing to add my thoughts and 
contributions to the round table summit you held there on December 14 and 15. I want to add a 
perspective to the health care refonn talks. I know that you have no dearth of advisors on issues 
related to health care, but I do not know whether anyone of those advisors speaks for the 
community and for developing training programs which will teacti practitioners to work with 
communities to improve their health and quality of life. As a physician who has spent most of his 
career working to develop and implement such programs in several regions of the country, I would 
like to add lessons of my experience to your deliberations. 

F-ir.st,..:reCfue:.say..:tnat:eo:eli~at~~('h""Q.t..~hatis.:...~ong'with-u:rday'5.:fiealth:'tar.e:sY.sJem=lies-i,n 
tl1e-::fac:afial"Jruf<fi8~nct:,pub1IE=healffi-::afe"sepa:r'~te~and-unequal.-While"the=semmftiQn:::of-these 
iwo~mainstays'7ifhealtfi' maY:fiaVe:Deert'approprUitEnn,.the-time-oHnfec~i2u,s-;:zIiieas'~;:gi~en';!P~so-
-:-c~~~:mQr.!?illm~s"oCmo.uern:tirl1es,:-that:dit®tomy ca:n"":i:io~lo[rger':fiola."';ReGently.:jJ!:'tall5.s't 
".ana:rff:pOblic~5.!9..I)~fReO p.Je~~i:l'y~:b-gg~n:'tQJ:a:1nof.:a'merger 0 (medici~aii'a::ill!bIic-ohealth,."bu~lk' 
"i:~e.a~y.;2f.&q!l":!p~cl:QffiPany~it:'· '_ 

. In Little Rock you spoke of the need for a paradigm shift in thinking. Indeed, that is what is 
needed to bring medicine and public health together. There is no magic to effecting this merger; 
we have known for decades how to do it. The difficulty has been in the lack of political will and 
the resistance of the health care establishment to change. 

In the meantime, we continue.to spend 97 cents of every health care dollar on repairing people 
after they nave become sick or injured, and only three cents of that dollar on keeping them well. 
As you so aptly commented, we ~re spending far more on problems after we mess things ·up than on 
the opportunity to avoid those problems altogether. For what amounts to all of my career in 
medicine and public health, I have worked to teach and to apply the prirtciples of what has come to 
be. called community-oriented primary care. I want to explain how and why I think that applying 
the simple, low-technology principles of community-oriented primary care (COPe) should form the 
cornerstone of health care refonn. ' 

I discovered community oriented primary care (although it wasn't known by that name at the time) 
when I worked as a young physician on the Navajo Indian resen'ation in Aiizona in the 1950's. At 
the Cornell University Many Fanns Field Health Research Project, we took care of the people who 

.' came to the clinic (the numerator population), while simultaneou.sly enumerating and conducting 
needs assessmentsof the en~ire population in the area for whom we were responsible {the 

http:continue.to
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denoininatorpopulation). In this way we combined clinical medicine's 'concern with the identified 
patient with public health's concern for health promotion and disease prevention for the 
popu'lation at risk. (An article we published in Science that explains the project and the approach 
is attached.) 

The actual steps of COPC are simple and logical. As we teach and practice it, those steps are five 
, in number.' First, a primary care program defines and characterize.s the community for which it 

has assumed responsibility to provide health car~. (While seemingly simple, ,this step is critical 
because it forces one to acknowledge responsibility for a community's health.) Second, the 
program organizes and involves the community so that the groundwork for a community 
professional, partnership is laid. The third step is to conduct a community diagnosis/needs 
assessment. Fourth; community based interventions are developed and implemented. Fifth, 
ongoing monitoring and evaluation takes place. While these are listed as steps, they are actually 
carried out in an ongoing ~yclical w~y, constantly refining and· fine tuning, all the while promoting 
and developing the community-professionaJ partnership. I mentioned that we practiced COPC at 
Many Farms; the concept was initiated and developed in South Africa and Israel, and supported by , 
a variety of advocates, including the Institute of Medicine; here'in the United States. Nevertheless, 
it has not taken hold as the cornerstone it can and should be. 

Why? Althougl:t COPC lias been endorsed by prestigious governmental, philanthropic, and 
professional groups: there has never been an overall policy mandate on the national, regional, or 
local level. I think that this is essential if medicine and public health are to be merged, the key to 
an effective health care system reform policy. 

While the COPC process requires aparadigm shift in thinking, to make and sustain that shift, a 
supportive policy environment is required. Support in tenns oftime to conduct community based 
p~blic health, and support in tenns of investment in health promotion and disease prevention. The, 
changes the resource based relative value scale will bring about and the move to pay for cliriical 
preventive services will begin to' push in the direction of paying for the types of services needed 
in this country for individual patient care. However, no one other than ourselves is calling fo,rthe 
type of reform that will train and pay practitioners to work with communities to identify and 
address community health problems. Health care practitioners know that sick communities spawn 
unhealthy inhabitants. Until we look at communities as "patients" and address, their common, 
collective problems; the one-on-oneclinical (even when modified by the clinical preventive 
medicine approach) will continue to fall short of the goal of a healthy nation. 

Nine years ago I began laying the groundwork fqr a COPClpreventive medicine residency training. 

program at the postgraduate level here at Carney Hospital in Boston; With help from the 


. W.K.Kellogg Foundation, whose interest is in community empowerment, we have developed a 
multidisciplinary traihing program which combines education/training with service. Fellows in 
the program remain ',at their community based site, practicing their clinical discipline, while 
learning and applying-"'also at that site--new public health skills .. In this way they learn to 
combine numerator medicine with denominator public health. The dramatic growth 'of the program 
(the first class in 1988 was comprised of four Fellows; in 1992 we have 33 Fellows in the 'program) 
has led us to incorporate an independent entity, that we tenn, th~e Cente~ for Community Responsive 
Care (CCRC). We needed to develop an indepe'ndentcenter;as a way to begin replication of what has 
been initiated at the Carney Hospital base, where we have been housed as a department of the .• . 
institution. The need to move is because we are training practitioners in towns ,and cities beyond 

. the radius .of the hospital, and this summer began working with the state public 'health association 
on a statewide initiative}o improve the public's health. 

We. have also linked closely with hospitals, enco~raging them to be more active in the area of 
training andpreventi6n. Indeed, through the paradigm shift in thinking, they would need to view 



i • 

themselves as, p~blic health institutions, with aresponsibiiity for the health and q~ality of Ufeof 
the (:ommunities from whence come their patients. Hospitals across the country could establish 
COPC preventive medicine residency training programs of the type we have developed here in 
Boston. They could be housed in a department of "preventive ,medicine' and/or community 
benefits." , Such departments would take the lead in assuring that a critical mass 'of hospital staff 
were trained in merging medicine and public health, based on the community oriented primary 
care model. It would also have the responsibility of assuring that the institution was working to 
improve the health and quality of life of its deno~inator population. 

I don't know if you saw the enclosed Wall Street Journal article concerning the need for preventive 
medicine and public health trained practitioners in the country. 'There is a need for replication 
of our COPC preventive medicine people in large numbers as the most appropriately trained 
practitioners for the 21st century. They should also be trained for the 600 community an~ 
migrant health centers (see the enclosed Clipping from USA Today which alludes to that need; they 
are overburdened, underfinanced, and though they are staffed by skilled clinical practitioners, 
few are trained in' public health competencies). Transformation of all community health centers 
from multidisciplinary primary care centers to mini public health departments through the COPC 
process will provide the paradigm ,shift that 'is needed. Of course, along' with that is needed the 
envi.ronment, i.e., the organizational and financial suppport to sustain this orientation to practice. 

, 	 , 0 
We are all acutely aware of the current high cost of the health care delivery system; a,system that 
places greater emphasis on acute hospital care than community based primary and preventive care. 
Proposals for change must address the organization and delivery of health care services, as well as 
the training of practitioners to work in and shape that delivery system. What we as a country craft 
as a system for 'the 21st century must create an'equilibrium between medical care and health care, 
between public health and personal health services, and between curative and preventive care. The, 

, COPC model and the discipline of community and socially responsive "medicine is a process for 
making a health care system more rational, accountable, appropriate, and socially relevant to the 
pl:1blic. This model israt a pivotal point in its, evolution, and should serve as a paradigm for ' 
reforming the organization, delivery, and training for health care services in America. I would 
hope that it would become a part of the health care reform debate leading to a consensus around it 
as basic for successful reform. 

Sincerely yours, 

'~ S,l~HUg~lme'r;MD, MPH ' 

Director, Community:'Oriented Primary Care Program 

Executive DireCtor, Center for CommunitY Responsive Care, Inc. 
...... . 	 . 

Enclosures 

cc: 	 Members of the Board,Incorporators, and Friends of 

Center for Community Responsive Care, Inc. 




Preventive ~Iedicine 

[ HEALTH Is Touted but Trainin 

Preventive Care Is Prescribed to Cut Costs, 
But Doctor Training Faces the Scalpel 

ByP. ~lo~AKH~~~A r,--------~----~--------------------------------------------~ 

SiQ'1 RtOo'It' 01 THE W'CL STO£r.T JumAL • I Specialists in Disease Prevention and Public Health !In. ~ew Jersey. :hey had to lOOk [or 
~ore :~an rour months. !~ '....est '."'~;nla. 
:~~ s~]rc~ 1as gone on:or :i';e ycHS. 
':-~ese ~e0ple lre few l~J :lr ~etween .. 

3l)'S frances J. Dunston. :-;ew Jersey's 
:ormer commissioner ~f ~.ellth. 

:-tle oOJect of ~ursu;:: ;r."slc;a~s wno 
;~~c:alize In disease ~reventlon and ~ublic 
~ealtn. :-;~w Jersey 'neeaea someone :0 
~Irec: :~e state's ~ro~ams ror maternal 
Jna chilC semces: W~st Vir;Inll :5 !c'OK' 
:::~ :C; l coctor to r.1onltor ar.c stud): 
,;uI~reJks oi illness. 

:-~e :',ro s:J:es. :~.Cl":;;: ... 1S '.I"~!I l3 

~Ur.le~:~s c~mmun!l:es l::: ~~S'I:l:S 
-'.:~;:ss :.~e c~untry. have r:;n 'J? lplnsl 
)~e 'Ji ::-:e most pressi~? !:':c ::s!:.;r:J:~~ 
:roo!~ms in mealc:r.e. AI a :::::e wnen '.~e 
:dea oi ~reventlng disease IS IOCreJSin~IY 
louted as a way to help !ir:111 sp;rJlin~ 
medical billS. the very programs that ~ro· 
vide training :n prevention anc publiC 
~ealtn He In dan!(er of cOI!apse. 

;;: :he cast two '·ears. for Ins:ar.ce. ~:ve 
.)j' :~~ ;5 resldenc), ~rC~lms In L·.S. 
~niv~rsilies and helith de?ar:ments t~at 
s~eclalize In the fielc have :~en forcea 10 

close the:r doors for lac!, of ~unCs. Only 13 
~rogTar:1s this year 111111 receive some tYfie 
of government rundin~. cown :ror.l :O:n 
,953. And the 51.6 million that unlVersll:es 
received in the current fiscal year ~or 
:ralOlng In pre\'en[lVe medlc:ne and 9ubhc 
:leaith :s set to be sliced ~rom the 1993 
federal budget. 

Those programs are responsible [or 
filling some Of the most critical. but least· 
heralded. posittons within the medical 
community. Specialists in the field investi· 
?ate outbreaKs of disease: they momtor 
the safety of food and lIIat.er supplies. as 
lIIell as toxlc·waste disposal; they oversee 
:he medicli care of some 36 million ...... men· 

.Clns wno lre uninsured. pro\lCing prena· 
:al care. well·ba·by checks and treatment of 
sexuail\' transmllted diseases. On a daily 
ba·SIS. :'~ev counsel patients on d:et.. exer· 
me-even seat· belt use: .,' .... 

..... 11 too often. however. their low·tech 
effortS seem insignificant in an el'3 fo
cused on high·teCh mediCine. "Americans 

'are addicted to artificial hearts. magnifi· 
':ent new drugs and Ilver transplants;' 
says C. Everett KOOP, former surgeon 
general. "When you get to prevention. all 
:hey can tnink of is :-lancy Reagan and 
'Just say no.' " 

..... mong employers and other payers of 

. "/~-------'----------------------------------

Comparing Salaries 
'.1!Clan ·~-::m! 01 ~om! rr.~C:CJI 

s:rc:all"s'o 1989 

Coneral 

sUlgfry 


Inttrnal 
mtaiclne 

593.000 

PreventIve 
m.edlClne and" 585.000 
~UDlic !'Ie all " 

;ovr:tS ;....,.~, CJ" \I~C"J/ ..ISS0C"'·"1"I 
'IJfIO"" '~!' ':"'1':1 "~11~" 

;;,e:!lcll ~:!!s. ;Jr.eventlve mediCIne :5 Jet:;· 
allyexper:e~c:~\( lln awaKenln~. !fc:.:rrent 
trends In .~ealth :llre continue. the c~~n' 
try's m~d:cal t~b ""ill :olll about )i 
tr:!lion b)' 1995. As COr:1pan:~s and !e~!s:a· 
tors searcn ~or. :0015 :0 ~are that f:!(!Jre. 
less·expenSlve ~revention -:n which ~anc:1 
scalpels and mlOlcameras 'are trlCed :cr 
old·fashlonea counselin~ and edUCatiOn
oecomes :ncreasln~ly attractive.. 

Todav. about 10 U.S. universities and 
health departments still offer tra!nin~ in 
preventive medicine and .public health. 
Their graduatespenorm a myriad of servo 
ices. :-low an officer wllh the Centers fer 
Disease Control and Prevention in Atlanta. 
Kim Yeager. a. phYSician and 'fl'aduale of 
the prevenlive medicine reSidency at:he 
L'niverslty c[ Cll;fornia at San Diego and 
San Die~o State l.'nlvemty. desl~ed and 
opened a :ree immuniza[lon c!im'c ~or 
hard·to·reach. hiI;h·risk Hispanic c1:lcren 
in 'San Diego Cuunty. Since ~!arch. Ine 
clinic has gwen 3.000 immunizations to 
uninsured oltients whO otherwise wouldn't 
have recel~'ed them. . 

Despite the current emphaSIS on pre· 
vention. health·care lIIorkers that speCial· 
ize in the field have traditionally found 
that their e!!ortS and successes often go 
unrecognized. "It's' hard to say that a 
person Would ~ave become' ill. and nOIll 
that person :s not ill," says James Jekel. 
who is being forced to phase out Yale 

What Prevention Experts Do 

• 	Stully Ind COnUOI outllreus at disuses 

. like measles 


• 	Counnl patlenls on diet. umise ~nd nutrHion 

• 	Wall IS adminlstnton and ~Ollcy makel$ in 
local, S13ie ,nd lederal hunn depanments 

• 	Conduct tesear;n in prnenting disease 

• 	Oiaqnase and lreat disease in immigrant and 
inaiqent Clinl~ . . . 

e Evaluate nealth hannis in wOlloiacn 

• 	Teach olher he!lIn prol"sion3lS and tile 
. puolic how 10 pie~en( Oiuue 

• 	Monitor (he salety 01 toad ~nd waltr 

• Ensure Ihe sale dispasal OllOllC wasle 

~:nlvers:::d ~3·year·olc reSidency p~o· 
gram In prevention. 

Whal"S. more. spec:~lis:s !n the field 
orten flCe animosity ::-cm fe!low phl'si' 
cans ar.d ~ealth·care ·~·orkers ...... no often 
re~ard :t:e!r diverse JOCS WI:n a ~ood deal 
of SuspICIon. . 

Gustav Schonfeld. ;::i~ssor of medi· 
c:ne at Wasnlng:on l.'niVers::y :n St. loUIS. 
~to .. ran :he univers;ty's department of· 
preyenllve medic:ne for three years before 
It closed in 1957. Spec:aiists in ~revention 

. "weren't thought to ~e the ~ost academi· 
cally glfted people," says Dr.. Schonfeld. 
That st:~ma helped seal ~IS ::epartment's 
fate. he adds. "U's the ci:!e~ence in being 
in the supply COrfiS 'and on t::e front !lnes. 
The respect goes to tne people .who are 
thought to be doing :~e most dif:icult , 

· job." 	 . 
:-;ot only t~.e respect. :Jut :h~ money as 

well. ..... ncrelll Danne!':oery. jirector of 
Johns Hopkins Schooi or ?'..!blic Health and 
Hrgiene. says most o~ his residents, unlike 
those who work in the vast majority of 
hospital programs.' aren't ~aid and rou' . 
iinely have to worK a second Job to make 
ends meet. Karen R. !(in~. a pediatri· 
cian in Silver SpMng. ~[d .. IIIho Is inter· 
ested in preventive cue. applied to th~ 
Johns HopKins program and was accepted. 
but hesitated when she learned about !he.•. 

Please rllm 'to Paqe B6. Colllm~ 5 

Confronts the Scalpe 

Continued From Page 81 
laCK of salary. 

"Any reSidents Who come str:ughl 
of medical school;' says Dr. !GngTy... 
going'to look at t.his and say, '1 really wc 
liKe to go into health policy, bul how 3: 
gcinlr to eat?' "Dr.. KingTy, 'Mho has:t. 
c~llidren and is still paYIng 0(( her ong'! 

I medical·school loans. adds thaI she
! deferred her admission ai Johns Hop\(j: 

In July.' the CounCil on Graduate ~tE 
cal Education. a pan of the Departmen' 
Health and Human Semces. cIting 
"continual shortage" and "Virtual abse! 
of funding" for. preventIve medicIne n 
denc:es. recoinmended that teac:::ng ~ 
pitals ~ay doctors wno specialize :n . 
field 10<;', more than the average reslce 
So far. no changes are apparent. 

Despite the dif::culty many doc: 
~ave stayin~ afloat financ:ally' ':~r 
trainin~. ~ubhc'health jobs after gTlC 
tlo.n· are abundant.J. Lyle Olnraa. 
officer with the CDC who helps ;1. 
gracuates of the centers' train;:1~ ; 

. gram. says he gets at.least two calls 1 w· 
(or public· health officers. 

"1 tell our gnduates not to worry IIIr 
they get through because there are p< 
tions available in virtually every s(Jte." 
says. The Epidemlol01O' Monitor. a ne' 
paper publiShed. by the centers, lists h. 
dreds.of positions each month. 

. Health oftlclals in West Virginia, .~. 
have been looking for a pUblic·bea· 
officer for five years, insist that the Sl.: 
isn't in grave danger. But they conCE 
that their ability to respond to outbreak! 
disease is limited only to the most press: 
demands. 

"We put out the fires," says Lore 
Haddy, an 'administrative director at : 
state. health depanment In C~arlest( 
"We only do what we absolutely have 
do," Recently, she says, a company c 
proached her o((lce trying 10 seU edU( 
tlonal materials targeted al spect 
groups. like teenagers, that seelc to p: 
vent disease, WhUe the material look 
promising, she says. she didn't have t: 
to wade thrOugh the information. 

The lack of funding and special I! 
. bodes ill for the future. says Kathie 

H. Acree, chIef of disease prevention a: 
health promotion for Call!omla. "U we 
goIng 10 move Into the '90S, we're r. 
:going to do Itby bUsiness as usual. Wt. 
are we going 10 do U' we don't have the 
people?" ..:' ' ... ,.'": ,; '. :.:'..... ':' ...•.• ".~_. ,-. '. 

"These funds [help I train people III 
are the equIvalent of Harvard and Stanfc 
MBAs," adds Kevin Patrtclc, head of l. 
preventive medIcine residency program 
the UnIversIty of C&Jl!omia at San Ole! 
and San DIego State UnIversity. But t: 
dwlndltng number. of physIcians who sr 
claUze In the field, he says. means U: 
"states are' woefully un'derprepared 
meet publlc·health needs." ":':'< ',.' 

. ,'.:' ::~ ~.~ _:4 
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.Oinicsare savior for poor, llIlh~ured '1~1
'Need grows in a \\'eak econonlY 

By Edward I ""lIn~\" 

USA("(l[)AY 


NEW CANTON: Va. -' As 
appointment c1Pl"k at the t't'n
tral Virginia Community 

. Health l'.!nter, Delphine Stan
Ion ~ th~r!l cumo:' with :lll 
manner'of aiIOli'IIL". 
, But in her six years at the 
clinic h~re·in farm and limber 
'country, Slanton can't rem~m
ber seeing such a r{'(entless 
fiood of patients' 
: "Sometimes there's not even 
room in the waiting room ror 
people fo sit," she !".ays. 
, Already wailing :Ire p('Uple 

. like Dorolhy Uwells~ 55, of Dill
wyn, who "can't pay the $100 
you have to pay at a regular 
doctor, just for an omce visit." 

And Estelle Cabbell. 63, New 
'Canton. She could no longer ar
rord insurance when she re
tired. "Nowadays, ir you don't 
have insHran('l', t,hey don't 
,want to Sl"e yOH," she says. '. 

Tony Conwell. 30, of (luck· 
ingham, just started a new job, 
'and his insurance coverage 
won't start for 90 days. "We'd' 
be in a world of hurt if not for 
the clinic," he says. "Irs ahout 
.the closest one and it's the one 
we can afford to come to." 

This centf~r, ahout 45 'mill's 
southea<;t 01 Ch;lrlnltt'svilll', is 
part of a national system de-' 
signed to serve the poor and 
geographically'disadvanL.'lged 
Supported by p<ltienl fees, fed· 
eral, local and priv::lIe funds, 
it's nol the only one pushed to 

its linitiS. 
The IISXs 5 ')11 UJlllIllHllity 

and migrant health Ct~ntel~. 
like emerr:pncy rooms in hig
City public hosplla!s art' in
creasingly pres-;~'Il 'itarlp(] in 
1965 as a demunslration pru
ject duri:l~ Pr,!Si'.!ent J~hr.:;on·~ 
War t'lIl Povert'/, the centers 
serveJ more than 5 million pa. 
tienle; in 1990, an increase of 1.3 
million rrom 19S1. 

"The health c('llIer program 
wa,s envisioned a" a fOlllrmnion 
to the Medicaid :lOd Medicare 
programs," says Dan Hawkins 
or the National Association or 
Community Hpahh [enh'rs. 

"Th.. 1>I>Iief ~-'thlH ~'e<:i- ' . 
caid Wile; going lO be able 10 

help all the pD'Jr, Today, it 
helps a little morf' than half." 

"There are hundreds of 
Ihousands or pe('ple out there 
who can't get the care they' 
need," srlys Sylvia Drew Ivie or 
.the T,RE. Clink for Women' 
Inc. in Los Ange1t!'S. "We have 
patients in the h:.11I and on the 
stairs leading to the clinic." 

Ivie lears' the worst if in
creases continue: "People will 
die," she says. . 

The Los Angeles and New 
Cnriton clinics Wf'rp among 19 
su rveyt'd . ren'nllv hv Ihe Na
tional C0l1per3tivt' Bank, a 
leading private SUUfI'l' ,;1 11Ind· 

ing for such Cenlt!fS. 
Tw(}'thirds o. thIN! chosen 

to rellc'!:t n range or Slle and re
gion had incre?ses averaging 
nearly 25% ovE\t lasl rear. 

The oth('r Ihinl - like EriE' 

PhOIOS by Ch,p Mitchell 

MONEY CRUNCH: Cephas Goldman, former executive director of Central Virginia Community 
Health Center, says many clinic patients nul 011 routine crue, until a minor ailment turns into a crisis . 

r-amily lIealth Center in Chica· 
go and Los Barrios Unidos in 
Dallas - already were opemt
iog "at capacity," unable 10 nc
eept new paIi !."nls. 

The biggest reasons ror the 
inneil<;e, S<ly centers surveyed: 
unemployment and loss of 
IH'allh insurance. . 

1k>!1 (;. Steeves, pnosid!."nt of 
/lun«'r lIenllh Clinic Inc. in 
Wichita, Kan., says half 01 iis 
,15% increa<;e is "rolks who 
were'lormerly insured who 
weren'l able to maintain pri· 
vate jr'surance clue to the in· 

nt',lS!' in raIl'S. rh,'re IS ana· 
tlOnal health crisis out there, 
and the qUPSlionis: What are 
we going to du about it''' 

.,"rhe vaSl m'ajority or our pa
tients are unin!>ured," lvie 
agrees. She also blames some 
1If. her 66% inrrease on hard
ship!> caused by lires set during 
I 'IS Angeles' riols last spring. 

lIawkins says many of the 
nalion's community dinics are 
experiencing "Dhenom!."nal in
crea<;es and ar·· wholly unahle 
to ('ope wilh it: . 

Other rt'a<;tIPs for overload: 

a shortage of rural d(X'tors and 
rejection or Medicare palients 
by physicians who fear inade
quate reimbursement 

The centers began seeing 
more uninsured in Ihe earl) 
1980s, Hawkins says, with 
more people who had jobs bur 
couldn't alford mediall insur
ance' or Ihe $500 deductible 
patienl" ort!."n must pay 

"These are rolks used 10 hav
ing a ramily doctor. and they 
w<lnl 10 have a regular source 
of care," he says, 'They're 
turning 10 Ihe health cenler he-

over -, 



.' . 

.. 

ca~ they see it as thedosest 
thing to a family doctor that is 
affordable to them. .. 

But Dr. John. Brimey. 30, a 
staR' physician at the New Can
ton clinic, says some patients 
have been skipping imPortant 
preventive care - Pap 
smears: mammograms. choles
terol checks - because they 

. say they can't alJord il 
. . Brinley has been "coming in 

a little earlier. leaving a little 
later" to handle lhe crunch. 

About 175 people are on a 
waiting.list for routine· dentai 

• 

care, says former executive di
rector Cephas Goldman, a den
tist and l3-year veteran who . 
let! lhe clinic recenUy for an-. 
other job. 

What pa·tients may no( real
ize: Pulting orr routine care can 
result in a crisis. One had such 
a swollen jaw from an infection 
it closed orr his air passage and 
he had 10 be rushed to lhe hos
pital for an emergency opera~ 
lion. Goldman says. 

"I said. 'Why didn't you 
come ·in?'" he adds. ';He said 
he didn't have'e . '\Ugh mooPY." 

.TOO EXPENSIVE: George TWitty wailing With WIfe Juliette at the 
_ 	Central Virginia Community Health Center. !:ia,/!:i. 'A private doctor 

costs too much money We're on Social Security AI 84years old. 
you couldn't gel a bandage from a private doctor· 
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CENTER FOR COMMUNIIT RESPONSIVE CARE, INC. 

2096 Dorchester Aven~ 
Boston. Mas.saciwseus 02124 

(617) 2~220 

This proposal requests fun:li.ng for the Center for Conmmity Responsive care 

to demonstrate and evaluate the effect of incol:pOratirig payment' to 

practitioners for practicing'cammuni.ty based "dencminator" medicine. our 

hypothesis is that incoiporatin:J payment for this' type of practice will 

catalyze the 
" 

rrerger of medicine and public health through proI'OCltion of a new . 
kind of delivery paradigm: a practitioner team· functioni.nq in both a ciinical 

and connnunity responsive public ,health capacity. Access and quality of care 

will improve for populations that traditionally have been un-or-undersel:Ved, 

as well as for those who have been sexved adequately through the traditional 

medical rnc:xiel of care. In the new paradigm the carnmunity will be empowered to 

work with a combined medical and public health practice that is re5J?Onsive to 

. cornrirunity needs. 

It is ironic that Abraham FleXner"':-'the man viewed as responsible for the 

reductionist rnc:xiel of American medical ecrucation--:- wrote that '" the 

physiclan's function is fast becoming social and preventive, .rather :than 

individual and curative~'" ' Virtually every decade since then, academics and 

practitioners alike have published papers calling for a flE!N mcx::iel of practice, 

usually one that incorporates the implications of FleXner's assertion. 

HOwever, with the exception of demonstration projects thar. flower briefly ,and 

then die due to ,lack of major organizational and financial changes, the 

medical care system in ,this country has failed to exparrl'beyorrl its narrowly 

construed one-to-one physician-patient ,relationship para~gm and evolve into a 

new system that would enable it to accept its social obligations. Irrleed, the 

geometric growth of science and tedmolc:xy in the latter half of the 20th 

http:functioni.nq
http:practicing'cammuni.ty
http:fun:li.ng


,.) century l1as driven the inedicaJ.-industrial' complex arrl its physicians, arrl other 

hecuth professionals ~ Specialties that are technology intensive. 
, , 

Reinforcing this trerrl has been a bias in' financin:J healthcare that favors 

," . ' " , 

acute care rerrlered by specialists.. As ,the system. , continues 'its ,downward 

spiral in the 1990s, continued efforts to patch here, arrl to fine tune there, 

are perpetuatin:J failure. Even the, early excitement of the potential effect 

of the Resource Based Relative Value Scale (RBRVS) reCently adopted by 

Medicare as a payment framework has begun to be terrpered. 'While pay~ 
'I 

relatively more for cognitive work, it ignores the practitioner who might have 

an expan:ied outlook arrlcompetencies; one who accepts the scx:ial obligation of 

medicine ~ practices community based primary care 9Ixi public health. We 

nrust train, retrain, arrl then support physicians arrl other providers 

, organizationally arrl financially to practice community based denominator 

medicine. 'Ihe fundamental problem of the IIphysician mind setII arrl lithe' 

failure .of' medical' education to keep pacell can be changed with the approach to 

payment refonn ~t is outlined iri this, letter of, intent. 

A corollary' to the historical bias towarct acute care' is the longstarrling 

public arrl professional attitude that clinical care. can only be practiced on a 

one-on-one level, and that the highest quality rnedicineis delivered by highly 
, " 

trained procedurally-oriented ~ialists. Yet the effectiveness of 

popUlation based health promotion/diseaSe p~ention p~ developed in 

partr1ership between practitioners ',arrl, commUnities ~ have a potent arrl far 

reaching i..rrpact on health arrl the quality of life. 'Ihe attitude that public 
"', 

health clinici~ do not practice medicine arrl the consequent perception that 

is reflected iri their relatively low compensation'must change ~f we are to 

~~ty responsive arrl meet the challenge of worsening patterns of 

disease' arrl disability disproportionately affecting the more disadvantaged 
, " 

\ 



sectors of society.• 
. .. 

Recognizing the longstanding trend. favorir'g subspecialty, high technology 

practice, in 1988 the WK Kellcqg Four.dationgave Wtial funding to a BOston 

based training program . .iJ1 canunuriity-oriented primaJ::y care/preventive ·medicine. 

The major gool of the program has been to train clinicians in. prevent.lve 

medicine a.rrl public hea1t::h skills which they then ccmb~ with clinical 
, 

pri.trarY care in' a new community responsive paradigm. of practice. 
. . 

These hybrid practi1:ioners have been ~le to combine public. health 

activities with clinical medicine only because .:t:heyhave been part of a funded 

demonstration project of basic training merging medicine and public h~th. 

once' trained, there is no payment mechanism available to sustain them or to . . . 

enable them to practice their new conq:>etencies. . We prop::>se' to demonstrate and 

evaluate the impact of a financing structure to compensate this new community 

respOnsive clinician for that portion ,of tiD:e devote:i to public health 

activities. These activities will constitute the core tasks of the new 

·clinician-public health practitioner' Who is responsible. for the health of the 

denominator community served by a primary care.practice. Market salaries for 

the new primary care/public health speCialist are .essential to attract and 

. retain practitioners, as well as to legitimize this: group as an accepted 

meIDber/ieader of the health care team as the paradigm shifts ,'from the medical 

to the conununity responsive mo::lel of care. 

The 'purpose ·of the new iina.rlcing structure is threefold: 

* 	 to attract physicians and other health care. 


prqfessionals into the field of communiq oriented . 


primary care practice and t9 develop realistic 


incentives to ensUre they rerrain in thiS field; 


* 	 to develop an incentive-based, outcome oriented 


reimbursement system for ,hybrid practitioners: 




. , 

* to acx:::elerate the process wherein health professions 
• • 4 • , 

education schools, am training pro:;:rrams reorient their, 
, , , 

educational perspective towards a COPe approach that , 

:merges medicine am public health. 

We are requesting five years of funding for up to ten practitioners each 

year, for that portion of their 'time that is alloc;:ated to cormm.mity based. '" 

public health activities. '!he majority of these new hybrid practitioners will: 

be physicians; hOW'ever~ each year two'to fcrur non-physicians, e.g., nurSes, 

dentists, will also be supported. 

,Parameters of outcomes, process am structure will be identified am 
, ' 

measured through quantitative am qualitative research approaches. In 

monitoring outcomes, facto~ such as the percentage 100000ing of identified 

risk, factors for sPecific popu.lationS could be an appropriate benctnnai:k. Some 

data bases to test this level of impact of community public health 

intervention are already availabie. others will be developed. structurecind 

process aspects include, for example, the developrrent of epidemiologic data 

baseS ~ich communities can use for setting priorities, or the recruitment am 

training' of carnmunityhealth visitors. 

Training prcgrams'that combine community based primary care with public 

health will produce a cadre of health ,care practitioners who will work as 

teams in partnership with communities to identify and address health problems. 
\ 

However, for hybrid practitioners to be able to use these skills, the payment 

system must be restru~ so that they are compensated for their time at a 

level that reflects their value to society, and is, at the least,com:pe!titive 

with their colleagues in other "specialties. 
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COR:: HYBRID PRACI'ITIONER JOB DESCRIPI'ION 

overview 

'!he hybrid practitioner must participate in the five steps of ccm:ununity 
. 	diagnosis and treatmei1t. 'lbese steps are: 1) Definin:;J and, characterizing the 

cammunity; 2) Involving the community: 3)Identifyirg community health 
problems: 4) Daveloping an intervention prcg:ram: and 5) Monitoringp:rogram 
inpact. In addition, 'a COR:: practitioner must work as a. change agent in his 
or her practice to foster· the develq;::m:mt of coR::: 00th within the practice and 
in the community at large. '. 

Qualifications ..:. Cormriunity oriented Primary care Training 

1.' 	 Prinia.rY care training '(usually three years post graduate medical 

education. ) . , 


2. 	 COR:: training: 'IWo-year preventive medicine and public health 

residency 

a. 	 Academic training in public health includin;J the, . 


disciplines6f medical administration, epidemiology 

and biostatistics, envirorimental sciences, aiXi 

behavioral sciences. 


b. 	 Practicmn training in applied COR::. 

3. 	 Continuing medical eduCation . 

Responsibilities 

1. Work 	as Agent of Ch.a.ng'e;. COntribute as integral m=mber' of 'COR:: team in: 

1. 	 Administrative. role in medical practice, 
2. 	 Meeting with other key people in practiCe, 
3. 	 I::le$igning and delivering staff education prc:qrams, 
4. 	 Arranging and participating in community meetirgs and working to 

create relationships with other cammunity groups and leaders, 
, 5. I::le$ignfng and deliverirg community education P:io;Jrams, 
6. 	 ceveloping community-professional partnership, 
7. 	 c6ntinual, on:}olng evaluation ' 

II.. Involve th~ Community . 

1. 	 Meet with cammunity leaders. 
2. 	 l\ttend cammunity meetirgs. 
3. 	 ceveloptask force(s) to participate in data gatherirg and 


. inte:rpretation. 

4. 	 Encourage opportunities for leadership training. 

III. 	Define and Olaracterize the Community. 

1. 	 coliect. and analyze seconda:ty d€m:graphic data. 

Work with other .i.i1.stitutions to obtain relevant census and other 


http:Prinia.rY


, . . 


data. Encourage collection ?U'ld aggregation of data in unit ' 
useful for the practice. ErJ;Jage in orgoin:j data analysi:s. 

2. 	 Key informant data. , " 
Meet with community leaders am health professionals to 
incorporate their perspectives on, the cCm:m.mi.ty, am its health 
problems. ' 

3. 	 Collect am analyze primary data for target pop..Jl.ation. 
Develop primary data' gatherin:j instnnnent., 
Collect data via community sw:vey 
Analyze quantitative am qualitative results; compare to 
secondaty ,data analysis. 

4. 	 ,Update infonnation periodically. 
5. 	 Collect am analyze dencgraphic data on active patient ,population: ' 

compare to other data sets (i. e., seCorrlar.y am· primary) . 

IV. 	Define Health Problems in the Community through the Plarmed Approach to 
Conununity Health (PATCH). 

1. 	 Identify am meet with key infonnants 
2. ' Recruit am train community part,icipant.s 
3 • 	 Collect primary data 

~ign health risk assessment sw:vey 
Data collection 
Data analysis 
Quantitative am qualitative 

4. 	 Secondaty sources of data 
Identify sources. 'lhis can include' census 'data, vital 
statistics, hospital dischaJ:ge data, nedicalexaminer data, 
,[X>lice am fire infoz::ma.tion. 
Collect am analyze data ' 

5. 	 Identify determinants of health problems 
Ongoi.n3' Iiteratu:re review 


'Research in community. epidemiology 

6. 	 Collect am analyze health data on active patient ,[X>pulation. 
7. 	 Work with community groups to set priorities for intervention. 
8. 	 Meetpericx:lically with ,representatives of State DepartJnent of 

Health regardi.n3' activities dir~ctecr at defini.nJ the health 
problems. 

V. Design intervention ~ 

1. 	 ?lan in conjunction with conununity, am other health center Staff 
2. 	 Program development 
3. 	 Network with other community organizations': enc:cmrage their 

participation 
4 • 	 Program administration 

Grant ,writing 
Personnel hiring and supervision 

5. 	 staff training , 
6. 	 Examples of program 'implementation: 

Vary, mix of primary care services , 
Primary care programs to target special high-risk gfuups 
Improve access to serVices 
Health e:iucation prc:x:rramS 

http:defini.nJ
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. . .. 
outreach programs , . 

ray community health worker programs 

camm.mityorganization am voluntary activities 

FOlitical advocacy . . 


r 

VI •. Evaluation . 

1. Incot:pOl:ateinto.pz~am design . 
2. Corrluct orgoirg epidem.iolcqic research am qualitative assesSlOOIlt 
3. Periodic proc::ess am outcome nonitOrirg 

Approximate Allocation of Tine 

. Clinical Work: 
Direct .Patient care 16 hours 
Patient Folla;.r-up 4 hours 

Community-Qriented PriJ.nary" care * , 
Teaching am ·000000e Agent' Work 4 hours 
Data Collection/Analysis 6 hou:.t.-s 
Program Design 2 hours 
Program Implenent.ation 3 hours 
Program Evaluation . 2 hours 
Administration am 

COInInUnity Organization 3 hours 
,. .

* '!he 20 hours ofa::>l:~ tine is divided above based·on anticipated ave:z:age tine 
am is done for illustration only. weekly allocations of tine to various 
activities will vary greatly both week by 'week arrl also oVer tine as change 
arrl organizirg become less of a focus arrl program implementation arrl 
evaluation are on-goirg. ' 



Medical Specialties 

Income to % Re,sidency'Po$itions, Fined 

. ' . . . 

% Res'idency Positions 'Filled --'Y" 
"100 I 0 

cope 
90 

OB/GYN RADIOLOGY 

GENERAL
-aO SURGERY 

• PLASTI C70 
ANESTHESrOLOGY <,-SURGERY 

60 ~.' 'IN;TERNAL I 
50 ~' . PRACTICE MEDrCINE i· 

. I 

40 '. 

301 . 1,.1.1 'I 

·7: 7 
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8 
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8 
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9 
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9 
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1 1 
O' 0 
,0 ~ 

l' 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 2 2 3" 3 4 4 5,5. 6 6 
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'Net Income (thousands) 
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7 7, 8 
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l' 1 
8 9 
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1 
9 
5 

2 
0 
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Executive Summary 


The Health Reform Study Group sponsored by the Rural Referral Center Coalition pro
poses a five-year Medicare demonstration program to develop models of Rural Managed 
Care Networks (RMCN) through exclusive payment franchise arrangements for the care of 
Medicare beneficiaries within a defined market area. The RMCN would be responsible for 
creating a service network that offers the full range of Medic;are covered services, with the 
addition of preventive services defined in the Federally Qualified Health Center Program. 
While Medicare beneficiaries would retain complete freedom of choice as to whether they 
used providers within the RMCN or outside the RMCN, there will be significant incentives 
to encourage their use of the RMCNs. For instance, we are hopeful that at least several sites 
would offer an option to join Exclusive Provider Organizations (EPOs) established by 
RMCNs, through which beneficiaries could have access to an expanded benefit package or 
to discounts on services not covered by Medicare. For those beneficiaries not in EPOs, other 
incentives could be used, such as waiver of copayments for services provided by the 

. RMCN. 

The purpose of the proposed RMCN program is to demonstrate in up to 10 states the effec
tiveness of provider networks, coordinated by a large service provider (network organizer), 
as a workable way to organize the market while maintaining or expanding access, contain
ing costs, rationalizing the delivery system, and providing improved measures of quality 
outcomes. In addition, the program is designed to provide for a much more participative 
local planning process with considerably less cost than an externally regulated system. 

In this demonstration, Rural Referral Centers (RRC) or other large rural providers would 
act as "network organizers". In the model, the network organizer is the hub in a wheel of 
network arrangements with "network providers" that are under contract with or employed 
by the network organizer. The network organizer will be responsible for providing or ar
ranging for access to Medicare-covered clinical services for the Medicare population living 
within a defined geographic market area, as well as for assuring theproper distribution of 
services and coordinating their use within the network. Each network organizer will be 
paid on a capita ted basis and will be entitled to use its capita ted payments to manage the 
care of the Medicare beneficiaries. The network organizer will be a t risk for paying for all 
covered services, regardless of whether the services are provided within the RMCN. A 
complex strategy of blended risk pooling is proposed to protect beneficiaries and the 
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Medicare program. The risk mitigation strategy is governed by a Risk Management 
Cooperative composed of all RMCNs in the demonstration. 

The RMCN program is a bold step to link rural providers into integrated networks of care. 
We are continuing to explore the extent to which legal waiv~rs, including from Medicare 
and Medicaid fraud and abuse laws, and limited exemption from potentially applicable 
state insurance and HMO requirements would be necessary. 

While this demonstration is designed principally as a Medicare demonstration program, it 
has significant potential for setting a course for health care reform with rural non-Medicare 
populations. Any proposed change in the health care system should be measured against 
its expected performance in: 

1) improving access; 
2) containing costs; 
3) assuring quality; and 
4) rationalizing the delivery system. 

The RMCN demonstration contains powerful incentives for the health care networks to "do 
the right thing" in all of these areas of performance. 

Access will be improved because, given that beneficiaries will retain freedom of choice, it 
will be in the networks' best interest to provide convenient points of service in order to 
hold patients within the system. State and federal oversight will guide the development of 
RMCNs and their points of access. Further, payment rules will protect existing special 
providers like Rural Health Clinics, Federally Qualified Health Centers and Sole 
Community Hospitals, so as to retain these significant rural points of access. 

Costs will be contained by the RMCN program by paying the network organizer on a capi
tated basis at the current amount of fee-for-service payments for Medicare beneficiaries 
(100 percent of AAPCC), while constraining the increases in these costs over the life of the 
demonstration. By design of the program, the RMCNs will have incentives to develop and 
employ cost saving procedures throughout the networks. 

Quality will be assured through the continued use of PRO reviews and by the addition of a 
unified medical da ta system that will provide new information on the process and out
comes of care. A new provider-consumer Quality Assurance Council structure is proposed 
as a way assuring accountability and sensitivity to local concerns and variations in local 
standards of care. The demonstration program anticipates <;ieveloping system-wide prac
tice parameters and guidelines that will be applicable to all network providers. Also, 
because the network organizer is at-risk for all care to the Medicare beneficiaries in the 
area, RMCNs will have a financial incentive to provide highly acceptable care in order to 
encourage beneficiaries to stay within the network. 

Rosenberg & Associates 
March 8, 1993 ii 
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This Medicare demonstration would provide powerful local incentives for rationalizing the 
delivery system as networks seek to attain efficiencies within their systems. Granting net
work organizers geographic payment franchise and capitated payments offers strong in
centives to rationalize and regionalize health care services. . 

In addition to the basic demonstration program, a small grant program for capacity devel
opment at the state and local level is also proposed. The Network Development Grant 
Program is proposed to provide grants in five areas: 

1) Grants for up to 10 states to participate in developing RMCNs within existing state 
planning processes; 

2) Grants for potential RMCNs to conduct feasibility and market studies; 
3) Grants for RMCNs to acquire consultative technical assistance in network forma

tion; 
4) Grants for networks to acquire comprehensive clinical and administrative data sys

tems; and 
5) Grants for networks to develop or expand telecommunications capacity within the 

network. 
Funds for this small grant program could be obtained from the current Hospital Transition 
Grant Program. 

In summary, the Rural Managed Care Network Demonstration Program and its accompa
nying Network Development Grants Program provide all the right incentives for delivering· 
accessible, cost-effective, quality care in rural areas that have a large provider as the domi
nant force in the region. The program encourages networking and rationalization of the 
health care system, and does so through a system of incentives, rather than governmental 
directives. At the same time, the demonstration includes important roles for both state 
governments and the federal government in planning for network development by striking 
a public/private partnership with government to solve certain public policy problems re
garding health services delivery. By seeking a partnership with government, this demon
stration could be a key component of a national health care reform strategy. 

Importantly, both the demonstration and the grant programs can be accomplished without 
new infusion of money into the Medicare system or new appropriations,·and the programs 
provide a useful precursor for significant health care reform in rural America. 

Rosenberg & Associates 
March 8,1993 iii 
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Introduction 
At his economic conference in December 1992, then President-elect Bill Clinton en

thusiastically noted that the nation cannot solve its fundamental economic prob
lems without addressing the important issue of health care. Now President Clinton 

has reiterated his commitment, and has appointed his wife, Hillary Rodham 

Clinton, to head a special committee to shape a legislative proposal for consideration 

by the U. S. Congress in May 1993. 

Preliminary discussions around the nation on the shape of national health care re
form have centered on the need to contain costs, while maintaining or increasing 

access, and rationalizing the delivery system. The primary method for developing a 

more rational delivery system in any reform package is through the development of 
health care networks. 

Much of the recent discussion of national health reform has included some aspects 

'of the "managed competition" approach as propounded by Jackson Hole Group. 
Managed competition relies' on the development of competing "accountable health 

plans," defined as comprehensive organized delivery systems competing on the basis 

of cost and quality within a given market. In an article in the New England Journal 
of Medicine (Vol. 328, No.2, pp. 148-152) in January 1993, Kronick,et. al. concluded 

that managed competition would work only in middle-sized and large metropolitan 

areas large enough to support three or more competing plans. Rural areas and 
smallermetropolitan centers, containing about one-third of the U. S.. population, 

would require some other forms of organization and regulation. Ellwood, one of the 
architects of the Jackson Hole proposals, has suggested that one way of serving 
sparsely populated rural areas would be through the use of "exclusive franchise ar

rangements." 
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Another concern that has arisen from recent health care reform discussions is the 
limited scope of coverage for rural residents. As currently envisioned, health reform 
would exclude Medicare beneficiaries and those covered by ERISA plans and Federal 

Employee Health Benefit Plans (FEHBP). Such a scheme would conceivably leave 

only Medicaid recipients, those employed by small businesses, self-employed, and 

the currently uninsured covered by the new plan. By omitting these large coverage 

groups the purchasing agent (e.g., a Health Plan Purchasing Cooperative) could be 

left without much leverage in rural areas, because in many parts of the country, 

most rural residents that have insurance coverage are covered by either Medicare, 
ERISA, or FEHBP plans. In the state of West Virginia, for example, 1.3 million of the 
state's 1.8 million population are covered by Medicare, ERISA, or FEHBP. 

In the Spring of 1992, certain hospital members of the Rural Referral Center 

Coalition, a group of 90 of the nation's Rural Referral Centers (RRCs), established a 

Health Reform Study Group (the Study Group) to frame an approach to health 

reform that centered around the use of rural health care networks sponsored by 

RRCs or other large rural providers. The Study Group reached consensus on the 

goals of health care delivery system networking, as follows: 
1) to increase access to needed services for both patients and providers; 

2) to improve the continuity of services by reducing fragmentation and im

proving quality; and 
3) to improve efficiency and lower costs by eliminating duplication, excess ca

pacity, and waste. 

To achieve these goals, networks seek to meet all or some of the following objec

tives: 
a) To increase access to technology for un~erserved popUlations; 

b). To stabilize prices within a market; 

c) To i;mprove the ability to control costs; 
d) To increase access to specialty care for patients; 

e) To increase access to administrative support services for providers; 

f) To reduce unnecessary duplication of services; 

g) To reduce the number of beds in services; 
h) To define quality (clinical and operating standards); and 

i) To ~hare information systems. 

Rosenberg & Associates 
March 8, 1993 2 
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RRCs or other large rural providers could provide a focal point for effective health 

care network development. These providers possess the range of clinical and ad

ministrative expertise needed; the patient care volume necessary to spread cost and 
generate capital; and the physical capability in terms of technology and systems to 
support the network development. Very importantly, because they are rural as well 

as large providers, they have the sensitivity and motivation to work with smaller 
rural providers and communities. In some markets, smaller rural providers are 
themselves able to pull themselves together into networks of a viable size, but their 

success is highly dependent on their leadership and the density and richness of their 

markets and services. 

Because of their size and complexity, RRCs and other large rural providers, are in a 

unique position to play major roles in achieving all the above-stated objectives. 
Recognizing this, the Study Group seeks the opportunity to define a Medicare 
demonstration program for immediate implementation. 

Rosenberg & Associates 
March 8, 1993 3 
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Rural Managed Care Network Program Outline . 

The purpose of the proposed Rural Managed Care Network (RMCN) 'program is to 

demonstrate in up to 10 states the effectiveness of provider networks, coordinated by 
a large service provider (network organizer), as a workable way to organize the mar
ket while maintaining or expanding access, containing costs, rationalizing the deliv
ery system, and providing improved measures of quality outcomes. In addition, the 

program is designed to provide for a much more participative local planning process 
with considerably less cost than an externally regulated system. 

RMCNs will employ various payments rates and mechanisms in working with 

Medicare providers. The demonstration will place high value on local variation 
which responds to local provider resources and characteristics. 

Similarly, the demonstration retains patient freedom of choice, and it will offer an 

array of options for Medicare beneficiaries, ranging from continuing under current 
fee-for-service arrangements to joining in an exclusive provider organization (EPO). 
For beneficiaries who choose the EPO option, in exchange for their commitment to 

use only network providers (Le., those under contract with or employed by the 

RMCN), the range of additional entitlements might include an enhanced service 
package or discounts on additional services. It will be important for networks to 
develop health plan options that encourage more use of services within the network 
or the benefits of network formation could be lost. The demonstration envisions 

that each RMCN demonstration site may design its own incentive package. 

1. Coverage: 

a. Population to be served 

For the purposes of this demonstration, all Medicare beneficiaries having their 
principal residence (Le., where they get their social security checks) within the 

geographic market area would be considered the RMCN's service population. 

This provision would exclude beneficiaries who are only temporary, seasonal 
residents of the RMCN's defined service area (e.g., "snowbirds"), 

Rosenberg & Associates 
March 8, 1993 4 
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b. Beneficiary options 

The RMCN demonstration would continue to offer Medicare beneficiaries who 
do not select an EPO option full freedom of choice to obtain services wherever 

they choose .. The RMCN would be required to pay for Medicare covered 

services regardless of whether they are provided within or outside the network 
and to coordinate the care of beneficiaries. 

The fact that non-EPO-participating beneficiaries will have freedom of choice to 
go outside the plan for care, will be an important incentive for the RMCN to 

provide excellent service, as well as financial and service incentives to 
encourage beneficiaries to use the RMCN. Therefore, the demonstration pro

poses that when beneficiaries choose network providers, their Medicare co

payments would be waived. On the other hand, if beneficiaries choose to use 
non-network providers, the regular Medicare copayments and deductibles 
would apply. 

As a localoption, some RMCNs may offer an alternative option for benefi
ciaries to enroll for managed care in an EPO. If beneficiaries elect the EPO 

option, they will agree to seek their care within the RMCN exclusively and they 

may receive enhanced benefits, discounts on Medicare non-covered services, or 

other incentives. The type and scope of these additional incentives for 
beneficiaries' EPO enrollment will be developed as a local option by RMCNs 
which will encourage innovation within the demonstration. EPO enrollees 
will also be matched with a primary care physician who will provide a "gate
keeping" function for beneficiaries' care. 

The range of beneficiary choices is represented in the table on the following 

page: 

Rosenberg & Associates 
March 8, 1993 5 
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Beneficiary Choice Beneficiary Service Beneficiary Incentives 

Regular Medicare Medicare covered services 

by anyMedicare 

provider. 

None 

RMCN provider usage Medicare covered services, 

plus FQHC preventive 

services. Coordinated 

care provided by RMCN. 

Copayment waived 

RMCN-EPO enrollment 
and exclusive use of 

network providers. 

Medicare covered services, 

' plus FQHC preventive 

services and gatekeeper 

service by primary care 

provider. 

Copayment waived and 
other incentives, such as 

discounts or vouchers for 

additional services (such 
as glasses, dentures, hear

ing aids, etc.) 

c. Scope of services 

As discussed briefly above, the RMCN would be responsible for providing or 

arranging for the normal scope of Medicare covered' services for all beneficiaries 

residing within the defined market area. In addition, Medicare beneficiaries 

seeking care from providers under contract with the RMCN ("network 

providers") would receive an expanded package of preventive services 

currently covered by the Federally Qualified Health Center (FQHC) Program. 

These services include a significant number of preventive health services, such 

as medical social services, nutritional assessment, preventive health education, 

influenza vaccinations, vision and hearing screening, and mammography. 

Including FQHC services in the service package should have the additional ef

fect of assuring that networking efforts encompass the infrastructure containing 

public health expertise. 

As discussed above~ some RMCNs may develop EPOs as a local option for 

Medicare beneficiaries willing to commit to using network providers 

exclusively. Although coordinated care is assured for all Medicare beneficiaries, 

care for EPO enrollees would be carefully managed by primary care gatekeepers. 

Rosenberg & Associates 
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In addition, RMCNs may offer, at their local option, incentives such as 
enhanced services, or discounts or vouchers for services not covered by 
Medicare (e.g., eyeglasses, hearing aids, or dentures). 

In addition to direct health care services, the RMCNs would provide 

administrative services to beneficiaries, including: 

• 	 Administrative coordination to promote efficiency and network cohesion. 

Rural providers frequently duplicate administrative services, and larger 
providers often have services or areas of administrative specialty available 
that are unattainable by small providers individually. A recent study in 
West Virginia documented that even a relatively small rural network could 
save between $1 million and $1.5 million annually by sharing adminis
trative functions such as data processing and service and maintenance 
contracting. 

• 	 Clinical coordination to assure a seamless system of clinical care. 
Although there are many notable exceptions in rural America, in many 
communities clinical providers are in separate locations and are not well 
integrated. In their efforts to assure access and quality, rural providers 
frequently duplicate clinical support services such as utilization review, 
infection control, biomedical engineering and discharge planning. Increased 
networking of providers offers new opportunities to overcome duplication 
and impr~ve quality. 

• 	 Shared information systems to facilitate coordination of clinical and adminis
trative systems. 
As a means of achieving both clinical and administrative coordination, a 
compatible unified medical outcomes data systems among network mem
bers will be a necessity. By developing more elaborate data systems and par
ticipating in their implementation, RMCNs should also provide an addi
tional tool for smaller and larger providers, alike, to establish network-based 
continuous quality improvement (CQI) processes for administrative and 

clinical services. The Risk Management Cooperative discussed in the 

"Governance" section of this paper will help facilitate CQI for the RMCNs. 

Rosenberg & Associates 
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In some rural areas, the telecommunications infrastructure will have to be 

upgraded in order for data systems to operate efficiently. Many rural areas 

are served by small, independent telephone systems that do not have the 

capacity to upgrade their facilities to allow transmission of digitized in

formation. This capacity is essential for transmitting both administrative 
and clinical informa tion. 

• 	 Coordinated emergency and non-emergency transportation. 
RMCNs will have to provide or arrange for ambulance service, which is a 

covered Medicare service. Since many network organizers are involved in 

at least emergency transportation, this demonstration will offer new oppor

tunities for collaboration between emergency and non-emergency trans
portation and to develop improved linkages with existing rural trans
portation systems. 

• 	 Collaborative quality assurance, utilization review, and medical staff 
credentialling. 

Small rural providers often struggle to develop strong quality assurance pro

grams in facilities with small numbers of providers. The RMCNs,. by devel

oping networks and shared information systems, will also be able to extend 

quality assurance and quality improvement programs throughout the net

work, thereby enhancing service. quality. 

d. Rational market areas 

Because the RRC or other network organizer will be given a payment franchise 

within its market area, the rational definition of the market becomes criticaL 

However, arriving at such a definition is difficult, given the great variations in 

geography, health service resources, and demographicS in rural America. It is 

beyond the scope of this paper to define a rational market area for the RMCN 

demonstration program. The Study Group is currently seeking support from 

the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation to conduct research to assist in this 

definition. 

Rosenberg & Associates 
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While this proposal does not yet define the market areas, several factors should 

be taken into consideration in developing the definition, including: 

• 	 The definition of a market or service area for RMCNs probably should rest 

on the definition of a geographic area within which it has a "natural 

monopoly." . Federal anti-trust standards of creating a natural monopoly 
use a market analysis which scores markets based in terms of Little In 
From Outside (LIFO) and Little Out From Inside (LOFI). In other words, 

LIFO scores would identify that most of the people using the network's fa
cilities are residents of the areas and LOFI scores rate the degree to which 

the residents of the area use services within the area exclusively. It is pos
sible that some variation of this methodology will prove useful in identi

fying market areas for potential RMCNs. 

• The network organizer should be reasonably proximate to the other 
providers with which they are networking. The definition of "reasonable 

proximity" will vary among network organizers according to local terrain, 
population, weather and other variables. Proximity is necessary not only 

for referral relationships, but also so that providers are within the sphere 
of influence of the network organizer and its medical staff. "Sphere of 

influence" should not be construed to mean that the RRC or other 

organizer has the power to direct events within a given territory, but 
rather, that by its size, scope, expertise, and quality, the network organizer 
is the local benchmark for care within a region,that affects other providers 

in the area in regard to their clinical and operating behavior. 

• 	 The notion of confining markets (or spheres of influence) to existing ad

ministrative-political boundaries should be dism~ssed. In most cases, a 

county is too small of a geographical unit to represent a market. In some 
cases, markets cross state borders. It is clear that existing administrative
political boundaries have no relationship to markets and referral patterns 
and that they should therefore play no role in defining them. 

• 	 The use of fixed radius definition of market should also be dismissed. 
HCFA has used the fix radius approach to define types of providers in the 

Rosenberg & Associates 
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past (e.g., Sole Community Providers, Essential Access Community 
Hospitals). A 25, 35, or 50 mile circle around an RRC does not appropri

ately define its sphere of influence. In some cases, even a 75 mile radius 

may be too confining as a definition of market. In other cases, a market 

may extend only 25 miles in one direction but 100 miles in the opposite 

direction. Study Group participants agreed that whatever the true shape of 

a market, it likely is not a circle, and that certainly a nationally applied ra

dius standard would not accurately define the markets of all RRCs or 

other network organizers .. Markets are irregularly shaped, and the defini

tion of their sphere of influence should reflect local circumstances. 

• 	 With the advent of interactive video, teleradiology, and other 

telecommunications-munitions applications to rural medicine, the 

accepted concepts of service or market areas become even more difficult to 

determine. With the use of this sophisticated. telecommunica tions 

technology, physicians in any RRC or urban medical center can consult 
with the rural primary care practitioner. This consultation can include 

clinical supervision as the rural provider performs procedures as directed 

by the specialist physician. If appropriately and vigorously employed, this 

technology should contribute toward reducing the need for rural patients 

to be transported to the RRC or to university teaching facilities for routine 

progress checks of chronic illnesses or even for sophisticated diagnostic 

testing. 

Rosenberg & Associates 
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2. Rural Managed Care Network Development: 

As currently configured, rural health networks differ in the degree to which 
they are integrated. As the following diagram illustrates, increasing cooperation 

brings increasing levels of integration: 

TYPES OF PROVIDER NETWORK INTEGRATION 

Governance Structure ---------if/II"
Decision Making & Policy --------7f/I1"

Administrative & Service Delivery _____---1., 4:i.:-::::=~ 

Goal Identification & Assessment 

Shared Goals, Common Joint Service Delivery and Coordinated Planning Corporate Integration 
Interests and Shared Administrative Integration and Policy Decisions 

Service Area 

,Increasing Cooperation 

Very few existing rural health networks function beyond the second level of in

tegration, and most are at the first leveL On the other hand, the RMCNs pro

posed in this demonstration will function at the third level of integration, shar

ing goal identification and assessment; administrative and service delivery; and 
decision making and policy. However, governance will remain with the local 

provider of care. 

One of the key features of an integrated network is the creation or recognition of 
an organization that serves the role of a "network organizer" to whom network 

members surrender partial autonomy, allowing the network organizer to per

form certain agreed upon functions on behalf of the network. In this demon
stration program, the RRC or other large rural provider would assume the role 

of network organizer. If one thinks of the network organizer as the center of a 

circle through which all network member communications and transactions 

pass, the network organizer resembles the hub of a wheel of networked services. 

Rosenberg & Associates 
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The single most important feature of rural health networks suggested by this 
diagram is that health care is a local product. This fact cannot be emphasized 

enough. It is critically important that this national demonstration project has 

maximum flexibility to respond to the ways that local networks are developed 

and organized. A "cookie-cutter" approach will fail to address the idiosyncratic 
nature of rural areas and will generate resistance from medical staffs, adminis
trators, governing boards, communities and beneficiaries. 

Federal health planning law (P.L. 93-641) provides an important policy prece
dent for granting geographic franchises. This law allows states to develop 

Certificate of Need (CON) programs, which in effect grant a service franchise for 

an applicant provider within a service or market area. The State CON programs 

grant this franchise by ruling on which provider gets or does not get a piece of 

technology (such as an MRI) or who gets to provide a new or expanded service. 

Similarly, the proposed demonstration will be asking for exclusive geographic 

payment franchises for RMCNs. In effect, this re9uest is simply an extension of 
existing policy offered in P.L. 93-641. The essential difference is that this 

demonstration is seeking a payment franchise, rather than a service franchise. 

This demonstration will not be an exclusive service provider in the'market 

area, because non-network providers will be able to stay outside of the network 
in the normal Medicare fee-for-service system. Also, beneficiaries (except those 
choosing an EPa option, whet:e available) will have freedom of choice, both 

within and outside of the defined market area. 

Instead of regulating services and facilities directly, the project seeks to demon

strate how allowing a large service provider (network organizer) to determine 

payment rates and mechanisms offered to Medicare providers effectively orga

nizes the market so as to maintain or expand access, contain costs, rationalize 
the delivery system and provide measures of quality outcomes. Because 

network organizers are closely related to the system they are developing, they 

will be likely to be inclusive of other network providers and others in their 

planning. This method should provide for a much more participative local 
, 

planning process with considerably less cost than an externally regulated 

system. 
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a. Risk assumption and mitigation 

It is critically important to the demonstration program that network organizers 
assume some measure of risk for the care of the Medicare beneficiaries in their 

market areas. Risk assures the accountabilitY of the health plan and provides a 

powerful incentive to contain costs and rationalize services within the market 
area. At the same time, both the Medicare program and its beneficiaries must be 
protected against disruptions or degradations of service in this demonstration 
through a carefully planned risk mitigation strategy. 

Although RRCs and other likely network organizers are large by rural stan
dards, they are small by the standards used for insurance underwriting and for 

the regulation of managed care plans. The risk mitigation strategy will need to 

be strenuous enough to cover a variety of circumstances. For example, the plan 
must insure against losses due to beneficiaries' extraordinary costs of medical 
care, as well as bond indebtedness forfeitures by network organizers or other 
protected providers within the network. An additional layer of protection in 

the latter example will be provided by the stringent criteria for accepting net
work organizers into the demonstration as are described in the following sec
tion of this paper on "Network participation and roles." 

To address these challenges, the demonstration project will establish a complex 

combination of risk pooling and stop-loss coverage to assure that risk is suffi
ciently mitigated for network organizers and RMCNs in the face of unforeseen 
financial occurrences. Much of the strategy employed by this demonstration is 

similar to the requirements States apply to health maintenance organizations 
(HMOs). However, because the demonstration project's risk mitigation strategy 

is so aggressive, it may not be necessary for RMCNs to comply with state HMO 
licensure laws, and exemptions may be sought as discussed in the "Legal issues" 

section below. 

The demonstration will develop a risk mitigation strategy based on a "blended" 

risk pool, which is illustrated in the following diagram: 

Rosenberg & Associates 
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Risk Mitigation Strategy 

Provider Reserve POOI---------P'~;~~ 

Risk Reserve Fund----------i... A.r~~~'-

Commercial Stop-Loss Insurance 

Individual Stop-Loss Insurance ---:i~lftlliilliilt.. 

Fidelity Bonding------.-;.,.. 

Risk Management Cooperative 

The various components of the risk mitigation strategy are as follows: 

• 	 The network organizer will make an annual contribution to a provider re

serve pool of an unspecified, but' substantial amount, with additional re

sponsibility for 150 - 200 percent of that amount. The amount of contribu

tion by network organizers may be a variable one based on the degree of 

network risk management discipline (i.e., economic credentialling, effec

tive utilization review, targeted provider education, etc.). The amount of 
,the contribution will be set by the Risk Management Cooperative de

scribed below . 

. This reserve pool would be maintained for the all networks in the 

demonstration project, for state or regional subsets, or for individual net

works. This component of the blended risk pool scheme will put net

works at risk for their own performance, or it may, subject to the approval 

of the Risk Management Cooperative, spread the risk across larger units of 

the project according whether the program chooses to group networks. 

Rosenberg & Associates 
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• 	 A risk reserve fund will be raised as a "program related investment loan" 
from a private foundation, or foundations. This component will be used to 
provide a second layer of coverage over the provider risk pool. This fund . 

will be use to cover losses that exceed the coverage of the provider risk 
pool, but fall short of the deductible level for the next level of coverage. 
This will provide a substantial pool of cash reserves to cover network 

failures and will reduce the cost of commercially-acquired coverage by 
raising the deductible., The subject of governance and administration of 

risk reserve fund and other aspects of risk mitigation are discussed below. 

• 	 Commercial stop-loss reinsurance of approximately $50 million will be se
cured for the next level of coverage for all of the networks in the demon

stration program by the risk administration entity described below. 

• 	 Additional mitigation of risk will be assured by network organizers (or a 
combination thereof) purchasing individual stop loss insurance coverage 

on all covered beneficiaries. Again, this coverage could be secured 

through a joint purchasing arrangement. 

• 	 Network organizers will also be required to have in force a fidelity bond or 
insurance on employees, officers and directors having fiduciary responsi

bility in the amount of $250,000 for each network. 

b. 	 Governance and risk management 

Governance of the risk mitigation program will be by a "risk management co
operative" established for the express purpose of developing and administering 
the program. The risk management cooperative (RMC) will be composed of the 

network organizers, who will be required to join and pay dues as a condition of 

participation in the program. The RMC will be incorporated as a cooperative 
and will be governed in a cooperative manner, on a one-provider / one-vote 
basis. In addition, the RMC may establish a 501 (c) (3) foundation to enable the 

receipt of private foundation and governmental grant funding for educational 

and charitable purposes. 
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The RMC will provide for an increased level of cooperation among RMCNs in 

a manner similar to the way RMCNs will offer increased integration among 

providers within their market areas. The RMC will provide an additional re

source for goal identification and assessment; administrative and service deliv
ery; and decision making and policy, as depicted in the third level of integration 

in the figure at beginning of this section on network development. 

It is envisioned that the RMC will be responsible for: 

• 	 establishing the rules and procedures for use of and the amount of the 

network organizers' contributions to the provider risk pool; 

• 	 securing the program related investment loan from a private foundation 
to establish the risk reserve fund, the second level of risk mitigation; 

• 	 developing or acquiring expertise in risk management and managed care 
for member network organizers; 

• 	 providing administrative leadership for the demonstration project; and 

• 	 establishing joiht purchasing programs for commercial stop-loss reinsur
ance for the networks and for individual Medicare beneficiaries in the 

plan, as well as for information system hardware and software to provide 

common data systems for quality outcome assurance. 

The Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) will be the party responsi

ble for making decisions about network participation and providing demonstra

tion project oversight. HCFA's previous experience with similar managed care 

demonstrations suggests that oversight responsibility should be shared by the 
Office of Research and Demonstration (ORD) and the Office of Coordinated Care 

(OCC). The RMC will be able to assist in helping ne~orks comply with HCFA's 

programmatic guidance and will serve as an "early warning signal" about 

networks that are having trouble .. The RMC will provide an important 

educational and technical assistance resource to the demonstration project, 'but 

it will riot have management authority except as delegated by the RMCNs 

within the scope of the demonstration project. 
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c. Network organizers' participation and roles 

For the purposes of this demonstration, participation may not exceed 10 states. 

RMCNs may be developed by an individual RRC, by a group of RRCs (or 

hospitals that have ever been RRCs) and/or other providers within a state or 

geographic region. 

Criteria for selecting RMCN demonstration program participants will include: 

• 	 Accreditation 
In the event the network organizer is a hospital, it must meet accreditation 

standards of either the Joint Commission on Health Care Organization or 

the American Osteopathic Hospital Association. 

• 	 Financial ability to go at risk 
The network organizer must be large enough and financially sound enough 

to assume the risk involved as measured by such criteria as: 

a. 	 a balance sheet net worth of the higher of $1,000,000 or an amount equal 

to 8 percent of the projected annual AAPCC payments for service area; 

b. 	 commonly employed financial ratios consistent with industry norms as 

calculated from audited financial statements; ';lnd 

c. 	 cash reserves or an established line of credit, obtained from local sources 

or through the RMC, in excess of 8 percent of the aggregate annual 

AAPCC payments for the service area. 

Additionally, network organizers may be required to submit audited financial 

statements annually as a condition of continuing participation. 

• 	 Sufficient'service and provider mix 
RMCNs should have in place arrangements to assure seamless access to all 

covered services for Medicare beneficiaries. The network organizer should 

have on its medical staff and under contract to the network, primary medical 

providers (family and general practice, pediatrics, general internal medicine 

and obstetric and gyneCOlogy) and most secondary clinical specialty services 

(such as general surgical services, endoscopy, urologic services, ophtho-
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mologic services, radiology, anesthesiology, and pathology). At least one

third of the physicians on the network organizer's medical staff should be 

actively engaged in primary care practice. 

The network organizer should in their panel of network providers, other 

medical services (such as orthopedic surgery, psychiatry, oncology, non

invasive cardiology, and neurology). Providers in this category should be 

board certified or eligible for certification.' 

In addition, the network organizer should have available through contracts 

or 	other explicit arrangements (though not necessarily on their medical 

staffs) other specialty services such as neurosurgery, open heart surgery, 

pediatric subspecialty services, nephrology, endocrinology, gastroenterology, 

burn unit service, transplants, pulmonology, and radiation' oncology. All 

providers in this category must be board certified in their appropriate 

medical specialty. 

• 	 Comprehensiveness of services 

The network organizer should have a diverse range of inpatient and outpa

tient preventive and support services available internally or readily avail

able within the network for Medicare-covered and FQHC services. In 

addition to acute and chronic medical treatment services, these services 

should. include: advanced medical laboratory and radiology services; med

ical social s.ervices and psychological services; nutritional services; health 
education; audiology; physical and speech therapy; home health care; and 

hospice care. 

• 	 Appropriateness or rationality of service area 

The network organizer must be able to define a rational service area in 

which it has a natural monopoly or powerful sphere of influence. Specific 

criteria for this factor will be defined by further research as discussed above. 

It is probable that the final criteria will involve some application of anti
trust definitions of "Little In From Outside (LIFO)" and "Little Out From 

Inside (LOFI)". 
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• 	 Administrative capacity and!or prior experience with managed care 
The network organizer should demonstrate clinical and administrative ca
pacity to operate in a managed care framework. This factor will involve as
sessing the network organizer's demonstrated expertise in managed care or 
its ability to obtain ft from external sources. One of the external sources may 

be the RMC discussed above. The network organizer will be expected to pro
vide a framework for managed care consistent with that of other plans, in

cluding: plan structure; enrollment procedures and reports; claims system, 

procedures and reports; complaint and grievance procedures; marketing 

plan; quality assurance and utilization review process and procedures; and 
operational data collection system. 

• 	 Structure and willingness of other providers to participa te 
The plan for the organizational structure Of the RMCN should be clearly 

identified and have a high potential to be implemented and managed. A 

health care plan should be developed for the service area based on data ob

tainedon health care resources, patient utilization, health status, and epi
demiology. 

d., Payments to network organizers 

Network organizers will be paid on a capitation basis for each Medicare benefi
ciary residing in the market area. The network organizer will use the capitation 

payment to pay for all Medicare covered services. The rate will be based on 100 

percent of the Average Area Per Capita Costs (AAPCC) for the area. While this 
differs from the 95 percent of AAPCC rate paid under the Medicare HMO . 
program, it will be necessary to compensate for the expanded scope of services 
(including the FQHC preventive services described above) and for the 

'additional cost of network development and coping with large geographic 

distances. 

The AAPCC rates will be based on the most recent available year. The payment 

rate will be updated each year of the project upon conclusion of the calendar 
year by a .rate of 75 percent of the Medical Expenditure Inflation (MEl) index., 
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An alternative to developing. a network-specific AAPCC rate would be to deter

mine a single AAPCC. rate for all .of the areas in the demonstration project. This 

alternative may be considered prior to submission of the final Medicare waiver 

request. 

In addition to the basic capitation payments, network organizers would also be 

paid an administrative fee of 10 percent of the aggregate AAPCC payments. This 

administrative fee would compensate the network organizer for assuming all 
intermediary functions from existing fiscal intermediaries, as well as for 

coordination of beneficiary care. 

e. Provider participation in the RMCN 

It will be important to the success of the RMCNs that they enlist the participa

tion of providers as necessary to provide the full range of Medicare covered ser

vices. Again, however, beneficiaries (except those enrolled in an EPO option) 
may choose either network or non-network providers, and, the RMCN will still 

be required to pay for covered services. The organizational structure and 

payment methodologies that RMCNs adopt will be important incentives to 

recruiting providers into the network. 

For the purposes of this demonstration, the RMCN would be required initially 

to accept all "participating" Medicare providers within the defined market area 

into the program. Participating physicians, however,'would not be required to 

sign up with the RMCN if they choose not to be a part of the network. This 

provision encourages more physicians to join as the Medicare program as 

participating providers. The RMCN can choose to, accept or reject Medicare non

participating physicians within criteria they develop. 

As currently envisioned, there are four criteria for accepting physicians into the 

network: 1) Willingness to participate in the network; 2) Clinical competence 

demonstrated throughcredentialling procedures; 3) Ability to meet basic 

standard for economic credentialling; and 4) Medical liability insurance 

coverage. 
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It is likely that the RMCNs will add additional quality requirements for 
providers as practice parameters evolve from "care~mapping" and other pro
cesses that will evolve with the assistance of the RMC. The establishment of 

practice parameters and guidelines at a level above the RMCN level will be 
important to provide a buffer against provider resistance. The RMCN may 

remove physicians from its panel that fail to meet acceptable standards of 
quality within criteria they will establish in conjunction with the Quality 
Assurance Councils described below in the section on "Quality". 

In order to assure that costs are contained or reduced, an important part of the . 
demonstration is that RMCNs may sanction or terminate providers for eco

nomic reasons,as well. RMCNs will be required to phase-in this type of "eco

nomic credentialling" by the third year of the demonstration, and it is possible 
that a network could be required to pay more into risk pools if it has not imple
mented a strict economic monitoring and control system. 

Under this demonstration, too, network organizers would offer network mem

bership to special types of providers that have payment protections under their 
current programs, I.e., specifically Rural Health Clinics, Federally Qualified 

Health Centers and Sole Community Hospitals. These facilities have the option 

to be paid at negotiate rates or at rates set by their current programs for the same 
scope of services. Protected providers, as here defined, must meet the same 
standards of quality and participate in quality assurance processes as other 
providers in the network. 

f. Contracting with and paying for other providers 

As mentioned above, payments to the network organizer will come in the form 

of capita ted payments for the Medicare beneficiaries residing in the market area. 

How the network organizer pays the network providers is a local option, and 
the demonstration offers creative opportunities for risk-sharing~ Also, the 

network organizer would have the flexibility to contract for claims 

administration with another entity. 
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Network organizers may contract with providers to provide services to the 

network participants based on a pre-negotiated fee. The basis for the negotiated 

fee should be determined by the network organizer and the potential 

contracting provider. 

The Network organizer will include in contracts with providers the expecta

tions of the network in terms of quality of services provided and cost-effective

ness of services provided, as well as minimal requirements for patient/client 

outcomes. All contracts with other providers must include: a) hold harmless 

provisions to protect beneficiaries from claims by the provider of sums owed by 

the RMCN; b) assurances that the provider will treat all beneficiaries under the 

rules of the demonstration without regard to age, sex, color, creed, national 

. origin, ancestry, religion, marital status, lawful occupation, or frequency of 

utilization of any beneficiary; c) agreement to actively participate in network 

quality assurance and utilization review processes and to share administrative 

and clinical information; and d) to participate in joint purchasing activities of 

the network, when appropriate. 

As described above, there are a number of "speclally':'protected providers" that 

receive unique cost-based federal payment protections because they are essential 

to maintain as viable rural providers. RMCNs' contracts with Rural Health 

Clinics, Federally Qualified Health Centers and Sole Community Hospitals will 

extend the current payment protections of these programs, paying them at .. 

agreed-upon negotiated rates or under the methodology set by their current: 

programs. These protected programs will be required to submit their current 

cost and utilization reports to the network organizer if they wish to retain cost

based payments as in their current payment programs. Protected programs will 

be subject to the same quality assurance,utilization review, and economic 

credentialling requirements as other providers in the network. 

g. Quality assurance 

Obviously, entities that are given a geographic payment franchise are going to 

be required to meet acceptable standards of quality, although the fact that the 

network organizer is being paid on a capitation basi~ will require a slightly 
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different approach than that of standard fee-for-service providers. This 
demonstration proposes that Professional Review Organization (PRO) 
functions with respect to RMCNs remain the same, except that the claims 
denial function will be delegated to the RMCN. 

Internally, RMCNs will be required to meet quality assurance program stan

dards similar to those required of health maintenance organizations, including: 

a) a written quality assurance plan; b) documentation of meetings; c) appropriate 

protection of confidentiality; and d) a patient data system to document and al
low retrieval of information to evaluate continuity, coordination, quality and 
outcomes of care. 

An important new component of the demonstration is the creation of Quality 
Assurance Councils (QAC) within each RMCN. The QAC will be composed of 

both network providers and consumers (Medicare beneficiaries)" A similar 

model utilizing providers and employers has been successfully employed in 
several rural areas. The QAC will develop and establish local standards. of 

quality for use by the RMCN. The QAC also would perform quality assurance 
and utilization reviews to assure that service quality meets acceptable local and 
national standards. The RMC will use the QACs' input to assume a leadership 

role in establishing or identifying practice parameters for use by the QAC. 

In order to develop the type and extent of data needed, RMCNs will be required 

to participate in an outcome measurement data system that focuses on process, 

severity, and outcome measures of quality. The participating networks could 
negotiate a single vendor system with real time mo~em connections for the en
tire demonstration through the risk management c90perative discussed above. 

g. Legal Issues 

Formation of the RMCNs probably can proceed without the need for exemp

tions, ()r at least significant exemptions, from federal or state antitrust laws. 
This would be true assuming that the service areas of each network will be· 
allocated either by statute or by a cooperative effort between the at-risk entity 
and either the federal or state government; and further assuming that statutory 
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language delegates to the network organizer the ability to determine which 

provider in the network provides which service. As long as providers within 

the network do not allocate the service area among themselves, it would appear 
that network service area allocation could proceed in keeping with existing 

antitrust laws. Also, as the at-risk entities proceed to contract with or employ 

other providers, they should be able to work within existing antitrust 

parameters as long as their actions do not involve collusion or exclude 

. competitors for anticompetitive reasons. It is possible that some limited 

exemption from monopolization claims would be appropriate to ensure that at

risk entities could select network participants in good faith without the threat of 

litigation. 

In order to provide the financial incentive of waiving Medicare copayments for 

beneficiaries using in-network services, the demonstration project will seek ap

propriate fraud and abuse law exemptions that will allow RMCNs to attract 

beneficiaries. In addition fraud and abuse law protection will be sought for ar

rangements that RMCNs might offer as provider incentives for in-network re

ferrals. 

The RMCN demonstration project's progressive strategy of risk assumption and 

risk mitigation was described in an earlier section of this paper. The strategy in

cludes four or more layers of risk mitigation, which taken together provide an 

exceptional degree of protection for the Medicare program and its beneficiaries. 

In addition, it has been suggested that overall federal project oversight would 

include HCFA's Office of Coordinated Care. The blended risk pool strategy will 

be defined in law for the demonstration. For purposes of this demonstration, 

RMCNs will request exemption from state HMO licensure laws, to the extent 

that these activities may be seen as applicable and cannot be met by the program. 

The Office of Inspector General of the Department of Health and Human 

Services, in a 1991 report on Emergency Medical Services, identified state corpo
rate practice of medicine statutes as a significant barrier to the development of 

rural systems of health care. Some institutional providers within RMCNs may 

find it desirable to employ physicians as a way of rationalizing the health care 

system in their serviee area. In many states RMCNs employing physicians or 
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other health care providers would violate existing corporate practice statutes. It 

will be important to explore ways for the law authorizing the demonstration to 
preempt state prohibitions against the corporate practice of medicine. 

h. Roles of state and federal governments 

Network development can (and has) occurred outside of the purview of state 

and federal government. However, developing networks with an exclusive ge
ographic payment franchise will require active participation and oversight of 
state and federal governments for the following reasons: 

1. 	 While the proposed demonstration provides some access protection by re
quiring that network organizers hold harmless RHCs, FQHCs and SCHs, an 
additional level of local planning and oversight is needed to assure that the 
networks maintain (and hopefully increase) access. 

2. 	 As the networks organize services within their markets for services like 
EMS, they will clearly be interfacing with state responsibilities and functions. 
States have an appropriate role at the table to assure that the market organi
zation is consistent with their plans. 

3. 	 Ongoing research on alternative rural delivery models (being conducted by 
Rosenberg and Associates with support from the Robert Wood Johnson 
Foundation) shows that a substantive state role is a necessary criterion for ef
fective change in the rural delivery system. 

Under the RMCN demonstration, states will assume a role similar to the one 
they perform in the EACH/RPCH Program. Under the design for that program, 
state governments, in cooperation with state hospital associations, develop state 
rural health plans. Under the current demonstration, state plans will be re
quired to specify the goals, criteria, and process for designating rural health net
works and for granting the payment franchise within designated markets. The 
state rural health plan will be indicative of a state's active interest in the coor
dination of health services in rural areas. The designation process indicates that 
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states are willing to forgo competition in favor of higher public policy goals. 

This process will likely be as important to potential health care reform plans for 

rural areas as it will be with the current demonstration. 

As we have learned from the EACH/RPCH Program, networks often cross state 

lines. Similarly, it is likely that some RMCNs will have market areas that ex

tend beyond state boundaries. In those instances, the state role described above 
will reside with the state in which the network organizer is located, rather than 

in the state or states in which other providers in the network are located. It is 

also likely in these instances that states will cooperate in their planning. 

Once again, the EACH/RPCH Program suggests a model for federal government 

involvement. The federal government will establish a demonstration program 

in which RRCs (or designated facilities who meet "hub-of-the-wheel" criteria) 

choosing to develop delivery networks would receive a combination of grants 
and payment incentives. Project oversight from the federal level will be a join 

effort of two HCFA entities: The Office of Research and Demonstration (which 

administers the EACH/RPCH Program) and the Office of Coordinated Care. 

3. Network Development Grant Program 

Similar to the EACH/RPCH Program, under this demonstration the federal 

government would provide grants to aid in the formation of networks. Grants 

would cover the expenses of communication, information, and transportation 

system development; community and provider education on the desirability 
and mechanics of networking; technical assistance in creating linkages among 

providers; capital expenses associated with forming linkages (e.g., buying prac

tices, retro-fitting hospitals to consolidate community health services); and all 

other one-time expenses that are necessary and proper to the formation of net

works. The federal government would also make grants to the state to assist in 

financing the development of rural health plans. 

This proposal inCludes provisions for a Developmental Grant Program with 

five parts: 
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a. 	 Grants for up to ten states to participate in developing coordinated networks 
within the states' health planning processes. These grants can be up to 

$200,000 per year for two years with a ten percent match required. 

b. 	 Grants of up to $50,000 to potential RMCNs to conduct feasibility and market 
studies. 

c. 	 Grants of up to $50,000 to acquire consultative technical assistance to facili

tate the process of network formation and facilitation. 

d. 	 Grants of up to $250,000 per network to subsidize about 50 percent of the ac

quisition cost of a comprehensive clinical and administrative data system 

that will be required for participation. 

e. 	 Grants of up to $250,000 per network to assist in the development or expan

sion of telecommunications within the network, such as teleradiology, slow
scan interactive video, etc. 

Conclusion 

Regardless of the shape of the final health care reform package, rural health care 

providers will be required to develop or participate in rational delivery systems to an 

increasing degree. This proposed Medicare demonstration program can prove to be 

an important precursor to health care reform and provide useful models now and 
for the future. 
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Innovation and the Policies of Limits In 
A Changing Health Care Economy 

John E. Wennberg 

• 
The U.S. health care sector is the target of a massive social struggle 

over its reform. The strategies of the past have failed to establish access 
and contain costs. Indeed, the trend today is toward less access for the poor 
and many in the middle class. with more care for those who remain "enti
tled." Thirty-three million Americans are without health insurance. For 
those with insurance, the rates of utilization of physician services and ex
pensive diagnostic techniques and the number of invasive procedures being 
performed continue to spiral. If these trends are not altered, the United 

. 5 tates will be spending more than 15 percent of its gross national product 
(GNP) on health by the year 2000. The message of the 1992 presidential 
debates is that this situation must change. The systems for financing care 
must be fixed: to do this costs must be contained. Improvements in access 
must be accompanied by policies of limits. 

The way the politics and policies of limits are fashioned will depend on 
assumptions about the relationship between the utilization of care and the 
benefits of care-that is. on the shape of the "benefit-utilization curve." 
One popular interpretation is that the shape of this curve is such that the 
nation needs to ration effective care. Patient demand and medical progress 
now make the health care system so expensive that it can no longer be 
a\'ailable on equal terms to everyone; moreover, the nation simply cannot 
afford to pay for everything that works and that patients want. This predic
ament arises because of the successes of biomedical research. the resulting 
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efficacy of clinical science. and the efficiency of practicing physicians in 
translating medical knowledge into beneficial medical interventions. As 
utilization increases. benefits also increase. but at a declining rate of return 
as the level of im'ested resources increase. Somewhere along the curve. 
society finds itself in a zone in which the benefits can no longer be afford
ed: the costs of further transfers of GS'P toward health care and away from 
national priorities such as education and housing are simply too great. As a 
consequence. society must learn to make explicit judgments about the value 
of specific services as they apply to an indiyidual patient" s case. Some 
experts advocate rationing by age; others recommend using detailed algo
rithms for specific patient subgroups defined on the basis of "cost-effective
ness."1 The intent. however, is the same. Policies are needed to set limits 
on specific services, to develop explicit methods to ration effective care that 
brings less than socially acceptable marginal returns. The effect of such 
policies is to deny access to care that .... orks and that patients want on the 
basis that it is not cost-effective. In the opinion of many. this denial of 
access inevitably produces a two-tiered system of care, one for the affluent 
and another for those whose access to care must be underwritten by policies 
of entitlement. 

An alternative interpretation emphasizes that the inadequacies of clini
cal science and flaws in the role of the physician as the decision-making 
"agent" of the patient make it impossible to determine the shape of the 
benefit-utilization curve in medicine. Although investments in basic bio
medical science have greatly increased the power of technology to intervene 
in the natural history of disease. efforts to e\aluate the outcomes of these 
interventions-the effects of medical technology and theories of efficacy in 
the specific situations of everyday practice-have substantially failed. The 
risks and benefits of most medical care are poorly understood. Moreover, 
the agency role of the physician is flawed by professional dominance. This 
role, which depends on the capacity of physicians to make vicarious judg
ments about what patients want. has created a market in which the prefer
ences of patients are entangled with those of the physician. In short. in 
medicine. too little is known about what works and what patients want. 

This interpretation emphasizes the major role played by supplier-in
duced demand. in which the weaknesses in the scientific and ethical status 
of clinical medicine ensure that available resources are utilized without 
evidence that more is necessarily better or that patients necessarily want 

lThe most sophisticated aniculation of this argument is made by Aaron and Schwanz (1984); 
for a recent update. see Aaron and Schwanz (1990). Among those advancing arguments for 
Jl!e·hJ~ed rationing are Callahan (1987) and Lamm (l98 i ). For a description of Oregon's 
approach \0 rationing. see Fox and Leichter (1991) and Brown (1991); both repons appear in 
an issue of Heallh Affairs that focuses on Oregon's priority setting . 
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more, Medicine's untested and often conflicting theories of efficacy justi
fy-and the dominance of professional preferences ensures-the full de
ployment of resources. no matter how many or in what quantities. Indeed. 
medical theory is often implicit and closely associated with per-capita quan
tities of supply such as hospital beds and physician subspecialists, The •
crisis in costs is the inevitable consequence of the policies of growth that 
have prevailed in the U.S. health care sector: the open-ended financing of 
entitlement services based on funding of utilization; the accelerated produc
tion of manpower based on perceptions during the 1960s and J970s of a 
"shortage" in medical manpower; the specialization of the physician work 
force and its division into technOlogy-driven subspecialties whose work
loads have uncertain impacts on the health status and satisfaction of pa
tients; easy access to capital markets for the construction of facilities and 
the purchase of technology; and a willingness of payers to reimburse for 
services involving underevaluated technology. The end result of these pol
icies has been quantities of supply that are well in excess of the amount 
required to produce and deliver services that are known to work or that 
patients are known to want. Under this interpretation. policies of health 
care limits should concentrate on global restrictions on growth and the 
promotion of strategies to learn what works and what patients want. 

As one familiar with the patterns of use of medical care and the strengths 
and weaknesses of the scientific status of clinical medicine, I find a good 
deal of evidence in favor of the supplier-induced theory of demand. 2 This 
paper seeks to explain this point of view in more detail. It examines alter
native interpretations of the shape of the benefit-utilization curve to raise 
the "which rate is right?" question; that is. what is the rate of service use 
(and the amount of resources required) when supplier-induced demand is 
reduced-when patients are informed of the state of medical progress (what 
is known and not known about the results of care) and when patients are 
free to choose according to their own preferences? It then looks at the 
struggle between two competing models for reforming the doctor-patient 
relationship. One is based on the assumption that the agency role of the 
physician can be essentially replaced by the guardianship of the third-party 
payer through micromanaged care and that the delegated decision model 
inherent in the agency role can be preserved by prescriptive'rules of prac
tice developed by competing health care organizations or the state. The 

2The theoretical basis of this argument was developed in Wennberg and colleagues (1982). 
Archie Cochrane's Effectiveness and Efficiency (1972) provides a thorough introduction to the 
problems of physicians in understanding the outcomes of care; Eddy and Billings (1988) 
provide a more recent example. Much of the epidemiological evidence concerning the prob- . 
lem of supplier·induced demand is summarized in "Small Area Analysis and the Medical Care 
Outcome Problem" (Wennberg, 1990a). 
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other is based on replacing the delegated decision model with shared deci
sion making. a new partnership between the patient and the physician and 
the profession and the public. The target in this approach is to reform the 
ethical status of the doctor-patient relationship so that what is known and 
not known are explicitly shared and so that patient preferences become 
dominant in the choice of treatment from among reasonable and available 
plans of care. The paper also examines why neither micromanaged care nor 
the shared decision model are sufficient to achieve the goal of rationalizing 
utilization and containing costs. The implicit nature of much of medical 
theory keeps most of clinical practice outside of their inDuences. The paper 
thus argues that to contain costs it is necessary to limit capacity directly, 
and it sets out several principles to guide debate about strategies for devel
oping limits. The paper concludes with a discussion of the implications for 
innovation of policies of limits in medicine. 

THE SHAPE OF MEDlCII'\E'S BENEFIT-UTILIZATION CURVE 

Different assumptions about the relationship between the utilization of 
care and the benefits of care are reDected in different assumptions about the 
shape of the benefit-utilization curve in medicine. The assumption that it is 
necessary to ration specific services that work and that patients want but 
that society cannot afford is based on two ideas. One is the notion of 
"expected value" or benefit now obtained from the resources invested in 
health care. The doc'tor-patient relationship efficiently distributes care in 
such a way that,patients benefit from the care they now use more than they 
would if the care were not received or if it were replaced by a less costly 
item or service. The other idea is that the "marginal returns" can be ratio
nalized; that is, the benefits are sufficiently well understood that they can 
be ranked in terms of expected benefit per unit of service (or dollars) uti
lized. 

The diminishing marginal returns that occur in an economy in which 
utilization, is the result of patient demand and biomedical progress are illus
trated in Figure 2-1. To achieve such a curve. physicians must be remark
ably successful in the sorting of medical problems and in diagnosing and 
ranking them according to the expected outcomes of treatments. ,Indeed, 
they must be perfect in the execution of their agency role to interpret clini
cal science and understand the values their patients assign to alternative 
treatments. including the value of no treatment at all. They must thus 
possess something that clinical science does not now provide: knowledge 
about the outcomes that matter to patients. The problem the physician 
faces, however. is not simply to know the outcomes but to weight them 
according to the individual patient's attitudes toward them. Under delegat
ed decision making, which has been the dominant medical decision model 
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Units of Care Supplied 

FIGURE 2-1 Example of benefit-utilization curve where medical progress and pa
tient demand drive utilization with diminishing marginal returns. The curve is 
adapted from Aaron and Schwartz The Painful Prescriprion: Rarioning Hospiral 
Care, p. 11. 

since the time of Hippocrates,3 physicians make the choices. They intuit 
what patients would choose if patients had full information about choices 
and could do the weighting themselves. In this model, prescriptions for 
treatment are based on clinical experience. that is. on the "case series" of 
patients that the individual physician has treated and whose values and 
preferences have somehow become known. • 

At the level of the population. the situation is even more complex. For 
the curve to take its hypothesized shape of decreasing marginal social ft!
tum, physicians must, collectively. make ordered choices; that is. the pa
tient who receives the first unit of service is the one who gains the most 
benefit from it. the second patient the one who gains the second most bene
fit. and so on, with the patient who receives the last unit gaining the least. 
For this to occur, however, physicians must know and respond to decisions 
their colleagues have made. There is no feedback loop currently operating 
in health care markets that would make this feasible; indeed, it is difficult 
to conceive what such a mechanism would look like. 

3See The Silent World of Doctor and Patient by Jay Katz (1984) for an excellent hislory of 
the doctor-patient relationship. 
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Outcomes and preference research pro\'ide empirical evidence that dem
onstrates the weaknesses of the assumption that the benefit-utilization curves 
in medicine correspond to Figure 2·1. Over the past few years, my col
leagues and I have been involved in an in-depth investigation of the. fine 
structure of a clinical decision problem: the choices that face men with a 
common form of prostate disease called benign prostatic hyperplasia, or 
BPH. The inquiry was motivated by small area variation studies showing 
that the chances that a man would undergo.; prostate operation by the time 
he reached .;ge 85 varied from about 15 percent in some communities to 
more than 50 percent in others. We asked a group of Maine urologists, 
some of whom Jived in areas with low rates. others of whom lived in high
rate communities, if they could explain these variations .. 

The urologists differed in their assumptions about the benefits to be 
derived from prostate operations and about the shape of the curve relating 
benefits to utilization. Some held a pessimistic attitude toward prostate 
dise~se. These physicians believed that BPH usually progressed to a life
threatening obstruction of the bladder or kidney and that it was best to 
operate early in the course of the disease to prevent future bad outcomes. 
We called this the preventive theory of surgery. Their clinical decisions 
were dominated by a hypothesized benefit-utilization curve in which the 
chief benefit of surgery was improvement in life expectancy. Their reason
ing was that if surgery were postponed until evidence of life-threatening. 
obstruction appeared. the patient would be older. sicker. and more likely to 
die when surgery finally became unavoidable. By operating early, one 
avoided the higher death rates that occurred when the operation was post
poned. Because most men who exhibit early disease will progress to the 
point where surgery is inevitable. an~ because .the death rate from surgery 
increases with age. BPH patients will live longer if they have the operation 
earlier. Because most men e\'entually develop BPH symptoms. the popula· 
tion captured under the benefit curve of preventive theory (Figure 2-2) 
encompasses the majority of older men. 

Other urologists were more optimistic about untreated BPH and argued 
for the quality of life theory of surgery. This theory posits that the benefit 
of surgery for men without obstruction of the bladder or kidneys is its 
ability to reduce symptoms and improve the quality of life. In the opinion 
of these urologists. BPH does not usually progress to the point where it 
threatens life; accordingly. surgery does not playa preventive role in avoid
ing early death. They estimated that a patient's "utility" for surgery-that 
is. the "expected value" the patient would gain if the surgeon prescribed 
surgery-was greatest for those with severe symptoms. whereas those with 
mild symptoms benefited little. The benefit-utilization curve suggested by 
these physicians (Figure 2-3) thus has a different parameter of benefit as 
well as a more rapid decline in value . 
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20 40 60 80 

Percentage of Men Having a Prostatectomy 

FIGURE 2-2 Benefit-utilization curve under the theory that prostate surgery in
creases life expectancy .. 

The unresolved competition between the preventive and the quality of 
life theories (and their corresponding benefit-utilization curves) reflects in
determinacy rooted in poor clinical science. The outcomes research we 
undertook showed that the preventive theory was incorrect:~ Early surgery 
appeared to lead to a slight decrease in life expectancy because for most 
men BPH does not progress to life-threatening obstruction. Those without 
evidence of such obstruction were better off with watchful waiting if the 
expected value of treatment was an increase in life expectancy. The curve 
in Figure 2-2 thus is incorrect. If prostate surgery has a place for men with 
symptoms. it lies in accordance with the quality of life theory. 

But the uncertainty about the shape of the benefit-utilization curve is 
more profound than the failure to define and measure the outcomes that 
matter to patients. Most urologists who believed in the quality of life 
hypothesis also practiced within the delegated decision tradition. They 
understood that they bore a responsibility as the patient's agent to interpret 

4The findings of tlUs research project have been widely reponed. For examples. see Wenn
berg et al. (1988); Fowler et al. (1988); and Barry el al. (1988). 
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Percent of Men Having a P~cstatectomy 
(Ranked According 10 Decreasing Severity of Symptoms) 

FIGURE 2-3 Benefit-utilization curve under the theory that prostate surgery im
proves quality of life. 

• 
for him what he needed and to convince him, for reasons of his own best 
interest, to accept their prescription. Yet our preference research showed 
that what patients want cannot be predicted from objective information available 
to the physician-that is, from data gained during the physical examination, 
from laboratory tests measuring' such factors as urine flow, or even from 
answers to questions about the severity of symptoms or impairment of qual
ity of life. Patients who by all such objective measures are similar may still 
differ in their preferences for treatment. Indeed, as it turned out, when they 
were informed about the alternatives and offered a choice, nearly 80 percent 
of men with severe symptoms choose watchful waiting, at least initially. 
Preferences for outcomes and level of aversion to risk cannot be intuited 
reliably by physicians based on objective knowledge; to know what patients 
want. physicians must ask them. 

When patient preferences are neglected or misunderstood. the benefit
utilization curve is erratic. without evidence of rational sorting, and the net 
expected value can actually be negative. For example, if 16 severely symp
tomatic men were ranked according to impairment of urine flow (a common 
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FIGURE 2-4 Benefit-utilization curve for 16 men with se\'ere prostate symptoms 
who were prescribed surgery under the delegated decision making model. 

diagnostic tool). our studies predict that only 4 would want surgery and that 

the 4 choosing surgery would not be correlated with urine flow impairment. 

If surgery were prescribed for all 16 men on the basis of the delegated 

decision model-that is. without informing patients about their options and 

asking them what they wanted-most patients would receive care they did 

not want. Whereas the patients ranked second. founh. tenth. and thineenth 

may want surgery. the majority do not, For these patients, the expected 

value of surgery is actually negative. compared with the benefit they would 

have obtained from the watchful waiting option they wanted (Figure 2-4). 


WHICH RATE IS RIGHT? 

What is the rate of service (and resource) use when patients are in

formed about the state of medical progress-about what is known and not 

known about the relationship between treatment options and the outcomes 

that matter to patients-and are free to choose among options according to 

their own preferences? What are their attitudes toward the benefits and 

risks of the expected outcomes? 


Preference research gives a tentative answer. When patients with BPH 

are fully informed about their treatment options and asked to participate in 
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clinical decisions, they choose less invasive treatments more often than they 
do when decision making follows the delegated model; their choice of treat
ment is strongly influenced by the degree to which they are bothered by 
their symptoms and their fear of impotence. Moreover, the population
based rates of surgery decline. For this condition, the trend toward conser
vative (nonsurgical) treatment choice is evident even in prepaid group prac
tices in which the rates of surgery were already relatively low (and where 
patients faced no cost barriers at the point of delivery). The results of our 
preference research thus indicate the likelihood of significant negative re
turns on current patterns of resource deployment under the delegated deci
sion model. 

For the vast majority of illnesses and conditions, the pattern of varia
tion in treatment choice is similar to or even greater than the variation seen 
for prostate disease. Most conditions do not have a single best treatment. 
For most conditions for which there is one or more "appropriate" surgical 
treatments there is also one or more nonsurgical options that are feasible 
within current scientific understanding. Surgical options for nine condi
tions-angina, anhritis of the hip and knee. silent gallstones, menopausal 
conditions affecting the uterus, peripheral \'ascuJar disease, back pain due 
to disc disease, atherosclerosis of the aneries of the neck. and BPH-ac
count for well over half of the major surgery performed in the United States 
(Table 2-1). For these, the shape of the benefit-utilization curve is un-

TABLE 2-1 Common Conditions for Which the Shape of the Benefit- ' 
Utilization Curve Is Unknown 

Condition Major Treatment Controversies 

r-;oncancerous condition of the uterus 

Angina pectoris 
Gallstones 

Peripheral \lascul,ar disease 

Cataracts 

Anhritis of hip and knee 
Prostatism (BPH-benign prostatic 

hyperplasia) 

Herniated disc 

Atherosclerosis of carotid artery with 
thrcat of stroke 

Surgery (by type) vs. hormone treatment 
\'s. drugs vs. watchful waiting 

Bypass surgery vs. angioplasty \IS. drugs 
Surgery \'s. stone crushing \'s. medical 

management \IS. watchful waiting 
Bypass surgery \IS. angioplasty \IS. 

medical management 
Lens e:uraction (by type) \'s. watchful 

waiting 
Surgery (by type) \IS, medical management 
Surgery (by type) vs. balloon dilation \IS. 

drugs \IS, microwave diathermy \'s. 
watchful waiting 

Surgery (by type) \IS. \'arious medical 
management strategies 

Carotid endarterectomy \IS. aspirin 
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? The curve cannot be spe~ified because of 

• 
uncenamty over the nature o! tne benefits 
and the preferences of patients. 

Units o~ Care Supplied 

FIGURE 2-5 Status of the current understanding of the benefit-utilization relation

ship for most medical treatment theories. 


known (see Figure 2-5). Through outcomes research, however. and the 

distinguishing of patient preferences from those of the physician. it will be 

possible to create islands of rationality in a sea of uncenainty and supplier

induced demand. 
 e. 

REFORM OF THE DOCTOR-PATIENT RELATIONSHIP 

The flaws in the role of the physician as a decision-making agent for 

the patient are now widely apparent. and reform of the doctor-patient rela

tionship is under way. The question now is, which model will replace it? 

In the United States. ambitious programs have been implemented to check 

the autonomy of the physician by imposing the use of clinical policy man

agers to micromanage the choices doctors make for their patients. Unlike 

the classic staff-model health maintenance organization (HMO) in which 

cost containment is achieved through global restrictions on the quantity of 

supply. the strategy of micromanaged care is to force efficiency by setting 

parameters of practice to define the available options and to guide a myriad. 

of everyday clinical decisions. Acting as agents for third-party payers. the 

micromanagers develop rules of practice and use them to patrol the deci
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sions of physicians. Virtually all major insurance companies offer micro
managed care programs that invade the traditional decision-making authori
ty of physicians, subjecting their prescribing authority to the discipline of 
rules developed and administered by third panics. The strategy is not limit
ed to private payers: the state of Oregon, while setting an overall budget. 
administers constraints not through global budgeting or overall limits on 
resources but through an ambitious program to micromanage benefits (ser
vices) based on estimates of relative cost-effectiveness. 

This author's criticism of the microman.:ged care model is based in part 
on its failure to understand the limitations of clinical science. The strategy 
assumes that the shape of the benefit-utilization curve is known and that 
this knowledge can be codified by the commiuees of experts convened to 

write the rules of practice. Inevitably, because of defects in the knowledge 
base of medicine which were discussed earlier, virtually none of the rules 
that emerge from this process can be based on an understanding of the 
structure of the decision problem over which they claim authority. Because 
the process is decentralized-there seem to be welL over a hundred parties 
engaged in rule setting-the results are a plethora of varying prescriptive or 
advisory codifications of the rules of practice. some that directly conflict 
with one another. In an unfortunate number of examples. the rules are 
secret or proprietary. the property of the man::ged care company. 

This critique is also based on the ethical weakness of micromanaged 
care-that is. its tendency to preserve the delegated decision-making model 
by substituting the guardianship of the third pmy for the benevolent author
itarianism of the phYSician. There is little pretense that this model of re
form concerns itself with the preferences of individual patients. The impo
sition of third-party rule often occurs through telephone conversations over 
an 800 number involving the physician and the agent of the third party. 
Patients are not involved. The irony is obvious: if physicians do not know 
what works and what patients want, how can the third party claim such 
knowledge? The substitution. however, is not simply that of one imperfect 
agent for another. The micromanagers are agents of the payer, not the 
patient. The intrusion opens the doctor-patient reJationship to the free play 
of various interests in setting and enforcing clinical rules. a circumstance 
that offers numerous opportunities for irrationally and arbitrarily rationing 
care and otherwise perverting the struggle to base clinical choice on the 
preferences of patients. . 

The opposing model for reform centers on what would be required to 
facilitate the sharing of decision making by patients and physicians. It 
depends on a program of outcomes and preference research and on philo
sophical inquiry to build the scientific and ethical base for helping patients 
make decisions that reflect their preferences. It depends on a new relation
ship between doctors and patients. based on open communication and the 
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development of new styles of discourse and trust. Shared decision making 
competes for authority with micromanaged care. Each model seeks to in
fluence clinical choice in specific nonemergency situations such as those 
listed in Table 2-1, situations in which options exist and time is available to 
reach a decision. Most commonly, these choices involve the elective use of •
surgery, but the participants in the conversation are different from those in 
the managed care model. There, the conversation takes place between the 
payer and the physician; in shared decision making, discourse is between 
the physician and the patient. 

Because of its explicitly ethical basis, the shared decision-making mod
el is preferable when fateful choices must be made between elective treat
ment options that entail differing risks and benefits. In these situations, 
rational choice depends on finding out what the patient wants. As noted 
earlier, preferences cannot be diagnosed by physical examination, laborato" 
ry tests, or questionnaires about symptoms or quality of life. A patient who 
meets the managed care criteria of eligibility based on these objective fea
tures of "appropriate care" may be prescribed a treatment he or she does not 
want. The benefit-utilization curves that result under micromanaged care 
look like those shown in Figures 2-4 and 2-5. It is doubtful that effective 
communication with a patient can occur over an 800 number, no matter how 
interested the micromanager may be in patient preferences. The shared 
decision-making model is therefore appropriate for choosing treatments for 
patients with such common conditions as angina, gallstones, uterine bleed
ing, benign hypertrophy of the prostate, cataracts, back pain caused by 
herniated discs, and arthritis of the hip. 

LINKAGE BETWEEN THE SUPPLY OF RESOURCES AND 
MEDICINE'S IMPLICIT THEORIES OF EFFICACY· 

The critique of third-party micromanaged care presented here also rests 
.on the likely futility of such an approach in effectively limiting undisci
plined growth of the health care system. This is a weakness of the shared 
decision-making model as well. Neither approach is likely to produce sys
temwide containment of costs, which requires a macroeconomic policy; 
reforms targeted at the microeconomy of the doctor-patient relationship are 
insufficient tools for disciplining the macroeconomy. The reason is that 
most of medicine's resources are not used to execute discrete treatment 
options specified by well-developed medical discourse. Condition-treat
ment options such as those listed in Table 2-1 are the exception; most 
medical resources are allocated implicitly in varying patterns or cascades of 
acts undertaken to solve medical problems. The theoretical reasons for one 
pattern of al,location compared with another are often implicit and inacces
sible to precise rules of practice. Indeed, medical theories are often so 
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closely associated with the supply of medical resources that physicians do 
not even recognize them as explicit theories . 

The effect of the supply of beds on the clinic?1 thresholds for hospital
izing patients is a good example. The supply of hospital resources varies 
remarkably across geographic areas. and the amount allocated is unrelated 
to illness rates or to explicit theories about the numbers of beds required to 

treat most diseases. When more beds become Jvailable, they are allocated 
across a broad range of medical conditions for which the clinical policies 
governing admission and readmission rates are correlated with the supply of 
beds.. In areas with fewer beds, patients with these conditions are more 
often treated outside of the hospital. For only a few medical conditions are 
the clinical thresholds such that illness rates determine the probability of 
hospitalization. 

Let us consider the example of Boston, Massachusetts, and !\'ew Haven. 
Connecticut. Residents of Boston have about 4.5 hospital beds per 1,000 
persons whereas New Havenites have only :;.9. Explicit rules of practice, 
codified in medical texts. dictate hospitalization for all patients with heart 
attacks or strokes, for those who need major surgery to treat their cancers, 
and for those who suffer from major trauma such as a hip fracture. Diag
nostic criteria for these conditions are explicit, and the technologies for 
distinguishing the presence or absence of the condition are well advanced. 
But hospitalization for patients with these conditions requires less than 20 
percent of the a\'ailable medical beds. even iri low-bed-rate areas. Most of 
the beds are used for conditions that exhibit highly variable patterns of 
admission. Hospitalizations for low back pain are the single most imponant 
reason for the difference 'in bed use between Boston and New Haven. Gas
troenteritis is the second, followed .by chronic bronchitis and pneumonia . 
The implicit rules of practice in Boston. which have been adapted to the 
greater supply of beds, result in a larger proponion of the population being 
admitted, with more frequent readmissions and shoner intervals between 
admissions. 

The mechanism underneath the association between beds and admission 
and readmission thresholds centers on the decision making of physicians 
who must decide what to do with sick people. Imagine someone who is 
faced with the task of watching a conveyor belt that presents, in seemingly 
random order, a series of balls-some black, some white, some in varying 
shades of grey. The rules require that all black balls be picked up and put 
on a shelf and that white balls be left on the conveyor belt. The soning task 
is to examine each of the grey balls and decide whether they should be put 
on the shelf-but at the same time to save room for all the black balls that 
must be put there. 

The conveyor belt simulates the flow of patients through the emergency 
room or the doctor's office. The black balls are the conditions that all 
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physicians agree require hospitalization; regardless of how sick the patient 
may appear, he or she must be admitted. The white balls are those condi
tions that are treated outside of the hospital. The task is to decide which 
grey balls should be Hadmitted"-placed on the shelf. Each must be evalu
ated as to its degree of greyness (relative illness). There are always more •
grey balls (more sick people) than there is room on the shelf. The saner 
must find a way to deal with the problems presented by all of the grey balls. 

Making judgments about degrees of illness and finding safe alternatives 
for patients are difficult tasks and involve a great deal of uncenainty. If 
beds are available, it is much easier to rely on others-the ward physicians 
and nurses-to son out the problems. It is far easier to admit a patient to 
the hospital (put a grey ball on the shelf) than to search out alternatives. 

Small area analysis reyeals something that the soners do not know. 
There are fewer beds per capita in New Haven; consequently, the shelf 
there is much smaller than the shelf in Boston-about half its size. In New 
Haven, the saner must spend more time eyaluating shades of grey and 
finding safe alternatives by making calls to the patient's private physician, 
eliciting the help of home health agencies, or arranging transponation to 
nursing homes, hospices, or depanments of social services. 

Small area studies reveal another curious feature: about the same amount 
of space on the shelf is held in reserve in the low-rate areas as in the high
rate ones. Despite the greatly reduced size of their shelves, there is no 
evidence that physicians in areas with low per-capita bed rates believe that 
they are rationing effective services. They do not even use all of the beds 
available to them. Clinicians in New Haven. like their counterpans in 
Boston. tend to hold about 15 percent of beds in reserve. They seem un
aware of scarcity and are satisfied that their theories of how hospital re
sources should be deployed are appropriate. The chiefs of service at Yale's 
teaching hospital in New Haven. when asked whether they were aware that 
treatments were being withheld because of the area's per-capita bed supply. •could identify no examples of explicit rationing. Indeed. as is so often the 
case when the facts of variation are presented, the chiefs were not even 
aware that hospital resources were relatively scarce in their community. 

In the upside-down economy of medical care, supply comes first and 
theory follows, in vinual equilibrium as practice style adjusts to ensure the 
utilization of available resources. Thus. treatment theories governing the 
use of hospital beds are sufficiently flexible to allow the use of available 
beds, no matter what the per-capita level of supply; theories that establish 
the legitimacy of the use of panicular procedures justify professional work
loads, vinually without regard for the number of specialists; and undereval
uated medical treatment theory is sufficiently rich to permit the employ
ment of internists and family practitioners vinually without regard to how 
many there may be per capita. As clinical problem solvers, it is in the 
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nature of physicians to deploy available resources, including themselves, 
close to the point of scarcity. They do thi5 in pursuit of treatment theories 
that seem reasonable and that might just prove to be effecti ve. This behav
ior is not the result of simple self-interest: it arises from physicians' percep
tions of their role as healers, their faith in plausible theories of efficacy, and 
their willingness to work to find solutions to the endless stream of problems 
their patients present. 

It is quite possible that higher per-capita rates of investment in health 
care produce no net benefit over what is achieved in areas with lower per
capita rates. Consider the evidence regarding bed supply. Much of the 
additional pool of resources in Boston is Im-ested in more frequent readmis
sions of the chronically ill and in the care of terminal patients. In spite of 
the 70 percent greater per-capita expenditure for Bostonians compared with 
New Havenites. the monality rates are the same, as predicted by the simi
larities in demographic characteristics. In addition, the more than twofold 
variation in expenditures for hospitalization among the 185 hospital service 
areas of New England is not correlated with mona!ity rates. 

Indeed, why should greater spending bring better results? In formulat
ing an expectation about whether more should be better, it is well to recall 
the contingencies that -determine the capacity of the health care system. 
Capacity is not fashioned according to explicit theories about what works in 
medicine. The optimal number of beds is unknown, and the number that is 
actually built or supplied has no theoretical or empirical basis. (One looks 
in vain to medical texts to learn how many beds are needed for treating a 
population's burden of illness for such conditions as back pain, pneumonia. 
and gastroenteritis.) The number of beds is the result of the way the hospi
tal industry has grown. Per-capita rates are arbitrary. the product of the 
opponunities and desires of institutions and communities-not of the needs 
or preferences of patients. shaped by the possibilities articulated by medical 
science. 

This is easily seen in case studies that reveal the history of the planning 
and construction of hospital beds, The populations of Waterville and Au

. gusta in Maine are about the same in size. but Waterville has nearly twice 
as many beds per capita, The reason is that Waterville hospitals were 
constructed according to the dictates of religious and professional onhodox
ies. a set of dynamics that resulted in three hospitals: a Catholic and a 
Protestant hospital. each used by allopathic physicians. and a third hospital 
reserved for osteopaths. In Augusta, only one hospital was built, an ecu
menical institution shared by all religious and professional persuasions. The 
medical care landscape il) the United States is contoured by the jagged 
profiles of resource allocation exemplified by Boston, New Haven. Water
ville. and Augusta. In each example. the intensity of construction is deter
mined by dynamics that are indifferent to theories of efficacy or even to' 
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simple rules about the necessary numbers of beds in relation to the size of 
the popu lation. 

The number of physicians who are trained is governed by equally arbi
trary policies, many of which were formulated in the 1960s. a period of 
great concern about medical scarcity. The number of physicians trained for 
each specialty is the product of administrative and political choices rather • 
than a response to the resources required to produce services dictated by an 
answer to the "which rate is right?" question. In the case of procedure
oriented specialties, supply is we)) in excess of the number of practitioners 
needed to produce treatments that physicians agree are efficacious. For 
example, when neurosurgeons enter medical markets. they almost invari
ably find that the available supply has already taken care of the demand for 
surgical management of brain tumors and head trauma, which are the proce
dures that all physicians agree are needed. Neurosurgeons thus must invest 
most of their efforts in treating conditions for which there are valid nonsur
gical options. The most common are two condition-treatment options listed 
in Table 2-1: back operations and carotid artery surgery. Although it is 
reasonable to conjecture that more of such surgeries might produce some 
benefit. the studies noted earlier suggest that the amount of neurosurgery 
now being supplied under the delegated decision model could well exceed 
the amount patients want when they choose according to well-informed 
preferences. 

SEEKING LIMITS 

It is quite possible that the current crisis in health care in this country 
may stem from the excesses of an economic sector< dominated by supplier
induced demand and professional uncertainty about the value of medical 
care-and not from patient demand based on medical progress. The excesses 
arise because of errors in the assumption of neoclassic economic policy that 
capacity would be limited and the quality of care maintained by medical •
efficacy and patient demand. mediated through the physician who serves as 
the rational agent for patient and society. The effects of these errors are 
now increasingly apparent: 

• Quality is poor. Patient values are not paramount in the decision to 
use care; information on options (and on the state of medical progress) is 
not freely communicated; and services (whether wanted or not) are pro
duced with varying efficiency in regard to outcomes. 

• Costs are out of control. The supplies of resources are created (in 
increasing amounts) without regard to explicit theories of efficacy and with
out knowledge of the shape of the benefit-utilization curves for medical 
interventions and of the amount of resources needed to produce the sen'ices 
patients want. : 
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• Access is diminished. The decentralized structures that have fi
nanced care through insurance are increasingly unable to pro\'ide products 
that are affordable to business or to individuals without employment-based 
insurance . 

It seems very likely that the 1990s will bring policy decisions that place 
explicit limits on the medical care system in the United States, although no 
model of governance has emerged as an odds-on favorite. It may well be 
impossible to reach a national consensus on what to do. in which case the 
initiative will fall to the states. If so. several models may evolve. but their 
shapes should be governed by certain principles and guidelines that find 
their empirical justification in the epidemiology of medical care and in 
ethics. 

The first principle concerns the general welfare: it is safe for patients 
and in the public interest to place global restrictions on grOirth ill the 
capacity to prol'ide medical care. Studies of geographic variation in services 
in this country provide solid evidence that the capacity of the hospital in
dustry and of the physician work force is now well in excess of that re
quired to provide services that are efficacious al'!d that patients actually 
want. Most medical resources are allocated to treatments for which the 
theoretical basis for allocation is implicitly associated with the supply of 
resources and for which there is no empirical evidence that more is better. 
The nation can and should deal directly with the forces of inflationary 
growth in the health care sector-with the policies that determine the num
bers and distribution of manpower, the size of the hospital industry, and the 
quantities of technology. The excess in capacity means that the amount 
spent on health care (as a percentage of GNP) can be directly limited and a 
health care system achieved that is in equilibrium with other sectors of the 
national economy-without fear that \'aluable services must necessarily be 
rationed . 

The second principle concerns the welfare of those who do not now 
have access to care because they lack insurance: full entitlement of all 
Americans to health care can be instituted. without increases in the propor
tion of GNP invested in health and without a loss of welfare to those now 
insured. The fear that policies that extend health care entitlement to all 
citizens will exacerbate the cost crisis is unwarranted; the dynamics that 
determine the capacity and costs of health care markets are to a large extent 
independent of illness rates and the demands of patients. To see why this is 
so, let us return to the analogy of the person sorting the black. white, and 
grey balls. Physicians are unaware of the relative size of the resource 
shelf-that is, of the per-capita quantities of "supply" invested in their 
markets; put another way. they are unaware of the relative size of the popu
lation they are serving. For example, two-thirds of the population of Ver
mont could move to Boston before the relative size of the Boston hospital 
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resource shelf approaches that of New Haven. The testimony of physicians 
in New Haven-and the statistical evidence that re$ources are held in re
serve equally in all medical markets, regardless of the relative per-capita 
rate of resource investment-tells us that if the increase in population size •occurred gradually, no one in the medical care industry serving Bostonians 
would notice the difference. The major change in practice style would be a 
change in the threshold for hospitalization-a more careful sorting of grey 
balls. The biggest change in the rates of use of hospitals would be for back 
pain, gastroenteritis, and chronic bronchitis. 

Fewer than 15 percent of Americans are comple\ely uninsured. An 
understanding of the epidemiology of medical care leads to the prediction 
that their entitlement would permit them to be absorbed into the health care 
system without loss of benefit to those now in the system and without any 
special increase in aggregate expenditures. The capacity to treat the unin
sured is already there; what is needed is to make it possible for them to 
compete for the attention of the health care system on an equal basis with 
the insured. In a steady-state situation, the increases in costs for treating 
the uninsured will be offset by the savings realized by reducing utilization 
among those now insured. 

The third principle concerns the interests of patients for whom expen
sive medical care is effective in a system characterized by excess capacity: 
the resources required 10 meet unmet needs (e.g., prenatal care, bone mar
row transplants, long-term care) should be obtained by reallocation of ex
cess capacity and not by rationing effective care. From the point of view of 
patients with costly diseases, the reallocation of excess capacity is a more 
humane way to meet unmet needs than is the deliberate withholding of 
expensive, effective care on the grounds that the benefits are too costly. If 
the people of Oregon decide that total resources for health care should be 
limited. then resources to meet unmet needs should be reallocated from 
JJ'cas of excess capacity. Oregon has its own Bostons and New Havens. 
Rather than withholding specific treatments such as bone marrow trans
plants, which are known to increase the expectation for life (and that pa
tients are known to want), this principle recommends the reallocation of 
resources now invested in excess supplies of hospital beds. Large quanti
ties of resources are thus available for reallocation. If the practice patterns 
of Boston were more like those of New Haven, 700 hospital beds would be 
unused, and in 1982 dollars, S300 million would be available for realloca
tion to other medical needs (Culp et al.. 1987). 

INNOVATION AND THE POLICIES OF LIMITS 

Policies of limits that emphasize the rationing of care through prescrip
tive rules of practice. that is, through the micromanagement of the doctor
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patient relationship, have very different implications for innovation than 
policies that set limits that have been developed in accordance with the 
principles set out in the previous section. The differences are key. At the 
level of the microeconomy-the doctor-patient relationship-the latter poli
cies emphasize the underdevelopment of clinical science, the entang lement 
of preferences. and the implicit nature of much of medical theory. At the 
level of the macroeconomy. they emphasize the opportunities for meeting 
unmet needs that global limits and strategies for reallocating excess capaci
ty open up. Thes,e opportunities also include the development of the neces
sary professional infrastructure to deal with the weaknesses in the scientific 
and ethical status of the doctor-patient relationship. A successful policy of 
global limits has the immediate consequence of buying time to learn what 
works in medicine and to sort out the many conflicting, explicit theories 
governing resource deployment in the treatment of discrete conditions such 
as those listed in Table 2-1. But the several European and the Canadian 
models for managing the macroeconomy show clearly that setting global 
limits does not of itself lead to improvement in clinical science or to the 
development of models for clinical decision making that emphasize patient 
preferences. For innovation along these lines to prosper, policies to achieve 
global limits must be linked to a science policy that builds the infrastructure 
for evaluating medical theory and promotes new models of the doctor-pa
tient relationship. 

The introduction suggests some of the characteristics of a science poli
cy that would promote "rational" innovation under both policies of global 
limits and of managed care. Such policies would encourage the develop
ment of new ideas and technologies and their systematic 'evaluation in a 
context that fosters the progressive growth of a more fully rationalized 
microeconomy, namely. a doctor-patient relationship in which decisions are 
based on information about outcomes and on the preferences of patients. 
This chapter also draws attention to the sources of medical ideas and the 
current processes of evaluation to highlight the importance of problem solv
ing in everyday practice as a s.ource of medical theory. In addition. it 
emphasizes the lack of standardization in innovative processes when they 
occur in the context of the daily practice of medicine. 

The varying sources of medical ideas and the complexity of the innova
tive processes of medicine have an important implication for science policy: 
evaluative research must be closely linked to daily practice. They also 
suggest two goals and two processes of evaluation: 

1. the goal of theory evaluation. by which alternative treatments for 
common conditions are tested in a comprehensive, systematic approach; and 

2. the goal of process evaluation. by which the various configurations 
for packaging technologies and organizing human resources and levels of 
skill are explicated and evaluated . 
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The first goal involves outcomes research, the second involves .quality man· 
a!!ement, and their linkage is the relationship between their ends and the 
~eans for achieving them. 

Let us briefly consider the requirements for building an infrastructure 
for the evaluative sciences in medicine. The first volume in this series 
discussed the various disciplines that constitute the evaluative sciences and 
the rationale for their introduction into mainstream thinking in medical schools 
(Wennberg, 1 990b). It also discussed the policy basis for outcomes reo 
search and an organizational strategy. the patient outcome research team 
approach. for meeting the ongoing requirements for evaluation of estab· 
lished treatment theories. as well as innovations as they emerge. These 
teams-PORTs, as they are becoming known in the United States-are part 
of the infrastructure being developed by the Agency for Health Care Policy 
and Research. a new federal agency that represents the first explicit effort 
on the part of government to articulate science policy for the evaluative 
~cjences. 

There is a certain irony that public policy to rationalize health care 
should develop in the one nation among Western democracies that Brian 
Abel·Smith (1985) labels the "odd man out," the single example of a nation 
that has failed to establish policies of global limits on expenditures. The 
need for rational reallocation is most acute in systems of care in which 
marginal spending on innovation is inhibited by policies of global limits. 
Strategies for avoiding explicit health care rationing by reallocating excess 
capacity to meet unmet needs for effective medical care depends on the 
successes of the evaluative sciences in identifying examples of excess ca· 
pacity and establishing evidence that care is, indeed, effective. It should be 
much easier to build the necessary infrastructure in systems of care in which 

I . 

the societal commitment to set limits is in place-once the problem of 
professional uncertainty and excess capacity is understood by policymakers. 
At least in principle, systems of care governed by polic'ies that rationalize 
the deployment of manpower and budgets can redefine professional tasks 
much more easily than is now possible in the United States, with the impor. 
tant exception of prepaid staff-model HMOs such as the Kaiser Permanente 
Plan or Group Health Cooperative of Puget Sound. 

The reallocation of professional time and talent toward the two goals of 
outcomes research and quality management is a clear example of a potential 
advan.tage that Canadian or European models have over the United States. 
For the sake of argument, let us assume that the health care industry. like 
any other high-technology industry. should allocate 10 percent of its earn
ings to the development and testing of its products. In the health care field. 
investments of this order of magnitude are now made only by well-capital
ized pharmaceutical and medical device industries, and as the example of 
off-label uses of drugs such as prazosin shows, this does not lead to full 
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rationalization of even drug-related clinical theory. The problem is the \~ast 
undercapitalization of the evaluative function within the ongoing practice of 
medicine. Resources to evaluate innovations arising in clinical practice or 
to undertake the quality management tasks that in most industries are part 
of the production process have not traditionally been made available by 
government or the private sector. One of the most constructive steps con
sistent with the principles outlined in the previous section would be to 
allocate a substantial proportion of the health care budget to the task of 
building the necessary professional infrastructure in ,the evaluative sciences. 

Canada offers an example of what could be done in a system with 
global limits in place. Canadian physicians are currently paid much less on 
a per-procedure basis than their counterparts in the United States, resulting 
in longer work hours and greater productivity in terms of the numbers of 
procedures performed per physician; as a consequence, the rates of use of 
many common surgical procedures (and probably a good number of diag
nostic procedures) in Canada rival those in the United States, even though 
the supply of specialists is considerably less. Some of the excess capacity 
that Canadians now allocate to such procedures could be safely allocated to 
conduct outcomes research and build the professional infrastructure for man
agement of quality. Leading physicians who are interested in these tasks 
could be safely recruited from acti\'e practice without fear that the reduction 
in sen'ices would harm patients. (This could be done on a half-time basis 
to allow these physicians to remain clinically active.) Such an effort would 
not require a reorganization of the fee-for-service financial structure but 
only the willingness of the provincial government to negotiate salaries for 
physicians who chose to invest part of their professional time in this man
ner. Networks of recruited, professional talent linked to centers for the 
evaluative sciences, would form the infrastructure for a variety of evalua
tive tasks as well as the dissemination of results. Presumably, such a strat
egy would also be cost saving, because the total cost of care per active 
physician-the stream of medical acts he or she initiates or sustains-is 

. very likely to be much greater than the total cost of research per physician
investigator. A commitment to evaluation along these lines holds the prom
ise of rationalizing a spectrum of current inefficiencies. particularly in the 
management of quality and the explication of as yet unrecognized variations 
in the processes of production. 

An all-payer or single-payer model also offers another opportunity for 
rapidly increaSing the level of sophistication of practicing physicians in the 
evaluative sciences. in particular their understanding of the relevance of 
evaluation for the everyday practice of medicine. Medical education has 
been primarily geared to the production of medical students and the training 
of medical residents; in situations of perceived manpower scarcity, this 
focus is quite natural. The current situation of excess capacity presents a 
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new challenge and opportunity for medical education: to pay attention to 
ongoing learning requirements in a field with rapid technological change 
and to commit to a mission of lifetime learning in which skills are reshaped. 
knowledge rebuilt, and careers refashioned to meet changing needs. Again, 
in Canada, these policies are within reach. Just as the existence of excess 
capacity justifies the redeployment of professional talent to build capacity 
for the evaluative sciences, it also justifies periodic salaried sabbaticals 
from clinical practice for all professionals, including physicians, nurses. 
administrators and others. 

In theory, the British National Health Service provides similar flexibil
ity for the reallocation of professional workloads. Moreover, the special 
role of the British general practitioner, the unique responsibility he or she 
bears for initiating referrals, offers a splendid opponunity for development 
of.the new model for the doctor-patient relationship based on shared deci
sion makirig. Rationalization of treatment patterns for specific conditions 
such as BPH ultimately depends on rationalization of referrals from primary 
care to specialty care-on the development of what in the United States is 
called the cognitive role of the physician. 

It is no coincidence that governmental policy encouraging the evalua
tive sciences developed first in the United States. The issue of practice 
variations and the need to improve the scientific basis of clinical decision 
making have been prominently discussed in professional journals as well as 
in the lay press. The linkage of practice guidelines to outcomes research 
and the growth of the idea that micromanaged care will contain costs brought 
together the critical suppon needed for a new federal initiative, the Agency 
for Health Care Policy and Research, at a time of budget deficit and reluc
tance by Congress to take on new tasks. The tensions between the trend 
toward cost containment based on micromanaged care and the needs and 
requirements for rational innovation continue to grow. The implications of 
micromanaged care for the innovative processes of the pharmaceutical and 
medical device industry, as well as for surgical innovation, are now being 
widely discussed. In some cases, the emphasis on cost-effectiveness and 
reallocation will seem commensurate with the goals outlined here. But in 
other cases, the restrictions operate in the other direction and affect the 
weakest link in the evaluative process: the assessment of innovation within 
the context of everyday practice. At a time when the expansion of practice
hased infrastructure to suppon innovation is needed, rules that restrict the 
funding of "experimental" technologies are being more rigidly enforced. 
~10reo\'er, the increasing sensitivity to cost shifting, that is, the effon on the 
pan of the purchaser to get the "right price," penalizes most the academic 
medical centers that traditionally have been the most productive sources of 
medical innovation. This is unfonunate, given that the health care system's 
situation of excess and professional uncenainty requires just the opposite. 
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'Nevertheless. things are changing. Whatever the shape of the new 
American health care economy. the policies ofrefonn. if they are to pro
mote rather than retard medical innovation. must assume the obligation to 

build the scientific and ethical basis of clinical medicine and contain re
source consumption within limits acceptable to the wider society. The 
obligation to reform the scientific and ethical basis of clinical medicine can 
be summarized in four guiding principles: 

1. knowledge about relevant treatment options should be freely com
municated to patients; 

2. the choice of intervention from among options that work and that 
society is willing to provide should be based on the patient's preference; 

3. the production of treatments should be continuously improved; and. 
4. new as well as conventional treatment theories should be continu

ously assessed and reassessed. 

• 

The opportunity to build a productive microeconomy. to keep the doc
tor-patient relationship free from intrusions by the state or by third-party 
micromanagement. depends. in turn. on a public policy for health that deals 
with the problem of limits and innovation. The challenge to the policies 
and politics of refonn is to (a) set limits on the growth of supply; (b) 
reallocate excess capacity to productive purposes; (c) support the lifetime 
learning requirements of the profession; and (d) build the professional infra
structure required to learn what works in medicine and to produce services 
efficiently. free of supplier-induced demand. 
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